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ABSTRACT 

The need for a national inspection program for dams had been 

recognized for many years. On August 8, 1972, the 92nd Congress passed 

Public Law 92-367 creating the National Dam Inspection Program. The 

act authorized the Secretary of the Army to undertake a national program 

of inspection of dams. The Corps of Engineers inspection program, along 

with State cooperation, represents significant progress toward reducing 

the risks of high hazard non-Federal dam failures . 

In order to obtain well defined causes of earth dam failures, 

statistical analysis of past earth dam failures was made. A comprehensive 

list of earth dam failures was collected and listed after Middlebrooks 

(1953) and others. The results of this list were analized to determine 

the major failure mechanism(s) and to help establish an inspection tool 

for earth dams. The mo~t common failure mechanisms appear to be seepage 

and embankment sliding. 

A survey of existing technology was made in an effort to determine 

which type of equipment would best detect seepage and slope stability 

and still be within the following guidelines: 

l. Inexpensive 

2. Portable 

3. Ease of Operation 

4. Easily Interpreted and Accurate Data. 

The selection df the method was done by a· process of: 

1. Discussion by the project members of each method and its 

potential; 
viii 



2. Personal interviews were conducted with representatives 

of various equipment manufacturing companies; 

3. Personal interviews were conducted with area consulting 

geophysicists; 

4. A final discussion of the methods, costs, and results of 

the interviews was conducted and a method was selected. 

The method selected was the Acoustic Emission Monitoring System. 

Acoustic emission is a passive method similar to the geophysical 

methods. A metal bar is i nserted into suspect areas (areas of known or 

suspected deformation). An accelerometer is attached to the metal bar 

or waveguide. The accelerometer converts the deformation, ''noi se 11
, 

brought to the surface by the waveguide into an electrical impulse. The 

impulse is then filtered to eliminate noise, and amplified. If the 

impulse is great enough to cross a preset threshoid, (manual or automatic), 

a 11 Count 11 is registered on a digital display. The higher the number of 

counts displayed in a given time, greater deformation is occurring. 

In order to become familiar with the acoustic emission monitoring 

system, field work was i nitiated. The purpose of the field work was to: 

1. Become familiar with setting up the equipment, 

2. Become familiar with the different equipment settings to 

insure proper technique, and 

3. Become familiar with data interpolation. 

Field work was done on four dams in southern Idaho with known problems. 

The acoustic emission monitoring system appears to meet the guide

lines set down above. The system appears to be an excellent tool for 

monitoring slope stability. Acoustic emission appears as a promising tool 
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for the detection of seepage and more work is being done in this area as 

a continuation of this project . 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of this study is to ascertain the most common mechan

isms of earth dam failure and to evaluate presently available and non

available (research stage) technology that may be incorporated into a 

state dam inspection program to help insure the safety of the structure 

and life and property below. 

This purpose may be expressed in terms of these general objectives: 

1. Ascertain most probable mechanisms for dam failure by 

the co~pilation of case histories of dam failures and 

statistical analysis of the data collected; 

2. Determine available and presently non-available technology 

suitable for detecting failure mechanisms; 

3. Evaluate technology for its primary use, advantages, 

disadvantages, availability, and cost; and 

4. Select the method(s) that would be most suitable to detect 

failure mechanisms and if possible do more detailed research • in an attempt to find its capabilities and limitations . 

• 

• 



Scope of Work 

To ascertain the most probable mechanisms for dam failure, a two 

stage approach is taken. First, a detailed compilation of worldwide 

dam failures was undertaken. The method of ascertaining probable failure 

mechanisms in dams is confined to failures that are reported in journals, 

professional magazines, newspapers and other published sources. This 

covers most but not all failures since many small failures in each state 

never become known except to those individuals involved directly. 

Second, when the list of dam failures is complete, a statistical analysis 

of the results to define the most probable failure mechanisms is to be 

run. 

A search was conducted to identify methods for detecting failure 

mechanisms. Letters were written to each of the fifty states, Puerto 

Rico, and the Virgin Islands to find if any other states are involved 

in a project of this nature or if any state has adopted already any 

equipment as an aid to their dam inspection program. A literature 

search for descriptions of equipment and methods was conducted and in

cluded reviewing professional journals, magazines and newspapers. 

Research into devices suitable for detecting failure mechanisms 

is limited to equipment that is inexpensive, portable, with data that 

are interpreted easily, and are available or appear to be available in 

the near future. The research is also limited to equipment that could 

have a direct application to detection of failure mechanisms. No equip

ment that requires highly sophisticated techniques or is currently being 

developed will be considered but may be mentioned. 
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History of National Dam Safety Inspection Program 

On August 8, 1972, the 92nd Congress, H. R. 15951 passed Public 

Law 92-367 creating the National dam inspection program. The act author

ized the Secretary of the Army to undertake a national program of inspec

tion of dams. 

The Act defines "dam" as any artificial barrier, including appur

tenant works, which impounds or diverts water and which is twenty-five 

feet or more in height or has an impounding capacity at maximum water 

storage elevation of fifty acre-feet or more or a minimum of six feet 

high and contain fifty acre-feet or more of storage. 

The National Program for the inspection of dams is to be carried 

out by the Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers 

for the purpose of protecting human life and property. Exempted from 

the program are: 

1. Bureau of Reclamation dams, 

2. Tennessee Valley Authority dams, 

3. International Boundary and Water Commission dams, 

4. Dams licensed under the Federal Power Act, 

5. Dams inspected by a state agency which the governor requests 

be excluded, and 

6. Dams which do not pose any threat to human life or property . 

As soon as possible after the inspection of any dam, the result 

of the inspection ·shall be forwarded to the Governor of the state in 

which the dam is located. Any hazardous findings will be reported 

immediately. The secretary shall provide advice on remedial measures 

9 



necessary to mitigate or obviate any hazardous conditions found during 

inspection. 

The Secretary shall report to Congress the activities under the 

Act, which report shall include, but not be limited to: 

1. An inventory of all dams located in the United States; 

2. A review of each inspection made, the recommendations 

furnished to the Governor of the State and information 

as to the implementation of such recommendation; and 

3. Recommendations for a comprehensive national program for 

the inspection of dams and the responsibilities which 

should be assumed by Federal, State and local governments 

and by public and private interests (Public Law 92-367). 

Action Taken After Public Law 92-367 

Corps officials stated that they had intended originally to 

inspect dams, beginning with a representative sample. In December, 

1972, the Undersecretary of the Army requested five million dollars to 

initiate a nationwide program for dam inspection. The funding proposal 

was rejected by the Office of Management and Budget and no appropriation 

request was made thereafter to the Congress to carry out Public 

Law 92-367 except for collecting inventory data and preparing recommenda

tions for a national dam safety program. 

In January, 1973, OMB issued a policy statement directing the 

Corps to perform an inventory of dams and make recommendations for a 

comprehensive national program to inspect and regulate dams for safety 

purposes. The OMB policy statement stated further that: 
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Inspections, to the extent they were made, were to be 
accomplished by the concerned States as part of their 
normal responsibilities. 

The Corps was to develop inspection guidelines to be included in 

the national program . 

The Department of the Army was to provide advice to the respective 

State Governors, upon request, for correcting or eliminating any hazardous 

conditions found in their States . 

Earlier, in Feburary, 1973, the Corps advised the Senate and 

House Subcommittees on Public Works, Committee on Appropriations, that 

it did not intend to implement that section of the law which pertained 

to actual inspection of non-Federal dams. No appropriations requests 

were made to the Congress for such inspections. 

On July 24, 1974, the Acting Secretary of the Army, by letter, 

advised the Congress of the Corps of Engineers progress in fulfilling 

the requirements prescribed by Public Law 92-367. The Acting Secreatry 

stated the Corps was (1) compiling an inventory of all dams in the 

Nation, (2) surveying Federal and State dam safety inspection programs, 

(3) developing guidelines for dam inspections, and (4) formulating recom-

mendations for a national program of dam inspection and safety . 

The acting Secretary of the Army also informed the Congress that 

while the authorizing legislation provided for the inspection of non-

Federal dams, no inspections had been made and none were planned. The 

Acting Secretary said it was believed that the states should perform 

the inspection as part of their normal responsibilities. 

In June, 1975, the Chief of Engineers submitted to the Secretary 

of the Army a five-volume document containing the report 11 National 

5 



Program of Inspection of Dams. 11 This five-volume compilation included 

an inventory of dams, recommendations for a national program of dam 

safety, responses by State and Federal agencies to a aquestionnaire on 

dam supervision, a model law for state supervision of dams, and recom-

mended guidelines for safety inspection of dams. Draft legislation for 

a dam safety program was submitted by the Chief of Engineers to the 

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Functions) in December, 1975. 

In March, 1976, the Secretary of the Army submitted to the Office 

of Management and Budget (OMB) the five volumes and draft legislation 

and recommended that the Corps• proposed national dam safety program 

be implemented. On April 2, 1976, four of the volumes containing the 

inventory of dams were released to the Congress, Federal agencies and 

states. On November 16, 1976, the draft legislation and the fifth 

volume, which contained t he Corps• recommendations for a national dam 

safety program, were rel ~ased to the Congress. 

Why the National Dam Safety Program Had a Slow Beginning in 
Review of Corps of Engineers National Dam Safety Program 

In 1976 the Office of the Comptroller General reviewed the Corps 

of Engineers procedures and guidelines, records, and reports applicable 

to implementation of Public Law 92-367. The Office of Comptroller 

General then interviewed Federal and State officials; and reviewed State 

legislation concerning dam safety. Also reviewed were various States• 

methods of collecting inventory data and obtained State officials• views 

on the Corps• proposal for a national program of dam safety and the costs 

of initiating the program. 
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The Office of the Comptroller General found that the national dam 

inventory developed by the Corps was both incomplete and based on data 

collected using inadequate definitions and procedures. Also most of the 

data were not verified . 

The Office of Comptroller General stated that since the Corps had 

not determined the inventory•s accuracy, more assurance should be obtained 

as to its accuracy before the Congress decides on a national dam safety 

program based on the information contained in the inventory. 

The Office of the Comptroller General stated that the Corps of 

Engineers report and recommendations for a national dam safety program 

as released to Congress on November 16, 1976, was inadequate because it: · 

Placed primary emphasis on voluntary participation by 
the States for non-Federal dams without presenting 
adequate information to the Congress as to the cost 
to the States or as to how the States could carry out 
the program without Federal assistance. 

Did not require minimum inspection criteria. 

Contained unreliable inventory and cost data . 

Recommended primarily an inspection rather than a safety 
program and did not present information to the Congress 
on safety matters, such as public information programs, 
possible revisions in zoning laws, and emergency warning 
systems . 

Did not provide the Congress with alternatives for 
carrying out a dam safety program. (Comptroller 
General, 1977) 

Carter Administration Review of Dam Problems 

Since the failure of Teton Dam in 1976, the Carter administration 

has attempted to improve both Federal and non-Federal dam safety for 

about 50,000 dams in the United States . 
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The Carter administration's effort has been directed along three 

fronts. These include a review of Federal dam safety procedures, a com

mitment to private dam safety and institutional reorganization. 

Federal Dam Safety Procedures Review 

The heads of each Federal department or agency responsible for any 

aspect of dam safety were asked to undertake a thorough review and evalua

tion of their own practices which could affect the safety and integrity 

of their dams. 

The chairman of the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, 

Engineering, and Technology (FCCSET) convened an~ hoc Interagency 

Committee to analyze the Federal agencies• practices and procedures and 

to provide recommendations for improving Federal dam safety. As a result 

of this, on November 15, 1977, the report, Improving Federal Dam Safety 

was published by the FCCSET. 

The director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) 

was established to organize an independent panel of experts for reviewing 

both agency practices and the Federal dam safety guidelines proposed by 

FCCSET. As a result of this, the OSTP Independent Review Panel published 

its report, Federal Dam Safety, on December 6, 1978. 

In the ·first session of the 96th Congress on February 22, 1979, 

House of Representatives Bill 2354 and Senate Bill 504 were passed. 

Both amended Public Law 92-367. H. R. 2354 authorized the Secretary 

of the Army to restore certain hazardous dams to a safe condition. 

Senate 540 made provision of Federal assistance to the states for the 

development and implementation of effective dam safety programs in order 

to protect human life and property. 
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On June 25, 1979, the document Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety 

was published by OSTP and sent to President Carter with a cover letter 

from the Director of OSTP reporting the completion of the requested 

Federal dam safety review activities and summarizing the nature and 

intent of the guidelines. 

Recommendations for Improving Federal Dam Safety 

Recommendations which emerged from intensive review efforts 

included the following: 

1. Implementation of the Proposed Federal Guidelines for 

Dam Safety. The guidelines apply to management practices 

and procedures for dam safety of all Federal agencies 

responsible for planning, design, construction, operation 

and maintenance, emergency preparedness, or regulation 

of dams. 

The guidelines also provided direction for management 

of technical activities in (1) site investigation and 

design; (2) construction, including quality assurance; and 

(3) operation and maintenance, including periodic inspec

tion and emergency action planning. 

2. Establish Federal Agency or Department Dam Safety Offices. 

Each Federal Department or Agency having responsibility for 

any aspect of dam safety should have an independent dam 

safety office or officer . reporting directly to the head 

of the Department or Agency . 

3. Coordinate Federal Dam Safety. 

A. General Interagency Needs. The interagency dam safety 

9 



coordination established initially under the FCCSET 

ad hoc Interagency Committee and guided by the Office 

of Science and Technology during the Federal review 

process should continue. 

B. Establishement of a Federal Dam Safety Coordinating 

Office. Previous to and during the process of this 

report, no single Federal agency has been charged with 

a continuing responsibility to plan and coordinate the 

dam safety programs carried out by a number of agencies. 

4. Establish Formalized Programs of Periodic Inspection. It 

was recommended that each Department or Agency set up a 

formalized program of periodic inspection and re-evaluation 

of all dams against modern criteria in order to reduce the 

potential risk and consequences of Federal dam failures. 

5. Initiate Efforts to Define Federal Role in Non-Federal Dam 

Safety. Departments and agencies should begin to resolve 

the safety-related ambiguities, associated with already-con

structed and future private dams, which result from Federal 

actions (financial and technical). 

Non-Federal Dam Safety Activities 

The Corps of Engineers• inspection program represents significant 

progress toward reducing the risks of high hazard non-Federal dam failures. 

Although the States are cooperating in the inspection program and becoming 

more accountable, many complex issues remain which need to be addressed 

rationally and systematically and solved ultimately as the inspection 

program moves forward (Tschantz, 1979). 
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CHAPTER II 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF EARTH DAM FAILURES 

Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of the statistical analysis of earth dam failures is 

to obtain well defined causes for such failures. In order to accomplish 

this purpose, a list of earth dams which failed was made. (See Appendix 2 

for a complete list.) The list is modeled after and includes Middlebrooks 

(1953) analysis and the U.S.C.O.L.D. dam failures (Lessons, 1975). These 

data are to determine the major failure mechanism(s) and to help establish 

an inspection tool for earth dams . 

An objective of the statistical analysis is to describe the age 

distribution for earth dams given various types of failures. If an age 

distribution for earth dams can be determined then it will be possible to 

predict the probability of failure of each earth dam after T years for 

a given· type failure condition. 

Major Causes of Failure 

The cause of failure for each dam is classified into one of the 

following twelve general categories . 

A - Piping 
B - Overtopping 
C - Seepage 
D- Sliding 
E - Aperature works 
F - Settlement 

G - Poor construction 
H - Blow out 
I - Breach 
J - Slope protection 
K - Cracking 
L - Earthquake 



In an effort to determine which types of failure mechanisms predom

inate, the data are sorted into percentages of total number of dams in 

each category divided -by the total number of dams (i.e.,%= (dams in 

category/total dams) x 100). Table II-1 summarizes the results. Table II-1 

indicates that there are five predominate types of failure. These five 

types of failures -occur so much more frequently than the other failure 

types, that most -attention will be directed to them. The five most 

predominate types of failure are: 

1. Piping - The movement of soil particles occurring when the 

hydraulic gradient of seepage approaches the critical hydraulic 

gradient. May occur at anywhere seepage occurs including 

foundation abutments, or along conduits. 

2. Overtopping - Occurs when the spillway is blocked or in

adequate or the basin capacity is exceeded by unusually 

heavy rain, melting snow, etc. 

3. Seepage - Movement of water through a structure with or 

without soil particle movement. May or may not be a prelude 

to piping. 

4. Sliding- Movement of embankment material along a plane of 

failure. 

5. Aperature works failure - Improper function of aperature 

works may cause overtopping, seepage, piping, or sliding. 

Two of these failure mechanisms are somewhat independent of the 

age of the dam. For instance, spillway failure due to obstruction can 

happen at any time of the life of a dam, as with overtopping. In other 

words aperature works and overtopping failures are independent of the 
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• Table II-1 

Percent of Total Failures in Each Category and in Each Sub-Category * 

% Failures %Failure~ 

• Category Sub-category In Category Category Sub-category In Category 

piping 15.7 seepage 16.4 
A-1 21 .4 C-1 6.8 
A-2 31.4 C-2 4.1 
A-3 27.1 C-3 34.2 
A-4 1.4 C-4 5.5 

• A-5 2.9 C-5 30.1 
A-6 1.4 C-6 0.0 
Misc. 14.3 Misc. 19.2 

overtopping 17.8 sliding 15.3 
B-1 29.1 0-1 25.0 
B-2 13.9 D-2 25.0 
B-3 13.9 D-3 10.3 

• B-4 0.0 D-4 1.5 
B-5 0.0 D-5 2.9 
8 .. 6 0.0 D-6 2.9 
Misc. 43.0 Misc. 32.4 

aperature 15.5 poor 2.2 
works E-1 10.1 construction G-1 0.0 

E-2 46.4 G-2 0.0 

• E-3 26.1 G-3 0.0 
E-4 4.3 G-4 0.0 
E.-5 0.0 G-5 0.0 
E-6 0.0 G-6 0.0 
Misc. 13.0 Misc. 100.0 

settlement 1.6 blow-out 1.6 
F -1 0.0 H-1 100.0 

• F-2 0.0 H-2 0.0 
F-3 0.0 H-3 0.0 
F-4 14.3 H-4 0.0 
F-5 14.3 H-5 0.0 
F-6 0.0 H-6 0.0 
Misc. 71.4 Misc. 0.0 

breach .4 cracking 4.3 

• I -1 0.0 K-1 10.5 
I-2 0.0 K-2 0.0 
I-3 0.0 K-3 0.0 
I-4 0.0 K-4 5.3 
I-5 0.0 K-5 5.3 
I-6 0.0 K-6 0.0 
Misc. 100.0 Misc. 78.9 

• slope 6.3 earthquakes 1.6 
protection J-1 7.1 L-1 57.1 

J-2 17.9 L-2 0.0 
J-3 7.1 L-3 42.9 
J-4 . 0.0 L-4 0.0 
J-5 0.0 L-5 0.0 
J-6 0.0 L-6 0.0 
Misc. 67.9 Misc . 0.0 

• 
* for explanation of sub categories see Appendix I I I . 
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internal structure of the dam. For this reason aperature works and over-

topping failures will be ignored in this study. 

Comparison with Middlebrooks Study 

Middlebrooks (1953), as forementioned, collected data on earth 

dam failures. He also did some limited statistical analysis. Middlebrooks 

constructed two tables, one showed calendar year versus the number of 

failures in various categories of failure; the second was a table of the 

number of years after completion versus the number of failures in various 

categories of failure. Using Middlebrooks format, tables II-2 and II-3 

show the results of the tabulation of data from this study. There is a 

slight variation in tables II-2 and II-3 from those of Middlebrooks, in 

that seepage and piping have been combined. The results shown are evident. 

Table II-3 should be looked at with some caution. The increments on the 

number of years after completion vary and have a tendency to allow more 

data in the same interval of later years than in earlier years (i.e., the 

first interval is [o,l) while the third is [5,10) and the fifth interval 

is [20,30)). 

Statistics 

In order to try to fit a distribution to the set of data points, 

it is necessary to look at a frequency plot of the number of dams that 

fail in a given category after T years old, only the increments will be 

constant and the smallest possible. In this case the smallest time 

increments are T = 1 year since the date of failure is only known up to the 

year. The frequency plots which follow show the number of dams that failed 
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• 
Table II-2 

• Calendar Year Vs. Number of Dams Failed in Various Categories 

Calendar Aperature 

• Year Piping Overtopping Seepage Sliding Works Misc. 

1850-1860 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1860:-1870 2 0 0 0 0 0 
1870-1880 2 0 1 0 1 1 

• 1880-1890 4 2 3 0 2 1 
1890-1900 10 7 4 1 3 3 
1900-1910 10 18 4 6 1 3 
1910-1920 11 13 8 6 4 7 -
1920-1930 11 11 5 11 7 10 
1930-1940 3 7 6 16 4 7 

• 1940-1950 4 5 4 4 3 8 
1950-1960 2 3 5 4 7 10 
1960-1970 10 7 24 14 26 25 
1970 1 6 9 6 11 11 

• 

• Table II-3 

Number of Years After Completion Vs. Number 
Dams Failed in Various Categories 

• No. of Years 
After Aperature 

Completion Piping Overtopping Seepage Sliding Works Misc. 

• 0 '1 ) 14 4 23 12 6 17 
1 '5) 28 12 16 14 15 22 
5 '1 0) 1 1 8 5 7 8 
10,20) 6 7 1 8 10 9 
20,30) 0 1 7 5 5 2 
30,40) 0 4 4 2 4 1 

• 40,50) 0 2 1 1 4 2 
50' 100) 1 3 3 5 10 4 
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versus the number of years old before failure. It should be noted that 

these frequency plots are unconditional frequency plots in the sense that 

there may be many more dams which are 1 year old than dams that are 56 

years old. In this case there is opportunity for more failures in 1 year 

after construction rather than in 56 ·years after construction. What is 

needed is a conditional probability function. 

One of the questions of prime importance is to determine how long 

it would be necessary to monitor earth dams for a certain type of failure. 
n 

From Graph II-1, if the average X= E f. X. (where f. = number of occurrences 
1 1 1 1 

of X;) is taken the value of X is found to be 6.56 years. Yet if the two 

failures at 56 years and 116 years are thrown out (outliers) then X= 2.98 

years with s2 = 18.44. Notice that the variance (S2) is high indicating 

a spread of the data. The variance is a measure of the dispersion of the 

data. The variance is analogous to the moment of inertia of a mass. This 

information could be used, for instance, to limit the inspection of earth 

dams for piping failures to 3 years. The mean and standard deviation for 

each type of failure is listed below. The standard deviation, S, is just 

s2 or var. These means and standard deviations include all data points, 

no outliers have been thrown out. 

Piping 
Overtopping 
Seepage 
Sliding 
Aperature works · 

*Settlement 
*Poor construction 
*Blow out 
*Breach 
Slope protection 
Cracking 
Earthquake 

X" = 6. 34 
X"= 15.68 
X"= 10.38 
X"= 15.75 
X"= -20.57 
X" = 0. 00 
X= 5.43 
X= 4. 25 
X= 15.50 
X = 6.13 
X" = 7. 35 
X" = 35.20 

s = 17.97 
s = 17.85 
s = 16.69 
s = 23.49 
s = 21.63 
S = 0.00 (no data) 
s = 5.21 
s = 5. 07 
s = 13.50 
s = 12.08 
s = 15.35 
s = 15.05 

*Not enough data to draw valid conclusions about X and S. 
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Graph Il-l 

UNCONDITIONAL FREQUENCY PLOT OF FAILURE DUE TO PIPING. 
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After considering only the four major categories and assuming that outliers 

may be thrown out, the following statistics result: 

Piping 
Overtopping 
Seepage 
Sliding 

X= 2.98 
X= 15.68 
X= 8.92 
X= 12.86 

s = 4.29 
s = 17.85 
s = 14.00 
s = 17.47 

When outliers are ignored and X and S computed, the standard devia-

tion, S, is smaller. This indicates that the data are not spread out very 

much and are close to the mean, X. Thus as S gets smaller, the mean, X, 
becomes more significant, so that values of X obtained from throwing away 

outliers start to become more important. In order to throw away outliers, 

one needs to know their probability of occurrence. So a method to deter-

mine the probability of data points occurring must be devised. If the 

probability of the data point occurring is small compared with all the 

other probabilities of all the other data points then it may be thrown 

away, otherwise it must be kept. 

This type of information can give far more insight into the time 

of failure of each dam than can Graphs II-1, II-2, II-3, and II-4. What 

is required is a conditional density function on the edge of the dams 

so that the number of dams left after T number of years after construction 

is taken into account. To do this one needs to look at probabilities of 

the following type; P (T > t + ~t I T > t) where T is the age of the dam. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

This is answering the question, What is the probability that a dam of 4t 

age Twill last more than t + ~t years given it has lasted t years. This 

type of probability density function can be obtained from empirical esti

mates. In order to determine empirical estimates of these types of 

probabilities it is necessary to have the age distribution of the dams. 
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Graph II-2. 

UNCONDITIONAL FREQUENCY PLOT OF FAILURE DUE TO OVERTOPPING 
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Graph II-3. 

UNCONDITIONAL FREQUENCY PLOT OF FAILURE DUE TO SEEPAGE 
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Graph II-4. 

UNCONDITIONAL FREQUENCY PLOT OF FAILURE DUE TO SLIDING 
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After obtaining the age distributions for dams in certain states which 

would yield the most amount of information, the empirical conditional 

probability density function can be calculated based on the data that 

have been collected. This conditional probability density function would 

be the desired result. This density function would give knowledge that 

could be used to weight the data of Graphs II-1, II-2, II-3, and II-4 

and allow better estimates of X and S. 

Summary 

The results of this study look very promising. The completion of 

the conditional probability density function cannot be completed until a 

data tape containing all earth dams in the United States is obtained. 

Witho4t these data it is invalid to construct an age distribution for 

earth dams and hence construct those conditional probabilities. One 

aspect of this study is that it is possible to eliminate the frequency 

. of inspection of earth dams for certain types of failures after a given 

number of years. It is felt that further investigation into the conditional 

probability density function will yield stronger, more usable results 

than presented here. 

The U.S.C.O.L.D. (Lessons, 1975) report also included statistics. 

The dam failures are categorized in such a manner that data in this report 

could not correlate with U.S.C.O.L.D. data. Some gen~r~l conclusions from 

the U.S.C.O.L.D. study are reprinted here: 

The data clearly indicate that properly designed, 
constructed, and maintained dams are safe structures. · 
The percentage of dams constructed in any decade, which 
have subsequently failed, has generally declined decade 
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by decade; (this agrees with the results of this study), 
the greatest decline in this percentage was made after 
1930 and has remained below 0.3% for each decade since 
1930. However, the reported failures have occurred 
anywhere from initial filling phase to after more than 
100 years of satisfactory service. Failures caused by 
overtopping have been practically eliminated in dams 
completed since 1930, however most of these modern 
dams have not experienced their maximum reservoir 
elevations. (Lessons, 1975) 

General Conclusions 

Upon inspection of Graphs II-1 through II-4, a general trend 

appears. Failure due to piping along foundations, abutments and conduits, 

seepage through foundations, abutments and interior emban~ent and 

sliding upstream slope or downstream slope appear to be the predominant 

modes of failure in earth dams. 

These results then provide a clear definition of what failure 

mechanism a chosen piece of equipment must detect. In summary the 

equipment chosen for this project must be able to measure seepage and 

slope instability with some warning time . 
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CHAPTER III 

EQUIPMENT SURVEY: METHODS FOR DETECTION 
OF FAILURE MECHANISMS 

Introduction 

The results of the previous chapter indicate that there are two 

major structural failure mechanisms for earth dams, piping and slope sta-

bility. A survey of existing technology was made in an effort to determine 

which type of equipment would best detect both types of failure and still 

be within the following guidelines: 

1. Inexpensive, 

2. Portable (light weiqht and easily handled), 

3. Ease of operation (equipment that does not require a 

technician), and 

4. Easily interpreted data (results that anyone could 

interpret without extensive background knowledge). 

This section and Appendix I are the results of this equipment 

survey. This section deals with some general types of equipment and 

gives general background information on each type. Appendix I lists 

the method, primary use, advantages, disadvantages, staqe of development, 

and approximate cost, (these prices are 1978-79 and are minimum prices). 

Flow Measurements 

Water Balance 

The presence of leakage through a dam or reservoir foundation is 



often detected by a water balance. A water balance compares the inflow and 

outflow of water to the reservoir, after allowing for evaporation and other 

losses, and can be evaluated as follows: 

Z = P + S - K - V - 0 

in which Z = loss of water from the reservoir; P = the inflow of surface and 

ground water into the reservoir; S = the rainfall on the reservoir area; 

K = the change in water contents of the reservoir; V = the evaporation from 

the reservoir area; and 0 = the outflow of water from the reservoir. 

Under good conditions an error of measurement of about 3% in water 

inflow, P, can be anticipated. With a large reservoir area, an error in 

evaporation measurement, V, of about± 5 liters/sec/km2 to 10 liters/sec/km2 

can be anticipated. Total seepage through the dam and foundation is mea

sured at a suitable point in the run-off channel, several hundred meters 

from the dam, with outlets closed. Also, one needs to know the natural, 

ground-water inflows in the respective section and must estimate with 

sufficient accuracy the water flows through the top layers of the valley 

bottom along the channel. 

Some authors believe a water balance to be extremely rough and 

inaccurate and only capable of determining very large leaks exceeding 

10% of the whole reservoirs' water discharqe. Also, results from the 

balance do not locate the actual site of the leakage. 

Water Velocity 

Near leakage sites in a reservoir, water velocities are high due 

to concentrated flow. As a result, sensitive current meters have been 

used in an attempt to locate leakage sites. 
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Other current meters which include microrotators, ultrasonic, and 

electrothermal devices have also been used successfully to measure flow 

velocities. Thermal meters make use of the decrease in temperature of 

a heated body (i.e., a resistor) with increasing water velocity circulating 

around it. As the temperature of the resistor decreases its resistance 

changes. By using graphs of resistance as a function of temperature, the 

resistor's temperature in the moving water, near the leakage site, and in 

still water is proportional directly to the water velocity. 

Water movement caused by leakage is detectable only when flow rates 

exceed by two or three times the flow rates due to convection currents 

caused by temperature differences, local currents, wind influence, and 

other factors in the water. In general, the lower limit of detectable 

water velocity is 3 mm/sec. to 5 mm/sec. Any measuring device therefore 

should be sensitive in the low velocity range and also have a range from 

one to two hundred millimeters per second . 

Benthonic Water Velocity 

Rather than exploring for leakage sites in a reservoir by measuring 

the increase in clear water velocity, the velocity of the denser layer of 

water containing sediment on the bottom of the reservoir (the oenthonic 

layer) can· be measured. Benthonic refers to the bottom of a body of 

standing water. Besides giving the location of the infiltration sites, 

these velocity measurements also give the relative flow intensities. 

Tracers 

A widely used method of detecting seepage paths utilizes some. form 

of tracer. A tracer may be injected in the water at the point of seepage 
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origin and sampling the water at suspected areas of emergence can verify a 

seepage path. There are many types of tracer materials each yielding good 

results under certain conditions. Some classes of materials that have been 

used include dyes, chemicals, suspended particles~ dissolved gases, bacteria, 

radioactive isotopes and even some naturally occurring parameter unique to 

the reservoir water. 

~and Other Nonradioactive Materials 

The movement of water through soil often may be traced by the use of 

dyes. Although dyes do not move as rapidly as water throuqh soil, they are 

particularly suited for obtaining flow paths. Two general classes of non

radioactive dyes are fluorescent and nonfluorescent. Fluorescent dyes have 

been preferred for measuring water movement between wells and in canals be

cause they are detectable at low concentrations. One of the major disadvan

tages of fluorescent dyes is that acid soils cause most of them to fade. 

Adsorption or absorption is a problem, particularly in clay soils. Many 

nonfluorescent dyes do not suffer from this limitation. 

Nonfluorescent dyes are available in various forms, e.g. direct, dis

perse, acid, and basic. Of these, basic dyes are able to satisfy cation ex

change sites of the soil and are likely to be poor water tracers. An experi

mental evaluation of the suitability of the different types of nonfluorescent 

dyes found that the direct form was absorbed rather strongly. The most suit

able dyes and thus the least absorbed by soil, were found to be acid and 

d~sperse dyes. 

Radioactive Tracers 

As mentioned previously, another method of tracing seepage flow 

involves the use of radioactive isotopes. Basically, the disintegration 

of unstable isotopes in order to attain a stable nuclear configuration is 
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a radioactive process during which nuclear particles or photons of energy, 

or both, are emitted. The process of radioactive disintegration or decay 

is spontaneous and cannot be influenced by external factors. Radioactives 

emitted include alpha, beta, and gamma particles. The utilization of this 

technique depends upon the detection of the radiations that radioactive 

isotopes emit. 

Radiotracers will produce ionization in gases. This means that 

the number of positively charged ions and electrons formed in a given 

volume of gas is related to the amount of relevant radiation. 

The most popular radiotracers are bromine-82 and Iodine-131 . 

Radiotracers have certain advantages over other tracers because they can 

be utilized in the anionic form that reduces the possibility of absorp

tion and they can be introduced in minute quantities because of the very 

high detection sensitivit~ of the present measuring instruments. One 

disadvantage of the radiotracers is the potential health hazard. However, 

if strict maximum permissible concentrations are specified, and, if like 

the tracers mentioned previously, the half-lives are short, there is only 

a short-term environmental contamination. 

Temperature Sensing 

Circulating water is known to affect the temperature of the soil 

or rock through which it flows. Analysis of existing theoretical equations 

suggest that ground water flow will also affect the surface soil tempera

ture. Therefore soil temperatures may be used to delineate small, shallow 

ground-water flow systems. The horizontal movement of ground-water in 

shallow aquifers has also been shown to affect soil temperatures. The 

aquifer acts as a heat sink or source, depending upon the season of the 
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year, and the heat is exchanged between the aquifer and the land surface. 

The greater the velocity of water movement through a porous medium 

and the resulting larger mass movement in the system, the greater the 

effect of the fluid movement on the aquifer temperature and thus on the 

soil or rock temperature. In shallow flow systems in which the rate of 

movement of water is low, only the effect of vertical movement will be 

reflected in the soil temperatures. 

During the summer months, warm water enters the recharge zone, 

moves downward, and warms the soil. As the w·ater moves horizontally, it 

comes into equilibrium with the general thermal regime, and as the water 

moves upward toward the point of discharge, the soil is cooled. In the 

winter, the water entering the system cools the soil, and water at the 

discharge point wa.rms it. , 

The temperature of the soil within the flow system depends on the 

velocity of ground water movement, the thermal properties of the materials, 

heat gained or lost in th~ atmosphere, and geothermal heat added to the 

system. The measured soil temperatures of the recharge and discharge 

areas are functions of the vertical velocity, while the temperatures in 

between are functions of the horizontal velocity and the distance of 

travel. In general the soil temperature decreases with increasing 

horizontal distance between the recharge and discharge zones. 

The equipment used generally for temperature sensing consists of a 

thermistor at the top of an insulated aluminum tipped probe. The probe i~ 

inserted into the soil and the temperature is read after coming to equi

librium. At locations where discharge is occurring an increase in soil 

temperatures of 0.75° C in clays to 5° C in sands has been monitored. 
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Locations where recharge occurs are not reflected generally in the soil 

temperature changes; this fact is due probably in part to the intermittent 

nature of the recharge events. 

Infrared Sensing 

Remote sensing at different wave bands of the electromagnetic 

spectrum has been used frequently for the evaluation of soil types and 

general ground conditions. One of the most useful regions of the spectrum 

for a remote sensing, in terms of engineering arid agricultural applications, 

is the infrared. Infrared is an electromagnetic radiation whose spectrum 

band falls between that of the microwave region and visible light, i.e., 

from 3 x 1011 HZ to 4.3 x 1014 HZ. This energy can be reflected from, 

absorbed by, transmitted, or emitted by objects. Infrared sensing systems 

and detection techniques developed in the past few years have made it 

possible for infrared rad;ometry or infrared thermal imaging airbourne 

techniques to be used to detect and record temperature differences, at 
. 0 

close range, of less than 0.01 C . 

At temperatures above absolute zero (-273° C) all objects radiate 

electromagnetic energy as a result of their atomic and molecular motion. 

The amount of emitted radiation increases with the object's absolute tern-

perature and reaches a peak at a certain wavelength. Each object in 

nature has its own unique property of reflected, transmitted, absorbed, 

or emitted radiation. These properties, once identified, can be used to 

distinguish one object from another or obtain information about shape, 

size, and other characteristics. 

The airborne sensing equipment is flown over the terrain in straight 

parallel lines. A scanning device, such as a rotating mirror, scans the 
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terrain in continuous strips perpendicular to the line of flight. The 

image from the mirror strikes an element sensitive to infrared radiation 

and the signal from the sensitive element is electronically amplified and 

produces a visual image on a cathode ray tube or by means of a glow tube. 

A final photographic record is made of the glow tube or cathode ray tube. 

The scanning mirror sweeps an angle on either side of the vertical and an 

image is recorded, which for the most part is an oblique view of the 

terrain. The photographic tone of an object sensed by the imaging system 

is a function primarily of the intensity of the objects infrared radiant 

intensity, which depends on the object•s emissivity and temperature. 

The infrared radiance of soils is dependent upon many factors that 

influence their emissivity and temperature. Such factors can be divided 

into two general groups, intrinsic and external. The intrinsic factors 

are those contained in the soil, namely, specific heat, radiating power, 

heat absorption, nature of surface, moisture content, organic matter 

content, etc. The external factors consist of the meteorological elements, 

chief of which are air temperature, sunshine, barametric pressure, wind 

velocity, humidity, precipitation, etc. Each of these general groups 

may be subdivided into two parts, one part tending to impact energy to 

the soil and thereby raising its emittance and the other part tending to 

take away energy from the soil thereby lowering its emittance. These 

opposing factors are in operation all of the time, but some predominate 

over the others at different seasons of the year or even different time 

of the day. In field thermal imagery, an image taken at any time may be 

considered the resultant or summation of the effects of these ·opposing 

or contrasting factors. 

Controlled experiments have been performed in which all intrinsic 
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and external variables were kept constant except for the depth to the 

ground-water table and time. These experiments indicated clearly that 

differences in depth to ground-water table within the range used in the 

experiment (0 to 2 m) were detectable measuring the radiant intensities 

given off by the soil surfaces in the 8~ to 14~ spectral range. 

Microwave Sensing 

Microwaves are electromagnetic waves that occupy that portion of 

the electromagnetic spectrum between shortwave radio waves and infrared 

radiation, i.e., from 2 x 108 HZ to 3 x 1011 HZ. They propagate readily 

through dry materials like plastics, ceramics, and wood, but are attenuated 

to varying degrees in passing through wet materials. The reason for the 

attenuation is that the microwave induced rotation of the water molecule 

is a 11 lossy 11 process. At relatively high power, this loss is converted 

into heat that is the basis of microwave heating and cooking. 

The original research and development in the utilization of micro

waves vJas performed by the military defense establishment during the l940 1 s 

and 1950 1 s. With the formulation of fundamentals and the growth of a large 

microwave equipment and supply industry, it was only natural that the 

method should be used to attempt to detect subsurface geotechnical 

anomalies. Using pulsed systems, a number of investigators, (see table 

III-1) have had reasonable success in locating rock faults, joints, cavities, 

and tunnels at depths of hundreds of meters. The systems .use generally 

monocycle pulses in the frequency range from a few megahertz to about 

lGHZ and require only the travel time of the wave to the reflecting layer 

and back and the propagation velocity of the wave in the material through 

which it is passing to calculate the unknown depth. The method can be 
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Table III-1 
Current Microwave Research and Development in Geotechnical Applications. (Koerner et al, 1979). 

Investigator 
( l ) 

Cook 

Rubin 

Moffatt, 
et al. 

Unterberger 

Dolphin, 
et a 1 . 

Rubin, 
et al. 

Unterberger 

Lundien 

E1lerbruch 

El-Sa i d 

Koerner, 
et al. 

Affiliation 
(2) 

Teledyne Geotech 
Dallas, Tex. 

Calspan Co. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 

Ohio State University 
and Microwave Assoc. 
Burlington, Mass. 

Geophysical Survey 
Systems, Inc. 
(GSSI) 

Stanford Research 
Institute 

ENSCO, Inc. 
Springfield, Va. 

Texas A&M University 

Corps of Engineers 
Vicksburg, Miss. 

National Bureau 
Standards 

Cairo University 

Drexel University 

Status 
(3) 

Available 

Available 

Available 

Available 

Research 

Research 

Research 

Research 

Research 

Research 

Research 
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Application area and equipment d~tails 
(4) 

Detection of rock faults, walls, holes, etc. 
Pulsed monocycle system with propagation 
depths up to 225 m in rock salt. Frequen
cies in 1 MHz-100 MHz range. 

Close-in detection system, probably pulsed, 
used to detect land mines. 

Detection of rock faults, joints, cavities, 
and lithologic contrasts. Pulsed monocycle 
system using orthogonal antennas with 
1/2 nsec pulse times for close measurments. 

Detection of rock faults, caverns, utilities, 
strata, and other anomalies. Pulsed repeti
tion rate of 50 KHz using a single antenna 
transceiver in low conductivity soils depths 
up to 30 m can be monitored. 

Detected chambers in dolomite rock mine at 
30 m-40 m beneath ground surface using a 
pulsed monocycle system at 16 MHz-50 MHz 
with peak power of 0.2 MW. 

Used GSSI system with modifications to 
locate a subsurface tunnel, i.e., Washington 
Metro where microwaves reflect off heavily 
reinforced roof of structure which is 
6 m-10 m beneath ground surface. Also 
monitored grout flow and effectivertess. 

Radar (and sonar) probing in salt to locate 
tunnels beneath salt floor and fractures in 
salt. Depths of up to 1 ,000 m have been 
successfully probed. Sonar is used to 
improve probing direction resolution. 

Detection of single and multiple subsurface 
layers using a continuous wave microwave 
system. 

Determined coal seam thickness as small as 
19 cm-40 em thick using continuous wave 
microwave in the 0.5 GHz-4.0 GHz region. 

Used continuous wave radio waves from 
77 ~-940 KHz to determine water levels in 
Egyptian desert. Predicted water at 861 m 
which agreed with nearby boring data of 
790 m and 875 m. 

Continuous microwave system at L-Band 
frequencies used to locate ground water, 
top of rock and utilities to depths of 4 m. 
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classified as a microwave reflection method . 

Research is also being done with continuous wave microwave methods 

whereby the receiving antennae is monitoring continuously the returning 

microwave signals from various subsurface reflecting layers. This results 

in a series of constructive and destructive interference patterns when 

viewed on an oscilloscope or recorder. From theoretical analyses of the 

electromagnetic interference patterns produced as a function of depth to 

a reflecting interface, an equation can be developed which requires the 

index of refraction of the medium, the angle of incidence, the frequency 

of two peaks of the interface pattern, and the number of peaks between 

these two frequencies. 

Geophysical Methods 

Geophysical methods of subsurface seepage detection include the 

seismic techniques of refraction and reflection and the electrical methods 

of resistivity and streaming potential. While seismic techniques can be 

used to locate the water table, electrical prospecting also can give flow 

velocity and rates. Interpreting seismic data, though, is much simpler 

than for the electrical results. Dobrin's (1976) text is an excellent 

introduction to any of the geophysical techniques. 

Seismic Methods 

Seismic refraction or reflection can be used to locate the water 

table because of the difference in elastic properties of dry versus wet · 

soil. Both techniques measure the travel time of a seismic wave, usually 

a blast, transmitted through the soil and back to the surface where it 

is picked up by the geophone. The longitudinal or P-wave component of the 
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blast wave is timed because it is the first wave to arrive at the geophone 

and is not attenuated by water ~ Both types of seismic surveys use sev

eral geophones spaced at equal intervals to obtain as much information 

as possible per blast. 

Refraction surveys measure, see figure III-1, the time it takes for 

a blast wave to return to the surface after refraction by a higher velocity, 

subsurface layer such as soil containing the water table. Blast waves 

will travel through the overlying soil until they hit the surface of the 

saturated soil where some are reflected back to the surface while others 

are transmitted through the wet soil. Only those waves striking the 

saturated soil•s surface at a critical angle equal to the arcsine of 

the ratio of the P-wave velocities of the dry versus saturated soil will 

be refracted and, thus, travel along the wet-dry interface. These re

fracted waves return also to the ground surface at the same critical 

angle described previous1y. By knowing the various distances and travel 

times from the blast to several geophones at increasing distances from 

the blast, the depth to the saturated-dry interface may be determined. 

Refraction data are analyzed normally by drawing a plot of first 

arrival time versus distance for each geophone. The plot is linear for 

small distances with a ~slope equal to the inverse of the upper soil layer 

velocity. As the distance between the geophone and the blast increases, 

the refracted blast wave travelling in the higher velocity, i.e., the 

lower soil layer, will overtake eventually the upper layer wave and be 

the first to arrive at the geophone. The curve will show a break where 

the refracted wave overtakes the surface blast wave. The time-distance 

curve will continue its linear trend except now at a new slope equal to 
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Shot Point 

Refracting 
Interface 

\ 

Detector I Detector 2 

\ 
Ground Surface 

Figure III-1. Wave Path for Seismic Refraction Method . 

Shot Point 

Reflecting 
Interface 

\ 

Detector 

\ 
Ground Surface 

Figure III-2. Wave Path for Seismic Reflection Method . 
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the inverse of the velocity in the lower layer. Using the upper and 

lower layer velocities found from the plot and the point of intersection 

of the refracted wave arrival curve with the time axis, a formula will 

give the depth to the water surface. Solutions are available also for 

more than two soil layers and for sloping soil strata. Saturated soil 

can be identified easily by its unusually high velocity and the differing 

wave form of the refracted wave. 

Reflection surveys, see figure III-2, measure the time for a blast 

wave (P-component) to return to the surface after reflection from the 

water table surface due to a difference in soil properties. Although 

reflection surveys are used most extensively for oil they also have 

been used for engineering purposes. Low velocity below high velocity 

strata cannot be detected by refraction and, thus, give false data while 

reflection surveys can detect them (although with some difficulty). 

Blast waves are reflected at any interface where there is a change in 

acoustic impedance (the product of wave velocity in the layer times the 

layers density). Second arrival times are measured because the first 

arrival, travelling along the ground surface, always beats the reflected 

wave to th~ geophone. A highly damped geophone is necessary for reflec

tion surveying to pick up second arrivals after it has been excited, and 

is usually still vibrating, due to the first arrival. 

To determine the depth to a reflecting layer, the travel time and 

distance from the blast to a geophone, for the second arrival, must be 

known. Also, the velocity in the upper soil layer must be determined 

either from separate measurements in a borehole or by the inverse square 

root of the slope of a curve of the square of the second arrival time 
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versus the distance squared to the geophone. Once these parameters have 

been determined, a formula is used to determine the depth to the water 

table. Techniques are available also to analyze more than two soil layers 

and for dipping strata . 

Regarding seismic methods in general, there are several controls 

necessary for accurate results: 

1. Elevations of the blast and pickup geophones must be 

accounted for. 

2. The influence of weathered or loose, near surface soil 

must be accounted for since its elastic properties 

differ from the soil below. 

3. A correction for the depth of capillary zone in fine 

grained soils is necessary; and 

4. Background noise can limit the depth capable of being 

measured for a given blast energy. 

Electric Methods 

Electric techniques have been used to give depth to the water table 

and can also give information o·n flow rate and velocity. The first tech

nique described, resistivity, involves generating an artificial current 

in the soil. The second, streaming potential method, measures natural 

currents in the soil caused by seepage . 

The resistivity method, see figure III-3, involves generating a 

current in the ground by two electrodes and measuring the potential drop 

with several electrodes placed in between. The goal of a resistivity 

survey is to determine resistivity variations in the ground or rather 

the ground•s apparent resistivity. Apparent resistivity ·is proportional 
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Figure III-3. Resistivity Method. Electrode Configuration for the 
Wenner Arrangement, in Common Use in the United States. 
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to the measured potential drop and inversely proportional to the generated 

current. Electrode configurations are varied during the survey and 

apparent resistivities are calculated for each configuration, thereby, 

yielding subsurface stratigraphic information. A common electrode con

figuration used in the United States is the Wenner arrangement where 

equal distances are maintained between all electrodes. 

Two types of resistivity surveys are used: horizontal and vertical 

profiling. When horizontal profiling is used, the electrode separation 

is kept constant and the entire set of electrodes is moved along a survey 

line. Since a wider electrode spacing allows deeper probing but less sen

sitivity (a closer spacing does the reverse), a critical spacing is chosen 

for the depths desired to be investigated in the field. As the electrodes 

are moved along a survey line, any change in apparent resistivity indi

cates an anomaly. A plot of apparent resistivity versus distance can be 

compared with theoretical anomaly curves in an attempt to identify the sub

surface anomaly. Ground water is located easily since even in a nonhomo

geneous soil, the electric properties do not show as much contrast as for 

saturated soil having five to ten times less resistivity. Vertical .pro

filing consists of increasing the electrode separation of a single survey 

station in order to probe deeper continuou?ly. A sharp decrease in 

·apparent resistivity may indicate a saturated soil surface interface. 

Combinations of horizontal and vertical profiling are used commonly for 

reconnaissance site investigations. 

To interpret vertical profiling results, a set of empirical curves 

called Wetzel-Mooney Curves is used to determine the depth to an interface 

and it resistivity. These curves are log-log plots of apparent resistivity 



versus electrode separation and are matched to the similar curves deter

mined from field investigations. Approximately 488 curves exist for 

various resistivities and depths for both two and three layer cases. 

Other simplified methods also exist to interpret resistivity data. 

When conducting a resi.stivity survey, profiles must be run paral

lel to elevation contours and corrections made for the cpaillary zone 

above the water table in fine grained soils (i.e., by correlation with 

boreholes). Depth of penetration for the Wenner electrode configuration 

is of the same order as the spacing between adjacent electrodes. 

Streaming potential (SP) measurements have been used in the 

U.S.S.R. not only to find leakage sites in reservoirs but also to monitor 

the evolution of seepage and soil piping in dams. The SP method is based 

on a well known phenomenon of electric fields (natural) being set up 

when water flows through any porous medium such as soil. 

Streaming potenti~ls are casued by interactions at the boundary of 

the solid and liquid phases where a double, diffuse layer is formed. The 

part of .the double layer in the liquid phase can be moved out of its 

equilibrium position by the latter•s movement thereby creating a potential 

difference or SP anomaly. Equations have been developed to relate the 

magnitude of the SP anomaly to the hydrostatic head causing it but they 

only hold for perfect tubes and not for complicated case of a real soil. 

These equations show that the potentials increase in the direction of 

water flow and that their gradient is proportional to the seepage inten

sity (for laminar flow). When the flow is turbulent as in large open 

fissures, the law is violated. Laws governing the origin of SP occurring 

in fissures have not yet been established. Sands with medium grain sizes 
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develop the greatest potential fields. If the pore water has a salinity 

corresponding to a resistivity of 10 ohm/em or less, no noticeable SP 

anomalies will be observed. 
I 

Maps of equal SP values may therefore reflect the water table 

surface. Increases in flow can be noted by contour changes in time on 

a SP contour map. Since it is similar to the resistivity method, one 

method can be used to check the other. When runing an SP survey, correc-

tions must be made for the capillary zone above the water table. 

In general, the electrical methods are used to find depths to the 

water table or flow rate but the interpretation of these data are 

complicated and many natural obstacles must be avoided when performing 

the surveys (i.e., natural currents in the earth and steel fences, to 

name a few). Some researchers have used stationary electrodes to monitor 

the changes in seepage and, therefore, the ground's electric properties, 

with time. Efficiency of grout curtains at reducing seepage and soil 

piping progress in dams have been observed using the simplified station-

ary electrode method. 

Acoustic Emission Monitoring 

Acoustic emissions are the noises generated when a material deforms 

thereby mobilizing some form of stress wave. The monitoring technique 

that quantifies these stress waves is well advanced in metal and rock 

testing and has been extended lately into the soils area. The instru-

mentation, see figure III-4, consists of: 

1. A wave guide inserted into the general soil zone being 

monitored. A wave gui~e can be any material that is 
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capable of carrying acoustic emissions from depth to the 

surface, (i.e., concrete drains, metal pipes, conduits, 

metal rebar, or metal wire). 

2·. A pickup transducer, usually a piezoelectric transducer 

or commonly an accelerometer. 

3. An amplifier, usually equiped with a filter. 

4. A readout system which is usually a Light Emitting Diode 

and if a permanent record is desired a tape recorder 

and/or strip-chart recorder. 

The readout system is often a frequency counter but also can be based on 

amplitude or root-mean-square for continuous emission monitoring. The 

frequency response of the transducer is of major importance and can vary 

over wide limits (e.g., in metals, trans~ucers are responsive typically 

in the Kilohertz or even Megahertz range. In soils accelerometers or 

hydrophones are used with a frequency response from 100 HZ to 10,000 HZ, 

and rock, geophones are used with a frequency response from 0.25 HZ 

to 100HZ.) The most suitable frequency range for monitoring seepage 

flow depends greatly on the manner of pickup. If the pickup is made 

directly at the source of emissions, i.e., downhole or in water monitoring, 

the pickup transducer can be of high frequency, which will eliminate back

ground noise. Conversely, the farther away the transducer pickup is from 

the source of the emissions, the lower the frequencies that must be 

utilized. This allows for longer transmission of the emission along the 

wave guide without complete attenuation of the signal. 

The technique has been used recently to detct seepage beneath a 

small earth dam of 13 feet (4 m) in height and approximately 1312 feet 
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(400 m) in length. While grouting was an obvious solution to the problem, 

the cost of grouting the entire length of the dam was prohibitive to the 

site developer. Thus a series of borings was made along the axis of the 

dam and seepage tests were conducted. 

Since the borings were available, acoustic emission monitoring was 

attempted. A heavy steel wire was inserted down the borehole to the 

bottom where seepage was occurring presumably. Acoustic emission count 

rates were recorded using accelerometers responsive in the 500 HZ to 

8,000 HZ range. There was a general agreement between seepage monitoring 

(in gallons/minute) and acoustic emission activity (counts/minute). The 

actual mechanism causing the emissions is not known (perhaps it was the 

turbulent flow of the seepage against and around the casing), but the use 

of acoustic emission technique in monitoring for seepage seems to hold 

great promise. 

In another application (Coxon and Crook, 1976), a simple micro

phone from a telephone coil ear piece was connected to 656 feet (200m) 

of coaxial cable, sealed to make it water tight, and lowered from a boat 

to locate seepage through an asphalt covered upstream surface of a 

197 foot (60 m) high dam. The noise was recoded using a portable AC 

micro-range voltmeter and a set of earphones. Leakage noises were unmis

takable and produced noise levels of 15 dB to 20 dB above background 

levels. Subsequently, divers examined the suspect areas and found cracks 

more than 1 em wide leaking reservoir water (Koerner, Reif, and 

Burlingame, 1979). 
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Piezometer Tube 

Piezometers measure water level in an embankment or dam. Instal

lation can be during or after construction. Piezometer tubes consist of 

a metal or plastic pipe, capped usually at the bottom, with holes or 

slits in the sides to allow water to enter. As the water level changes 

in a dam or embankment, the corresponding water level will change within 

the tube. Pressure cell piezometers have the advantage of no wait 

response time as with low permeability soils. 

Boring Logs 

One of the better ways to determine the subsurface conditions at a 

specific location is by boring an exploration hole. With such a boring it 

is possible to inspect visually soils representing the exact situation at 

a given depth. Also, since the borehole exists there are some downhole 

detection techniques that can be used . 

For most small projects, borings would probably be cost prohibitive. 

Other disadvantages include: 

1. Difficulty in taking borings in some terrain, e.g., over 

water or on steep slopes; and 

2. Interpolation is required for information between borings 

(Koerner, Reif and Burlingame, 1979) . 

A summary of log applications, Table III-2 (Keys and MacCary, 1971), 

is a simplified table of parameters that can be measured or interpreted 

from commonly available geophysical logs . 
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Table III-2 
Summary of Log App 1 i cations. (Keys and Mace a ry, 1971 ) . 

Required information on the properties 
of rocks, fluid, wells, or the 

ground-water system 

Lithology and stratigraphic correla
tion of aquifers and associated rocks. 

Total porosity or bulk density 

Effective porosity or true resistivity 

Clay or shale content 

Permeability 

Secondary permeability- fractures, 
solution openings 

Specific yield of unconfined aquifers 

Grain size 

Location of water level or saturated 
zones 

Moisture content 

Infiltration 

Direction, velocity, and path of 
ground-water flow. 

Dispersion, dilution, and movement of 
waste 

Source and movement of water in a well 

Chemical and physical characteristics 
of water, including salinity, temper
ature, density, and viscosity. 

Determining construction of existing 
wells, diameter and position of 
casing, perforations, screens. 

Guide to screen setting 

Cementing 

Casing corrosion 

Casing leaks and (or) plugged screen 

Widely available logging techniques 
which might be utilized 

Electric, sonic, or caliper logs made in open holes. 
Nuclear logs made in open or cased holes. 

Calibrated sonic logs in open holes, calibrated 
neutron or gamma-gamma logs in open or cased holes. 

Calibrated long-normal resistivity logs. 

Ga11111a logs. 

No direct measurement by logging. May be related to 
porosity, injectivity, sonic amplitude. 

Caliper, sonic, or borehole televiewer or television 
logs. 

Calibrated neutron logs. 

Possible relation to formation factor derived from 
e 1 ectric 1 ogs . 

Electric, temperature or fluid conductivity in open 
hole or inside casing. Neutron or gamma-gamma logs in 
open hole or outside casing. 

Calibrated neutron logs. 

Time-interval neutron logs under special circumstances 
or radioactive tracers. 

Single-well tracer techniques - point dilution and 
single-well pulse. Multiwell tracer techniques. 

Fluid conductivity and temperature logs, gamma logs 
for some radioactive wastes, fluid sampler. 

Injectivity profile. Flowmeter or tracer logging 
during pumping or injection. Temperature logs. 

Calibrated fluid conductivity and temperature in the 
well. Neutron chloride logging outside casing. 
Multielectrode resistivity. 

Gamma-gamma, caliper, collar, and perforation locator, 
borehole television. 

All logs providing data on the lithology, water-bearing 
characteristics, and correlation and thickness of 
aquifers. 

Caliper, temperature, gamma-gamma. Acoustic for 
cement bond. 

Under some conditions caliper, or collar locator. 

Tracer and flowmeter. 
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Magnetic Method 

Magnetic surveys map variations in the magnetic field of the 

earth which are attributable to changes of structure or magnetic suscept

bility in certain near-surface rocks. Sedimentary rocks generally have 

a very small susceptability compared to igneous or metamorphic rocks and 

most magnetic surveys are designed to map str~cture on or within the 

basement, or to detect magnetic minerals directly (Dorbin, 1976) . 

Gravity Method 

The gravity method measures minute variations in the pull of gravity 

from rocks within the first few miles of the earth•s surface. Different 

types of rocks have different densities and the denser rocks have the 

greater gravitational attraction. If the denser rocks are arched upward 

in a structural high, such as an anticline, the earth•s gravitational 

field will be greater over the axis of the structure than along its 

flanks . . A salt dome, on the other hand, which is less dense than the 

rock into which it has intruded, may be detected from the low value of 

gravity normally recorded above it. 

Anomalies in gravity which are sought in oil or mineral explora

tion may represent only one millionth or even one ten-millionth of the 

earth's total gravitational field. For this reason, gravity instruments 

are designed to be extremely sensitive, and modern gravimeters can detect 

variations in gravity to within one hundred-millionth of the earth•s 

field (Dobrin, 1976) . 
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CHAPTER IV 

SELECTION OF METHOD 

Introduction 

The method of selection for dam analysis was done :by the process 

l. The project geotechnical and electrical engineers dis

cussed each method; 

2. Personal interviews were conducted with representatives 

of the various manufacturing companies; 

3. Personal interviews were conducted with consulting 

geophysici $tS in the area; and 

4. A final discussion of the methods, costs and results of 

the interviews was conducted and a method was selected . 

The method selected was acoustic emission. The reason for its 

selection was, acoustic emission met the initial requirements set, which 

again are: 

1. Inexpensive. The Acoustic Emission Technology unit sells 

for approximately $4,000.00. This includes all accessories 

to begin a monitoring program. Usually a permanent 

recording device, strip chart recorder or magnetic tape, 

is used to keep accurate records, price on these may 

vary . 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

2. Portable. The Acoustic Emission Technology (A.E.T.) unit 

weights six pounds. Total weight of A.E.T. unit, acces

sories, and strip chart recorder is under fifteen pounds. 

3. Ease of operation. The A.E.T. unit is very simple to use, 

does not require a technical background to operate and 

requires only a few minutes to set up and become operational. 

4. Ease of data interpretation. Using a strip chart recorder 

to keep a permanent record makes for ease of operation and 

interpretation of data. A glance over the chart will 

reveal much of the desired information. 

Acoustic Emission 

A general review of acoustic emission was given in Chapter III 

under detection methods but this section describes the technique in more 

detail. As stated in Ch~pter III, acoustic emissions are the noises 

generated when a material deforms thereby mobilizing some form of the 

stress wave. 

History of Acoustic Emission Monitoring 

The first experiment to detect and record acoustic emission was 

conducted by Forster and Schei 1 ( 1936). They recorded the "noises" 

caused by the formation of martensite in 29% nickel steel. The specimen 

was supported between 1 mm diameter molybdenum wires. The vibrations 

caused by martensitic transformation in the specimen were transmitted 

by the supporting wire, which acted as a waveguide, to a receiving trans

ducer, which transformed the noise into electric signals. The electrical 
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signals passed through an amplifier, were rectified, further amplified, 

and recorded with a galvanometric light-beam recorder. 

E. A. Hodgson in Canada was the first modern day scientist to 

propose a practical application of sub-sudible rock noise (acoustic 

emission). He proposed their use to predict rock burst and earthquakes 

in 1923. 

In the l93Q•s Obert (1941) was measuring seismic velocity in a 

mine pillar, when he discovered that his equipment was being triggered 

by noises generated by the rock. Obert and Duval (1941) investigated 

eventually the possibility of predicting rock bursts utilizing these 

signals and found an increased acoustic emission rate preceeding rock 

burst. Their work, in the Ahmeek Copper Mine in Michigan, proved suc

cessful. The predicted 14 rock bursts; 9 were followed by rock bursts . 

There were 5 predictions not followed by bursts, and two unpredicted 

bursts. 

The father of acoustic emission, Josif Kaiser, published his 

Ph.D. thesis in 1940, which was the first study of the acoustic emission 

phenomenon itself. Kaiser•s research objectives were to determine from 

tensile tests of conventional engineering materials what noises are 

generated from within the specimen. The acoustic process involved, the 

frequency levels found, and the relation between the stress-strain curve 

and the frequencies noted for the various stresses to which the specimens 

were subjected. His most significant discovery is the phenomena of 

irreversibility which is now known as the Kaiser effect. The Kaiser 

effect is stated as the absence of detectable acoustic emission until 

previously applied stress levels are exceeded (Leaird, 1980). 
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Tatro and Liptai (1962) used the technique as a yield detector in 

metals and also did pioneering work in analyzing the fundamental character

istics of acoustic emissions in metals. Recently, the most active acoustic 

emission work has been in the area of nuclear pressure vessel proof testing 

(Green, 1969). A large number of transducers are placed on the pressurized 

vessel. Any flaws that may be present are detected and evaluated by their 

acoustic emission response. These flaws can be located to within inches 

of their actual locations. 

While the materials mentioned previously, rocks and metals, have 

been subjects of major acoustic emission research, other materials have 

been evaluated also. These include composites, concrete, ceramics, ice, 

and wood. 

Information regarding the acoustic emission response to soils is 

relatively new. Early soils reference was addressed in a preliminary 

manner by Caddman and Goodman (1967). Subsequent work has been done at 

Drexel University and forms a large part of acoustic emission response 

of soils to date (Koerner, Lord, McCabe and Curran, 1976). 

Characteristics of Acoustic Emission from Soil 

The mechanisms responsib l e for the shear strength of soils appear 

to be the basic generators of acoustic emission in soils. These mechan

isms in granular soils are the fundamental components of the angle of 

shearing resistance, including sliding friction, rolling friction, degra

dation, and dilatation. Work by Koerner (1977) has shown that conditions 

producing the greatest number of interparticle and therefore frictional 

contacts, i.e. well-graded soils, also produce the greatest amount of 
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acoustic emission activity. The tendency of a granular soil to generate 

more emissions with higher confining pressures and consequently higher 

frictional forces, is further evidence of a friction based emission 

source . 

It has also been shown that frictional characteristics of soil 

particles vary with mineral type (Horn and Deere, 1962). From this, 

dne would conclude that mineral type will also affect acoustic emission, 

although this hypothesis has not as yet been tested. 

Instrumentation 

See figure III-4 for schematic diagram of acoustic emission test 

setup. 

Waveguide 

A waveguide transmits the acoustic emissions from depth to the 

surface. Waveguides ar~ necessary because acoustic emissions .are 

attenuated rapidly in soils; from 1 dB/ft to 200 dB/ft (0.33 dB/em to 

0.67 dB/em). Attenuation rate is affected by types of soil and moisture 

content. A waveguide may be a section of low carbon steel rod (e.g., 

bar stock), reinforcing bar (rebar), baling wire, metal instrument pipe, 

metal drain, outlet pipe, etc. Attenuation rates in steel rods have 

been measured from 0.005 dB/ft to 0.1 dB/ft (1.7 x 10-5 dB/em to 

3.3 x 10-3 dB/em). The waveguide must be located in, or near, the 

highly stressed zone in the soil being monitored (Koerner, Lord, and 

McCabe, 1978) . 
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Accelerometer 

As a soil mass deforms, the resulting acoustic emissions are 

received by the metal waveguide and transmitted to the accelerometer 

attached to the waveguide at the ground surface. 

The laboratory testing of a number of soils, and subsequent 

analysis, has shown the frequency of typical soil emissions to be in 

the 1-8KHz range (Koerner and Lord, . 1974). Therefore the range of the 

accelerometer must cover this. Koerner, Lord and McCabe (197"8). used a 

piezoelectric transducer with a relatively flat frequency response from 

500 Hz to 5,000 KHz, a resonance at 5,700 Hz and voltage sensitivity of 

approximately 100 mr/peak g, which is in the range of greatest interest 

in acoustic emission monitoring of soils. 

Fi 1 ter 

To eliminate extraneous noises, the signal is usually filtered. 

Amplifier 

The signal is usually amplified by .01 g then filtered. 

Counter 

When working with acoustic emission in the field, the count mode 

is used. What takes place follows this sequence; deforming soil creates 

acoustic emissions which are transmitted up the waveguide to the acceler

ometer which is then vibrated changing the 11 noise 11 to an electrical 

impulse. This impulse is then amplified and filtered. Before monitoring 

begins a threshold voltage is set up. If the impulse from the accelerom

eter is higher than the set threshold, a count is registered. Since 

each acoustic emission is actual ly a rapid series of sound waves, the 
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electrical signal produced by the accelerometer takes the form of a 

logarithmically decaying transient wave train. Consequently, a single 

emission could produce a large number of counts. The number of counts, 

not the number of emissions, is referred to as "acoustic emission count" 

(Koerner, Lord, and McCabe, 1977). 

Strip Chart Recorder 

A strip chart recorder may be used along with the acoustic emis-

sion instruments to keep a permanent record of counts at a site. The 

line trace on the strip chart paper also makes for easier interpretation 

of the data. 

Acoustic Emission Response of Dry Soils 

To determine the acoustic emission response in dry soils, Lord 

and Koerner (1974) investigated the response of a series of axially 

stressed dry soil samples . 

Two different types of soils were used, a ,decomposed mica schist 

entirely in the sand range, and a finer alluvial clayey silt. The soils 

were ovendried, sieved, and blended in the following proportions by 

weight: 

Soil No. Sand % Clayey Silt % 

1 100 0 
2 67 33 
3 50 50 
4 33 67 
5 0 100 

After blending, the soils were mixed with water to their optimum moisture 

content (about 12%) and compacted to maximum density. The specimens were 
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then ovendried at 105°C for 24 hours. These cylinders were 1.3 inches 

(3.3 em) in diameter and 2.8 inches (7. 1 em) high with average density 

of about 113 lb/ft3 or 1.8 g/cm3. 

The soil samples were tested in unconfined compression using a 

hand-operated press in a stress controlled manner. A dial deflection 

gage was mounted on top of the specimen so that strains could be computed. 

The waveguide, a ! inch steel drill rod, was placed against and slightly 

into the soil specimen under test. 

Soil Response 

The stress-strain and stress-acoustic emission responses of the 

five soils tested are presented in figure IV-1. In comparing one set of 

curves to another, the following observations can be made: 

1. The maximum stress reached in each of the five different 

soil types was high (from 185 to 345 psi) due to the method 

of sample preparation. This assured good acoustic emission 

response without t he necessity of large amplification. 

2. The axial strain at failure was about four percent for all 

samples. 

3. At low stress levels, the acoustic emission output is much 

more pronounced than strain output. This difference, 

however, depends on the soil type, the difference becoming 

less as the amount of fines in the soil increases. 

4. The acoustic emissions are greater in sandy soil than in 

fine-grained soil. This suggests that sliding friction is 
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Figure IV-1. Typical Stress/strain and Stress/acoustic 
Emission Response to Soils 1-5. (Lord and Koerner, 1974) 
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probably more significant than rolling friction in producing 

acoustic emissions. 

5. Failure is always accompanied by a large acoustic emission 

output, which in some cases is audible. At such a stage 

all emission mechanisms are probably functioning, thereby 

producing a large emission response. 

Table IV-1 summarizes test data presented previously. Along with 

stress and strain data, the table gives the accumulated acoustic emission 

counts at arbitrarily selected percentages of maximum axial stress (Lord 

and Koerner, 1974). 

Acoustic Emission Response of Granular Soils 

To investigate the response of acoustic emission of granular soils, 

Koerner, Lord, McCabe and Curran (1977) tested four granular soils having 

different physical characteristics under drained conditions in both 

isostatic and triaxial creep modes. The samples were tested in the creep 

(sustained stress) mode so that machine noise would be eleiminated as 

compared to conventional strength testing. Table IV-2 lists the physical 

characteristics of the soils tested. 

All tests were performed on 2.8 inches (70 mm) diameter by 6.0 inch 

(150 mm) high samples in a consolidated drained condition. The pickup 

accelerometer was t inch (12.7 mm) in diameter by 3/4 inch (19 mm) in 

length and was embedded in the center of the sample as it was prepared. 

The connecting coaxial cable was taken out through a port in the test 

cell to an amplifier and counter. 
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• Table IV-1 

Summa ry of Test Data for Dry Soils. (Lord and Koerner, 1974) 

• Soi 1 , Strain 
% Sand/ Max at Total Acoustic Emission Count at 
% Clayey Stress Failure, 100% 90% 75% 50% 25% 

No . Silt psi % of Max Load Stress 

• 100/0 296 4.4 860 780 720 580 350 

2 67/33 344 3.6 600 475 440 350 180 

3 50/50 327 4.2 280 200 160 130 30 

• 4 33/67 231 3.3 210 135 100 70 20 

5 0/100 185 4.0 105 80 40 20 5 

• 

• 

• 
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Table IV-2 
Effect of Particle Characteristics on Acoustic Emissions in Granular Soils. (Koerner and others, 1976) 

Soil type 
( 1 ) 

Sand Drain Soil 
No. 1 

Ottawa Sand 
No. 2 

Concrete Sand 
No. 3 

Beach Sand 
No. 4 

Particle 
shapea 

(2) 

Subangular 

Round 

Angular 

Subround 

Coef
ficient 

of 
uni

formityb 
(3) 

8.4 

2.0 

2.4 

1. 5 

Effec
tive 

sizec 
( 4) 

0.45 

0.20 

0.21 

0.24 

Friction 
angle, 

in 
degrees 

(5) 

35 

35 

39 

42 

Cell 
pres

sure, in 
pounds 
per 

square 
inch 
(6) 

5 

10 
20 

5 

10 
20 

5 

10 
20 

5 

10 
20 

AEisod 
(7) 

1 . 7 x 1 o4 

7.0 X 104 

15.0 X 1 04 

0.2 X 104 

0.5 X 104 

1 • 2 X 1 04 

0.04 X 104 

0.2 X 104 

1 . 8 X 104 

0.01 X 104 

0.10 X 104 

0.38 X 104 

aBased on a relative scale of angular, subangular, subround, round, or very round. 
boefined as CU = d6oldlO· 

Ere 
(8) 

111 x 1 o2 

45 X 102 

45 X 102 

36 X 102 

36 X 102 

17 X 102 

56 X 102 

38 X 102 

33 X 102 

7 X 102 

7 X 102 

6 X 102 

1 AETRIAX 
(9) 

2 x 1 o5 

3 X 105 

12 X 1 05 

2 X 105 

3 X 105 

.. ~.14 X 105 

8 X 105 

9 X 105 

14 X 10-5 

X 105 

2 X 105 

4 X 105 

cd1Q, the particle size at which 10% of the entire sample is finer, given in millimeters. 
dcumulative acoustic emission .counts under isostatic conditions at cell pressure equilibrium. 
ecoefficients of emittivity, i.e., slope of initial portion of AE versus deviator stress curve in units 

of counts per pounds per square inch for triaxial tests. 
fcumulative acoustic emission counts under triaxial creep conditions at failure. 
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In the first series of tests, hydrostatic pressure was applied to 

the specimen producing isostatic conditions. Cumulative acoustic emis

sion counts were recorded with time after the pressure increment was 

applied. Figuer IV-2 shows the response curves for these tests. Other 

than the final level of acoustic emission counts, the time for the acoustic 

emission to cease, i.e., equilibrium of particles reorientation, varied 

primarily with shape. Samples containing the rounder particles (soils 

labeled No. 2 and No. 4) ceased emitting much before those samples with 

angular particles. 

Using the same soils and experimental test setup, a series of 

triaxial shear creep tests were performed. The deviator stress (or 

principal stress difference) versus strain behavior is given in 

figure IV-3, and the deviator stress versus acoustic emission behavior 

is given in figure IV-4 for the four soils under consideration. Note the 

almost identical behavior patterns of stress/strain and stress/acoustic 

emission curves at all levels of confining pressure. This behavior 

indicates a basic relationship between strain and acoustic emission. In 

addition to listing the limiting acoustic emission counts at failure 

(Col. 9 of table IV-2), a modulus of emittivity was also calculated. The 

value in table IV-2 is expressed in units of counts per pound per square 

inch since the value is intuitively more helpful on a unit stress basis . 

Summary 

Particle Shape. The more angular the soil particles contained 

within the total sample, the more emittive is the sample under stress. 

Sample No. 3 and No. 1 (angular and subangular, respectively) are sig

nificantly more emittiv~ in both the initial and final stages of triaxial 
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Figure IV-2. Isostatic Test Results (Time Versus Acoustic Emission 
in Units of 10,000 Counts) for Four Granular Soils Listed in 

Table IV-2. (Koerner, Lord, McCabe, and Curran, 1976) 
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Figure IV-3. Triaxial Shear Test Results (Deviator Stress Versus 
Strain) for Four Granular Soils Listed in Table IV-2. 

(Koerner, Lord, McCabe, and Curran, 1976) 
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testing than the other two samples. In general, the isostatic behavior 

of these angular soils, and particularly of soil No. 1, is also more 

emittive. 

Coefficient of Uniformity. As coefficient of uniformity increases, 

so does the level of cumulative acoustic emissions. This is a strong 

conclusion for the triaxia.l test behavior, and is in almost perfect 

agreement with the isostatic test results. However, the more angular 

soils also happen to have the highest coefficient of uniformity. The 

actual cause of greater emissions may therefore be a combined effect . 

Cone 1 us ions 

From this study of acoustic emission response of granular soils, 

some of the fundamental properties of acoustic emissions have been 

evaluated. It was found that: 

1. Velocity of emissions is from 400 fps to 800 fps (120 m/s-

240 m/s) which is in the low range of wave velocities in 

porous media. 

2. The predominate frequency of the emissions is from 500 Hz 

to 8KHz, the actual value depending on the confining 

pressure. 

3. Attenuation of acoustic emissions in granular soils is 

dependent strongly upon frequency in the region below 

1 KHz - values range from 0.2 dB/ft to 40 dB/ft 

(0.007 dB/cm-1.3 dB/em), while above 1 KHz the attenuation 

varies from 100 dB/ft to 300 dB/ft (2 dB/em to 10 dB/em) . 

4. Angular nonspherical particles produce greater acoustic 

emissions than soils consisting of rounded, spherical ones, 
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and furthermore, the time for emissions to cease (equilib-

rium reached) is greater for angular soils than for rounded 

soils. 

5. Well-graded soils, with high coefficient of uniformity, 

produce large levels of acoustic emission counts. 

6. Variation of particle size did not have a significant 

effect on the generated acoustic emission counts in the 

size range studied (Koerner, Lord, McCabe and Curran, 1977). 

Acoustic Emission Response of Cohesive Soils 

To investigate the response of cohesive soils, Koerner and others 
I 

(1977) used four soil types in a triaxial test series. The types of soils 

and their properties are shown in table IV-3. 

The triaxial test samples were 2.8 inches (70 mm) in diameter and 

5.8 inches (150 mm) high. Except for the test sequence evaluating water 

content effects, all re~olded samples were compacted at optimum water 

content in six layers to achieve a predetermined target density and void 

ratio. The accelerometer, including an attached 3 em long, 5mm diameter 

waveguide, was suspended in the lower central portion of the mold while 

soil was tamped in place around it. The coaxial connecting cable was 

brought through the bottom platen and out of the triaxial chamber through 

one of the drainage ports. All triaxial tests were consolidated, drained 

and were conducted in creep mode in order to eliminate drive motor noise. 

Each load increment was held until an equilibrium rate of deforma-

tion and acoustic emission was attained. The actual load increment time 

varied from 30 to 300 minutes depending on the magnitude of the load 

applied and soil type. 
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Table IV-3 

Properties of Cohesive Soils Used. (Koerner, Lord, and McCabe, 1977) 

Soi 1 
num-

wl Wp berb Soil description Typec 
( 1 ) (2) (3) (4)d (5)e 

5 Clayey Silt ML 47 37 
6 Kaolinite Clay MH 52 33 
7 Silty Clay CL 43 24 
8 Bentonite Clay CH 570 58 

aAll soils passed No. 200 sieve. 
bSoils numbered 1 through 4 are found in Ref. 9. 
cUnified soil classification system. 
dLiquid limit, as a percentage. 
ePlastic limit, as a percentage. 
fPlasticity index (W1 - Wp), as a percentage. 

Pl 
(6)f 

10 
19 
1.9 

512 

gSpecific gravity of solids, in grams per cubic centimeter. 
hoptimum water content, as a percentage. 

Gs 
(7)g 

2.62 
2.60 
2.64 
2.20 

;Unit weight - varied slightly according to test series, see text. 
jCohesion~ in kilonewtons per square meter. 
kF . . 1 . d r1ct1on ang e, 1n egrees. 

Wopt Ytest 
(8) h ( 9) i 

23 -
29 -
34 -
43 -

• • • 

c ¢ 

( 1 0 )j ( 11 ) k 

41 29 
28 29 
48 10 
62 5 



The effect of confining pressure on the acoustic emission behavior 

of cohesive soils was evaluated for two of the four soils in table IV-3. 

The clayey silt (No. 5) with a total unit weight of 1.69 g/cm3 and void 

ratio of 0.95 and Kaolinitic clay (No. 6) with a total unit weight of 

1.81 g/cm3 and void ratio of 0.84 were each tested at confining pressures 

of 5 psi, 10 psi, and 30 psi (34 KN/m2, 69 KN/m2, 138 KN/m2). The 

response curves are given in figures IV-5 and IV-6. The parallel behavior 

of stress/strain and stress/acoustic emission curves are noted easily. 

The effect of water content on acoustic emission was conducted on 

the clayey silt (No. 5). The samples were compacted at different water 

contents and tested in unconfined compression. Figure IV-7 shows the 

results, which indicate a decrease in strength and acoustic emissions 

with increasing · wat~r content. The extremely low number of emissions 

recorded at higher water content approaches the liquid limit of the soil 

being monitored. 

To investigate the relationship between plasticity index and 

acoustic emission, the four soils (PI of 11%, 19%, and 512%) were com-

pacted to achieve a void ratio of 0.89 and tested in consolidated-drained 

triaxial creep at 5 psi (34 KN/m2) confining pressure. The results are 

presented in figure IV-8. Cumulative acoustic emission counts ar~ plotted 

versus percentage failure stress so that soils of different strength can 

be compared directly. The most emissive soil is the clayey silt (No. 5), 

which has the lowest PI, and correspondingly the greatest amount of 

larger silt-sized particles. The least emittive soil is Bentonite clay 

(No. 8), with extremely high PI and no silt-sized material. As shown in 

figure IV-8', the Kaolinite clay (No. 6) and silty clay (No. 7) have 
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Figure IV-5. Triaxial Creep Response of Clayey Silt (Soil No. 5) 
at Varying C0nfinning Pressures. (Koerner, Lord, and McCabe, 1977) 
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Figure IV-7. Stress/acoustic Emission Response of Clayey Silt 
(Soil No. 5) at Varying Water Content in Unconfined 

Pressure. (Koerner, Lord, and McCabe, 1977) 
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approximately the same emission response and plasticity index. A strong 

correspondence exists between acoustic emission response and plasticity 

of fine grained soils. 

One undisturbed sample was obtained and tested in unconfined 

pressure in the creep mode. The silty clay (No. 7) was tested in the 

as-received condition. The significant properties were 1.97 g/cm3 total 

unit weight, 1.14 void ratio, 56% water content, 100% saturation, and 

an average penetration resistance of 3 blows/ft to 6 blows/ft. The 

pickup accelerometer was embedded in the lower portion of the sample 

by augering a 12 mm diameter, 25 mm deep hole in the soil sample and 

inserting the accelerometer. The results are given in figure IV-9. 

Note that the acoustic emission level is low, due in part to its 

cohesive character of its predominately clay soil and its relatively 

high water content. How~ver, the acoustic emission response resembles 

closely the stress/strai~ behavior shown in the left-hand part of the 

figure. 

Conclusions 

From this study of the acoustic emission response of cohesive 

soils it was found that: 

1. Increasing the confining pressure in consolidated-drained 

triaxial creep tests affects the shape of the stress versus 

acoustic emission counts curve in the same manner that it 

affects the stress/strain curve for cohesive soils. This 

parallel behavior indicates that acoustic emissions in 

soil is a deformat i on-related phenomenon. 
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Figure IV-9. Unconfined Compression Test Results for Undisturbed 
Sample of Silty Clay (Soil No. 7) at 56% Water Content. 

(Koerner, Lord, and McCabe, 1977) 
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2. Acoustic emission activity in cohesive soils under stress 

decreases as water content increases. Cohesive soils at, 

or near, their liquid limits are not very emittive, within 

the limits of the amplifiers and accelerometers used in 

this study. 

3. Acoustic emission activity is affected strongly by plastic

ity index. The higher the plasticity index, the lower the 

acoustic emission activity of the sample being stressed. 

The Bentonite clay soil tested gave a nominal acoustic 

emission output in comparison to the other cohesive soils 

investigated. 

4. Undisturbed cohesive soils can be monitored successfully 

using the acoustic monitoring technique. 

5. Regarding stress history of undistrubed cohesive soils, 

acoustic emission rates are relatively low at stresses 

below the preconsolidation pressure, and increase when the 

stress level exceeds the preconsolidation pressure. Unfor

tunately, the pressure at which the acoustic emission rate 

was observed to increase is, for the soil investigated 

here (a sandy silty clay known as a preconsolidated marl 

of low plasticity), considerably higher than the preconsol

idation pressure as conveniently determined (Koerner, 

Lord, and McCabe, 1977). 

Acoustic Emission and Slope Stability 

The use of acoustic emission as a method of detecting slope stability 

is not new. Goodman and Blake (1966) studied rock noise in landslides 
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and slope failures and Mearno and Hoover (1973) studied subaudible rock 

noise to determine slope stability. Koerner and Lord (1974) monitored 

three earth dams and these basic conclusions were drawn: 

1. Earth dams that do not generate acoustic emissions are not 

deforming under their imposed loading system and are safe. 

Such dams are in a state of equilibrium and need not be 

inspected for considerable time or until a new loading 

condition is encountered. 

2. Earth dams that generate acoustic emissions to a moderate 

degree are deforming slightly under their imposed loading 

condition and are to be considered marginal. Continued 

monitoring of such dams is required until such time that 

the emissions cease or increase to the following conditions . 

3. Earth dams that generate large amounts of acoustic emission 

are deforming to high degree and are considered unstable. 

Immediate remedial measures are required . 

Lord and Koerner (1975) continued monitoring the three earth dams 

above and began monitoring an iron ore stockpile in Maryland. The results 

of their research are reported in papers published in 1975 and 1976. The 

conclusions are essentially the same as reported in their 1974 paper. 

Koerner, McCabe and Lord (1978) had monitored, or were in the process 

of monitoring eighteen field projects, most of which were small earth dams 

containing lagoons of hazardous materials. They concluded that deforming 

soils generate emissions and stable ones do not. Later in 1978, Koerner, 

Lord, and McCabe made the conclusions that: 

1 . Soil masses that do not generate acoustic emissions are 

probably not deforming and are therefore stable. 
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2. Soil masses that generate moderate levels of acoustic 

emissions, from 10 to 100 counts/minute for the soil 

equipment and sensitivities used in these tests, are 

slightly and are to be considered marginally stable. 

tinued monitoring is required until such time that the 

emissions cease or increase to the following condition. 

types, 

deforming 

Con-

3. Soil masses that have high levels of acoustic emissions, 

from 100 to 500 counts/minute for the soil types, equipment 

and sensitivities used in this study, are deforming sub-

stantially and are to be considered unstable. 

remedial measures are required. 

Immediate 

4. Soil masses that generate very high levels of acoustic emis-

sions, greater than 500 counts/minute for the soil types, 

equipment and sensitivities used in this study, are under

going large deformations and can be considered to be in a 

failure state. Emergency precautions to assure safety of 

nearby residents and their personal property should be 

immediately initiated. 

Acoustic Emission and Seepage 

Acoustic emission for detection of seepage is not widely used and 

is still in the research stage. 

The two cases of acoustic emission for seepage detection discussed 

in Chapter III will not be discussed here except for figure IV-10 which 

shows the general agreement between seepage monitoring and acoustic emission 

activity. 
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One parameter that must be considered when monitoring seepage with 

acoustic emission is the frequency range. If the pickup is made directly 

at the source of the emission, i.e., downhole or in water monitoring, the 

pickup transducer can be of high frequency, which will eliminate background 

noise. Conversely, the farther away the transducer pickup is from the 

source of the emissions, the lower the frequencies that must be utilized. 

This permits for longer transmission of the emission along the waveguide 

without complete attenuation of .the signal (Koerner, Reif and Burlingame, 

1979). 

Summary and Conclusions 

After researching the methods for detecting the predominant 

failure mechanisms, seepage and slope stability, the most versatile tool 

appears to be acoustic e~ission. 

Acoustic emission fulfills the guidelines set down, namely: 

1. Inexpensive, 

2. Portable, 

3. Ease of operation, and 

4. Ease of interpretation. 

Acoustic emission has proven itself as a tool for monitoring slope stability 

and appears very promising as a tool in seepage detection. 
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CHAPTER V 

FIELD WORK 

In order to become familiar with the acoustic emission monitoring 

system, field work was initiated . 

The purpose of the field work was to: 

1. Become familiar with setting up the equipment, 

2. Become familiar with the different equipment settings 

to insure proper technique, and 

3. Become familair with data interpolation. 

Before beginning field work, a demonstration of the acoustic 

emission monitoring system was attended. The test was conducted at 

J. R. Simplot Company's Conda, Idaho, phosphate mining facility. The 

purpose of the field test was to show the capabilities of acoustic emis

sion to monitor the stability of open pit mining slopes and waste pile 

or ore pile slopes. The test was conducted by Acoustic Emission 

Technology Co. Inc., Sacramento, California . 

The instrumentation included: 

1. Piezoelectric transducer. An AFT Model AC30L piezoelectric 

crystal type cut to be resonant at 30 KHz . 

2. Preamp and filter. The signal generated from excitation 

of the sensor was amplified to 40 dB by the AET Model 140A 

preamp. The preamp also acted as a filter with a bandpass 

of 4.5 KHz to 55 KHz . 



3. Counter. The system counter was an AET Model 204 G 

(presently not commercially available) with a bandwidth 

of 100 HZ to 1 MHz. 

4. Strip chart recorder. Data were recorded on the AET Model 

VP67235 strip chart recorder. 

Waveguides consisted of t-inch steel rebar driven into the stock

pile and welded end to end to penetrate through to the foundation of the 

stockpile. Inverted cone shaped platforms were welded onto the top end 

of these waveguides. 

To initiate failure successive cuts were made in a phosphate ore 

stockpile with a rubber-tired frontend loader. 

The sequence of events were: 

1. Take initial readings to determine background 11 noise 11 

levels, 

2. Make a cut, observe the rising acoustic emission count 

rate, let the slope come back to equilization, and 

3. Make a second cut, observe the rising acoustic emission 

count until failure occurred. 

As it turned out three cust were made before failure occurred. 

Monitoring prior to any cuts indicated that settlement and other 

''noise 11 created 11 counts per minute. The first cut resulted in high 

counts. From a count rate of 231 events per minute immediately after 

cut cessation, the count rate decayed to 48 events per minute four minutes 

after the cut. They remained at or below 53 events per minute for the 

next 25 minutes. It is estimated that the AE level would have returned 

to the 11 events per minute rate an hour after the cut. 
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Cut 2 recorded an order of magnitude increase over cut 1. The 

initial recording after cut 1 is 231 events per minute whereas the initial 

recording after cut 2 was 4160 events per minute. Just after the 4160 

events per minute were reached the same exponential decay was noted 

(as in cut 1) up to 17 minutes after the cut when AE increased dramat

ically. It is supposed that this is due to slope adjustments and that 

these irregularities would continue until the slope had restabilized 

itself. 

After cut 3, the order of magnitude increase expected was delayed 

5 minutes, but did occur. The irregularities in the decaying curve, cut 2 

noted above, are more pronounced in cut 3. The cut 3 data show a sudden 

and continuous fluctuation indicating the sharply increased instability 

of the slope. A one-inch tension crack appeared at the head of the slope 

at this time. Adjustments along this crack produced the highest data 

rate of 14,000 events per minute (Leaird, 1979, unpublished). 

Dams selected for field study are known to have seepage problems . 

The dams were referred by the Idaho Department of Water Resources, 

Dam Safety Division . 

Beal Dam 

Beal Dam is a small homogeneous earth dam, approximately 30 feet 

(9 m) in height, and constructed of weathered granite. Beal Dam is 

located in High Valley, Idaho, approximately 80 miles north and west 

of Boise. 

During an inspection of Beal Dam by the Department of Water 

Resources, seepage was noted on the downstream toe, right side of dam 

just below mid height. 
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Testing of Beal Dam using accoustic emission was done on 

August 1, 1979. A visit was made on July 31, 1979, but testing was 

postponed due to a battery failure of the system counter. 

The instruments used were: 

1. Waveguides. Piezometer tubes installed in the seepage 

area were used as waveguides. The piezometer tubes were 

3/4-inch steel pipe with screw caps. One of two steel 

inverted cones (used to seat the piezoelectric trans

ducer-accelerometer) had a screw cap (to match those 

found at the site) welded on to it. This made for ease 

of operation because all that had to be done to monitor 

at each piezometer tube location was to screw on the 

inverted cone, make sure the accelerometer was attached 

correctly and monitor. 

2. Sensor-accelerometer. The sensor was an AET Model AC20L 

piezoelectric crystal type cut to be resonant at 30 KHz. 

3. Preamplifier. The preamplifier used was a 204A pream

plifier with no additional filtering capability. 

4. System counter. The system counter was an AET Model 204A 

modified to a 2048. 

Equipment Setting 

Gain: 76 dB (total system gain) 

Threshold: Fixed .30 volts 

Rate: Total count mode 

• 
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• 
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Scale: • 
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Wind Conditions 

The wind blew throughout the monitoring period at an estimated 

speed of 5-7 knots. 

Wind noise will affect AE monitoring making it necessary to 

protect the accelerometer, (i.e., cover with a box, wrap accelerometer 

with foam rubber, etc.). 

Acoustic Emission Counts 

Piezometer tube No. 

Results 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Time, monitored (minutes) Counts (total) 

20 
20 
20 
20 
30 

23 
535 

45 
458 
231 

The results from this monitoring period indicate a relatively 

stable condition. Ther~ is reason to believe that the wind had some 

part of the higher count number for piezometer tubes number 2 and 4 

because these tubes extended 1 to 2 feet above the ground surface. The 

most ideal situation would have been for the accelerometer to be right 

at or just above the surface and covered . 

AE counts of piezometer tubes 2 and 4 seem high but compared to 

a scale devised by Koerner and others (1978) the counts are actually 

minor. Koerner's scale states that soil masses which generate no acoustic 

emissions are probably not deforming, and are in a state of equilibrium. 

Soil masses generating moderate levels of acoustic emissions (10 counts/ 

minute to 100 counts/minute) are marginally stable and require continued 

monitoring. Soil masses generating high levels of acoustic emissions 
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(100 counts/minute to 500 counts/minute) are deforming actively and 

unstable, requiring immediate remedial action. Soil masses generating 

very high levels of acoustic emissions (greater than 500 counts/minute) 

are in or very near the failure state. Using Koerner's scale as a ~uide-

1 i ne, 535 counts in 29 minutes (approximately 26 counts/minute) would 

put the piezometer tube locations 2 and 4 in the marginally stable area. 

Woodall Dam 

The Woodall Dam is similar to the Beal Dam, made of the same 

type earth fill and approximately the same height. It is located about 

one mile east of Beal Dam. 

The Woodall Dam has what appears to be seepage through the length 

of the toe. According to Mr. Beal, there is no reservoir seepage but 

that during construction there were springs at each end of the dam that 

were covered during construction. 

The equipment used was the same as at Beal Dam except for the 

waveguides. There were no convenient piezometer tubes in the Woodall 

Dam as in the Beal Dam. Five-foot lengths of 3/4-inch rebar were used 

as waveguides, spaced five feet apart. At one end of the rebar were 

treads so that the same inverted cone used at Beal Dam could also be 

used on Woodall Dam. Nine waveguides were installed at the toe of the 

dam in the 11 Seepage 11
• The toe was saturated, some sloughing had occurred, 

and a standing clear water pool was present at a point just below the toe. 

Equipment Setting 

All settings were the same except the system gain was changed 

· to 86 dB. The higher the dB the more sensitive the instrument, which 
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also results in higher stray 11 noiseu, (i.e., wind, traffic, etc.) . 

Wind Conditions 

The wind conditions were about the same as the previous day at 

Beal Dam. The accelerometer was covered with a box to prevent inter

ference but it is believed that the wind was still a factor. 

Acoustic Emission Counts 

Station Time (minutes} Counts (total} 

l 20 903 
2 20 503 
3 20 1112 
4 20 190 
5 20 1496 
6 20 1351 
7 20 492 
8 20 298 
9 20 358 

Results 

As with Beal Dam the results appear to be high but if the highest 

total count, 1496, is converted into an average counts/minute, that is, 

75 counts/minute, the Woodall Dam also falls into the marginally stable 

area according to Koerner•s scale . 

Winchester Dam 

Winchester Dam is located just outside the City of Winchester, 

Idaho, and is owned by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, Boise, 

Idaho. 

Winchester is an earthfill dam with concrete core. It is composed 

mostly of sandy clay and gravelly silt. 
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The Winchester Dam has leaked since the first filling. The dam 

has changed in width over the years more than likely to accommodate 

U. S. 95, business route, which runs over part of the dam (see figure V-1). 

Equipment Setting 

Gain : 76 dB 

Threshold: Fixed .40 

Rate: 60 seconds 

Wind Condition 

Light wind. 

Strip Chart Recorder 

The AET Model VP6723S strip chart recorder was used to record 

the data. 

Traffic Conditions 

Traffic along U. S. 95 business route was heavy at this time 

and certain vehicles were noted to have greater effect than others. 

Results 

Four stations were monitored at the Winchester Dam site. 

Station one was located at drill hole 3 on the south side of 

U. S. 95 business route. 

Station two was located at drill hole 2 on the north side of 

U. S. 95 business route a few feet west of the spillway. 

Station three was located at drill hole 7 just east of drill hole 2. 

Station three was abandoned due to the inability of the instrument to 

monitor at this site. It is believed that the drill stem was oscillating 
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at some frequency that interfered with normal instrument functions. This 

oscillation of the drill stem is believed to have been caused by the wind. 

Station four is a 3/4 inch rebar just to the right of the spillway, 

a few feet up slope of the clear water seepage. 

Station five is also 3/4 inch rebar just to the right of .the 

syphon pipe also above and into clear water seepage. 

Acoustic Emission Counts 

See figure V-2. 

Station Time 
rate 1 minute minutes Counts 

1 5 0 
2 5 60 
3 abandoned 
4 5 30 
4 total counts 2! 300 
5 5 unknown 

Note: It is believed that station 5 had false high readings due to the 

looseness of the waveguide. Even though the rebar was driven into the 

embankment with a sledge hammer, the rebar was free to move around in 

its hole. It is thought that this looseness, along with the clear water 

seepage flowing around the rebar, is responsible for the high readings. 

Results 

Observing the strip-chart recording of Winchester Dam gives an 

impression of a high number of counts at each station. It is believed 

that these high number of counts can be attributed to acoustic emission, 

traffic, and wind. The data trace appears blocky because the rate was 

one minute and each station was monitored for five minutes. The blockiness 
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Figure V-2. Strip Chart Recording Showing Acoustic Emission Data . 
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Figure V-2. Continued. 
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is due to the fact that at the end of each one minute period the machine 

automatically clears itself and begins counting. As the counts go up 

the pen moves up and as the peak number of counts is reached the data 

curve levels off. Although the peak level is reached the paper drive 

is still turning the paper giving it the flat-topped peak, then as the 

one minute cycle is over the instrument again clears itself and the pen 

again attempts to return to the zero line. Sometimes, counts are coming 

into the system before the pen can reach the zero line and the pen will 

begin another blocky trace. The blocky appearances of the trace may at 

first glance appear to be high peaks but in actuality the block traces 

show the structure to be in a somewhat stable condition. On Koerner's 

· scale the dam is marginally stable, but would require more monitoring 

for safety . 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The Acoustic Emission Monitoring System appears to meet the equip-

ment guidelines set down for this project, which are: 

1. Inexpensive, 

2. Portable, 

3. Ease of operation, and 

4. Easily interpreted and accurate data. 

As stated previously, the Acoustic Emission Monitoring System is 

an excellent tool for monitoring slope stability and appears to be 

promising for seepage detection. However, more work needs to be done 

in this area . 

Acoustic Emission should be considered a part of a total dam 

inspection program. Acoustic Emission data, although interpreted easily, 

should not be considered the last word on dam stability but used as a 

guideline. The conclusions drawn by Koerner, Lord and McCabe (1978) 

summarized here: 

Soil masses that generate moderate levels of acoustic 
emissions from 10 to 100 counts/minute are deforming 
slightly and 1are to be considered marginally stable. 
Soil masses that have high levels of acoustic emissions, 
from 100 to 500 counts/minute are deforming substantially 
and are to be considered unstable. Soil masses that 
generate very high levels of acoustic emissions greater 
than 500 counts/minute are undergoing large deformations 
and can be considered in a failure state . 



These conclusions should be considered guidelines used in conjuction with 

the experience of the operator/inspector, age of the dam, wind conditions, 

outside noise and past history of the dam. 

Recommendations 

Monitoring Program 

There are two ways to appraoch a monitoring program using the 

Acoustic Emission System. 

1. Monitor known trouble areas in older dams; and 

2. Monitor by use of a grid if no known trouble areas are 

known or for a new embankment dam. 

Length of Waveguides 

Waveguides should be long enough to efficiently monitor an area. 

If deemed necessary by the operator, waveguides should extend through the 

embankment and into the foundation or abutment. 

Waveguide Placement 

Waveguides should be placed in suspect areas, foundations, toes, 

crests and abutments if deemed necessary by the operator/inspector. Any 

metal aperture that is partially or totally buried in the embankment can 

be monitored acoustically (e.g. piezometer tubes). 

Length of Monitoring Time 

Each station, or waveguide, should be monitored for enough time 

for background emissions to be gathered about that station (e.g. 20 minutes). 

The operator/inspector may then, upon future monitoring, have enough 

information that some conclusion as to the stability of the structure may 
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be drawn under the presently imposed loading conditions. As loading 

conditions change, counts may change and so may stability. 

Interpretation of Data 

The data from each acoustic emission monitoring period should be 

plotted in some convenient manner and the trend of the plot over time 

serve as a guide to the stability of the structure. Increases in counts/ 

minute would indicate deformations are taking place and perhaps warrant 

more frequent monitoring. 

General Information 

Thorough record keeping is a must. At each station (waveguide) 

the following information should be noted: 

Location. Mapped or verbal description of location of 

waveguide. 

Weather Conditions. Strong winds may affect counts. 

Equipment Settings. Notes should be made on: 

1. Count/event mode used, 

2. Rate, 

3. Scale, 

4. Gain, and 

5. Threshold (fixed or floating; threshold setting if 

fixed) . 

Comments. Any comments by the operator/inspector that he or 

she feels may be relevant to the monitoring of that station . 
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METHOD 

Acoustic 
Emission 

• 

PRIMARY 
USE 

Slope stability 
and seepage 

• • • 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Gives advanced warning of slopel Background noise troublesome. 
instability. Not presently widely used. 
Traces seepage flow and rela- Still in research. 
tive magnitude. 
Inexpensive. 

• 

STAGE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

Avail able 
Research in 
progress 

Borings 
See Table 

Seepage and I Gives exact subsurface condi- Very expensive. I Available. 
slope stability tions. 

Crest Settlement! Crest stability I Gives exact amount of crest 
monuments settlement. 

Geophys i ca 1 
(seismic) 

Geophys i ca 1 
(electric) 

Gravimeter 

Infrared 

Seepage and I Refraction method can identify 
slope stability type of liquid . 

Seepage 

Detennine 
gravity anomelies 

Seepage 

Relatively common use. 
Technique well established. 

Cost less than seismic 
Relatively common use. 
Identify type of liquid. 
SP gives direction and rela
tive magnitude of flow. 

Uses natural phenomenon. 
Covers large or small area. 

Difficulty in taking borings 
in some terrain. 
Interpolation of data compli-
cated. 
~lany corrections to data must 
be determined. 

Limited to crest area. 

Expensive 
Refraction needs dense lower 
layer. 

Salts and metal troublesome. 
Depth 1 imited. 
SP method not widely used. 

Could be used in foundation 
problems dealing with rock. 

Limited detail in complicated 
topography. 
Expensive 
Not widely used. 
Still in research. 

Available. 

Available. 

Available 

Available. 

Available. 
Research in 
Progress 

• 

APPRO X Ii~ATE 
COST 

$5500.00 
Total for 
portable field 
unit. 

~600-~700 per 
500 ft. tlole 
oirect cost 
when run with 
another log. 
(This does not 
include the 
cost to dt·ill). 

Very cheap. 

Seismic Refrac
tion: ~2u-~bu 
per depth de
tenni nation 
with portable 
equipment. 
~120-~160 per 
depth deter
mination witll 
vibroseis. 

~4000 - ~tiuOO 

$9600 basic 

~5000.00 

• • 
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METHOD 

Magni tometer 

PRif.lARY 
USE 

Detect changes 
in earth's mag
netic field. 

ADVANTAGES 

Equipment is becoming lighter, 
~ore portable and less expen
sive. 

D I SADVAIH AGES 

Not widely used in Geotech
nical work except in rock/ 
metallic related projects. 
Could be adopted for founda
tion (rock) work. 

Microwave 
Pulsed 

Seepage and 
limited slope 
stability. 

Traces surface of water. ~Expensive. 
Good penetration depth. Needs sharp interface. 
Continuous data for contouring. Upstream detection not pas-
Locates voids, fractures and sible. 

Dienometer 
tube 

Monitor water 
level 

Radar. See I Seepage and 
microwave pulsed limited slope 
pg. stability · 
and Table 

faults. 

Inexpensive. 
Gives exact water level in 
dam. 
Widely used. 

Slope indicators! slope stability I Gives changes of slope due to 
(tilt meters) settlement, upheaval, etc. 
(1) downhole 
(2) on surface 

Slope Stability I Slope stability I Gives good indication of 
Analysis factor of safety of slopes. 
Bishop ' s 

Method 
Swedish Slices 

Sonar Seepage and 
1 imi ted slope 
stability 

See microwave; pulsed and 
Table 

Strain Gague 
(soil) 

slope stability I Measures soil strain over .~ 

• • 

given distance. 
Measures settlement of em
bankments for long of short 
periods . 

• • 

More expensive to install 
after structure completed. 

(1) The need for drill holes 
(2) To adequately monitor 

a dam many indicators 
would be needed to cover 
the dam. 

Need soil samples to define 
parameters. 
Need computer time. 

• 

STAGE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

Available 

Limited avail
ability. 
See Table 

Available. 

Limited avail
ability. 

Available. 

Available. 

Available. 

• 

APPROXIMATE 
COST 

$3000.00 

Very expen
sive. 

Downhole 
~ b ,000.00 
purchase . 

( l) Probe : 
~30UU.uU 

Consultant's 
Fee. 

• • •• 
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• • 

METHOD 

Temperature 

Tracers 
non-radioactive 

Radioactive 

Water balance 

Water velocity 

Benthonic 

• 

PRIMARY 
USE 

Seepage 

Seepage 

Seepage 

Seepage 

Seepage 

Seepage 

• • 

ADVANTAGES 

Uses natural phenomenon. 

Inexpensive. 
Defines flow path. 
Flourescent dyes are detectable 
at low concentrations. 
Most widely used. 

Easily detected. 
Widely used. 

Inexpensive 
Estimates magnitude of 
problem. 
Common use. 

Simplicity of device. 
Good for wide range of leaks. 
Gives relative size of leaks. 
Gives location of leak. 

Less sensitive ·equipment 
than velocity meters. 
Good for wide range of leaks. 
Gives relative size of leak. 
Gives location of leak. 

• • •• • • 

DISADVANTAGES STAGE OF APPIWXIMATE 
DEVtLOPI•IENT COST 

Lengthy readout time. Available. 
Requires O.Ol°C sensitivity. Still in re..; 
Not widely used. search. 

Source of seepage is required. Available. Very 
Often difficult to place. Inexpensive 
Absorption is a problen1. 
Dilution is common. 

Difficult to place Available. Inexpensive 
Expensive. 
Health and environmental 
hazard. 

Some variables almost im- Available. Inexpensive. 
possible to measure. 
Does not give leak location. 

Needs sensitive velocity Available Flow meters 
meters. $1500.u0 
Needs quiet surrounding water. 
Needs stationary support or 
large boat for deep water. 
Problem with small leaks. 

Needs sediment layer. Available. 
Needs stationary support or 
large boat for deep water. , 
Problem with small leaks. 
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APPENDIX II. EXPLANATION OF SUBCATEGORIES USED IN TABLE Il-l 

• 

• 

• 

• 

I• 
I 

• 
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A PIPING F SETTLEMENT • Al Embankment piping Fl Crest 
A2 Foundation piping F2 Upstream 
A3 Outlet F3 Downstream 
A4 Animal burrows F4 Core 
A5 Abutment F5 Foundation 
A6 Thru cracks • 

G POOR CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES 
B OVERTOPPING 

Gl Poor compaction 
Bl Inadequate spillway • B2 Completed structure 
B3 Uncompleted structure H BLOWOUT 
B4 Partial 

Hl Overtop 

c SEEPAGE 
I Breach • Cl During filling 

C2 Along outlets 
C3 Embankment J SLOPE PROTECTION 
C4 Abutment 
C5 Foundation Jl Internal 
C6 Upstream J2 Upstream • C7 Downstream J3 Downstream 

0 SLIDING . K CRACKING 

Dl Upstream Kl Upstream • D2 Downstream K2 Downstream 
D3 Due to seepage K3 Drawdown 
D4 . During filling K4 Crest 
D5 Drawdown 
D6 Abutment 
D7 During construction L EARTHQUAKES • DB Foundation 
D9 Core pressure Ll Cracking 
DlO Reservoir slopes L2 Settlement 

L3 Slide 

E APERTURE WORKS • 
El Gate 
E2 Spillway 
E3 Outlet pipe 
E4 Blockage • 

116 

• 
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• 

• 

• 

• 
APPENDIX III. LIST OF DAM FAILURES 

•• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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...,..a 
...,..a 
CX> 

• • 

i'l AI-It LOU.lllln cu i LT 

/, bberton . ~ . britain 1Y4\J 

;,hraura, lnuia 1>=>4 

1\lamo Arroyo Si te i :!tiO 

'- l cora, "Y· 1:,.;0 

1\1 exand2 r , Ha ~1ai i l>3l 

Alpint, Ca . l ~ Ou 

Alu111 For k E.Jfi 

1\merican Falls . l<i . h £r, 

l.mistad, T.c l":!ti~ 

Anaconda , ~ .an i. . lci'Jl! 

• 

r111 LoU 

l'J~/ 

l~cu 

l9c.;; 

h~v 

];,~., 

h .lu 

1~2, 

i~o~ 
Eu; 

19.lo 

• 

REFERENCE 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

Lessons, Tabl e VI (1975) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 103 (1975) 

IIGT 
FT M 

17 
5 

26 
e 

68 
21 

265 
81 

Le ssons, Table IV and 95 
( i975 ) 29 
Hiddlebrook s (1953) · 140 
,Justin (1932) 43 
ENR, v. 104, (5-22-1930) 
p. 869 

Le ssons, Table IV and 
p. 105 (1975) 

45 
14 

Lessons, Table IV (.1975) 115 

Lesson s , Table IV and 
p. 106 

35 

94 
29 

TYPE 

E-H 

R-E 

GE 

Lessons, Table IV and 21l 7 G-E 
p. 108 (1975) 87 

ENR '' · 121 72 
Middlebrooks ( 1953) 22 c<mcrete 
Lessons, Table IV ( 1975) core 

• 

USCOLO 
lliC . 

A-3 

F-2 

A-1 

MR 

ODC 

11~ 

A-2 

HR 

A-1 

F- 1 

• • • 

CI1USE llF FAILURt: 

llam slide. (Lessons, -l!i7:. ) 

Main dam, internal erosion . (Lessons, 1!17~) 

Leakage, foundation piping. (Lessons, 197=>) 

Deterioration of spillway :. lab ciue to sulfate ana alkali attack comoined witil 
freeze-thaw cycle. (Lessons, 197!i) 

Sliding embankment downs trean• slope. (Lessons, 1~75) . Core pressure sl i ue ile f ore 
completion . (i1iddlebroob , l~!i3). core pressure sli de due to internal liq~iu 
pr essure . (,Just i n , 193£) . llam unoer construction so no water uehino it . Fai -lure 
si milar to Calveras and ikcnxa <iams in t hat the core had ouilt up consi aera ul e 
p1·essure . Began at toe as a bulge then gushed aut as a 1 iquio. L iquiti was ••ot 
core itself but believed t n have origi"ateu in transition zone . Ten uays ue fore 
failure it was noted that t;.~ area of t ne break nad ceaseo to <ira in . l t •IK, v. ·t v~J • 
failure due to defective ctr;;i nage and par tial liq uefying of t ile ualls of c l ajisu 
material deposited near t i•e faces of t he dam . The relati vely wiue ca r t of e~ce s si ve 
fine material and the preseH:e of semi - liquiu •·•aterial, causeu the llownstreauJ f ace 
just above the small rock t <Je to ilulge out expelling a gusn of liq~iu mua . (Justin, 
1'132). 

Stability of the structure, especially for earthquake loadings, ila<i n.c~rginal safetj 
and the spi I I way capacity ~"' s inadequate . (Lessons, 1 ~7~) 

Leakage, foundation . (Lessens, 1975) 

A gravity dam with earthfi 11 embankment on each end . Inciaent refers to c~;n c rt!te 
deterioration on main dam. (Lessons, 1975) 

1965 cofferoam failed due to mismatched piling interlocks tiuri ng cons tructi on. i ~v~ 
concrete adjacent to guides and seals of upstream gate aue to rapiu urop of gate . 
(Lessons, 1975) 

Ho knm•n rea son. (Lessor.s , 1'!75). Seep<~~e slide . (Hi adlebrovk> . h~J). uwned uy 
Anaconda Copper Mining Co . Gave no rea son for its collapse. ( :_Ilk, v. 12i) 

• • 



11Ai1t LUU\T [L)II 

Angels, 

Ansonia, ConoL 

Apa, Turkey 

..... 1\pishapa, tolo. ..... 
\.0 

• • • 

llUIL T 

1895 

HJ75 

1'1b2 

1920 

FA I LEG 

1895 

lo94 
lC,l2 

1<,&3 

1923 

• 

REFERENCES HC.T TYPE USC~I D CAUSE OF FAILURE 

FT i'l H;C'·-------------------------------
Lessons, Ta ble IV (1975) 52 Gravity F-1 

ER, v. 30, 11-10-1894 
EN, v. 47 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

ENR, v . 91 p. 357, 418 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

• 

16 Earth 

72 
22 

31 
9 

112 

34 

concrete 
core 

E 

E 
rolled 
concrete 
core 

A-2 

F-1 

• 

Ledkage foundation piping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Seepage slide. (r·:iddlebrooks, 1'153). lll oHout under dam. (~aville, 1~1&) 
Tv1v ol til~ r:eservoor dams were carried away, miscel laneous or uroknovm 
cause. (Hill, 1902) . A concrete o·etaining wall hao been put in to replac~ part 
of the earth emba11ko.oent. The water worked its way under tne founaation auout 
the middle length of the wall. (Eli, v. 47, No. 23) . Water forced its way beneath 
retaining wall. (Joregenson, 1920). Failure ciue to water leaking along pipe 
laid through embankment, causing a gap 2UC ft (ol on) and 35 ft (lloni deep. 
(Hill, 1902) (Joo·gensen, 1920). 

Cracking. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage embankment piping (Lessons, 197S) . Piping through settlen.ent cracks 
(11i ddl ebrooks, 19S3 ). Settl enoent cracks had oeen causing 1 eao<age at eacoo enu 
and through the foundation. A year had ela~seo since the leaKs otyan anu repaired 
soon after tne n:.•~irs had been "'~ de and leaks had all out stoppeo a large aouount 
of watl!r entered the reservoir at the east end from a cloudourst in tioe heaov1ater 
region (voithout excessi ve rains near basin). 1< f ew minutes after this 1·1ater e11tereu 
the basin a sto·e "m boJrst from dovms trean: slope near v1est end an<l 3~ ft ( ) 
belcw top. The l<ater entering t he east part of daon and ~later strea1o1ing froo.l west 
end was detennined to be the same. Soon the top caveo in from the east to west. 
Total failure wa; the n at this point. (t.iiR, v. 91, o~o. ~. p. 3~) Cause of failurE< 
due to 1) unsuit cble material; 2) in5ufficient water in puddling and rolling ana; 
3) thickness of the layers of the fill was too great. These three conoitions leo 
to severe sett1e1ecnt which fonneo caveo ·:1 s conditions 30 ft below the crest. These 
caverns were unknown to the workers ana 1 ed t o fa i 1 ure when the reservoir was fi 11 eO. 
(Due to the r .1in in the head· .. latHs ) (Field, 1923). 

Failure b~garo voith the formation of a nearly hoo-izontal crack wnich extenoeo clear 
across the u;· ~ .,.,- portion of the e~.1bankment. \lh~n first observea, this crack in
tersected the w:' t "r surface at a point 100ft (30 on) from the east end and dippeu 
slightly down towdr'd the west end, inters ec ting the do'llnstream slope 3~ ft (11 "') 
below the crest, 150 ft ( 46 m) fr·o:n the west end. There can be little douDt tnat 
the crack had considerable initi,;l width before the 1<ater ilroke through the up
stream slope. 
The crack pattern and greater seottler.•ent of the upstream slope than the crest su;.>ply 
clear evid~nce that the lower por·t ic: :l of th<: emllank::,ent settleu ~<~ore tnan tile upper. 
The very dry ano rigid upper portion undoubtedl y tended to arch the 3\Ju ft ( ~lm) 
across the voll ey and could not settle with the lower portion resulting in tile 
crack and subse:;11ent fa i1 ure. 

• • • • • 
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I.A~I£ LOCAT lllil BUILT FAILt J 

f,pi~ ha pa, Colo. (continued) 

Arm Brook Site 19b3 

As hiza;~a, Japan 1912 

Ashti, l n u i~ 

Avalon, New Medco lll93 

Avoca, Pa 

l %4 

1~56 

lt~d3 

l o93 
1~04 

ld~2 

• 

REFERENCES HGT 
FT rl 

Le ; sons, Table IV (1975) 60 
18 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 15 
5 

r.sc;:, v. 43 Pr oc . 
~legmann (1927) p. 234 
Middl ebrooks, ( 1953) 

58 
18 

EN, v. 54 58 
Middl ebrooks, (1953) 18 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

EN, v. 47 
Middlebrooks ( 1953) 

TYPE 

E 
ro 11 ed 
puodled 
core 

E- R 

• 

US COL[; 
INC . 

A-1 

F-2 

F-1 

• • • 

CAUSE Of FAILURE 

The leak occurreu when water level was raised above previous high water level. Final 
failure was due to gradual pi ping process . (Sherard, 1953) 

On the day of failure , a settlement on the upstream face at the wa ter' s edge wa s 
noted about 100 ft (30 m) west of the east end . Water was passing into t he oepr esseo 
area · into the body of the dam, a few minutes later water emerge~ on t he lower s l ope 
about 500ft (152m) west of ttle point of entrance and 30ft (9 m) t>elo~1 the crest. 
The water quickly ate back to a point i111nediately downstream from the point of en
t r ance. 

Ca use of failure is attributed to the solubility and lack of compactness of the soil . 
(Justin, 1932) 

Leakage, foundation (Lessons, 1975). 

Main dam, overtopped (Lessons, 1975) 

Seepage through founcation . (M i ddlebrooks, 1953) 

A serious sl i p occurred after prolonged rains. The slip was attr i buted to tne fact 
that the dam is founded for considerable portion of its length on clay soil con -cain 
ing nodules of impure li me and alkali, which make it setoli-fluid when saturated . 
(Wegmann, 1927) 

The sl i p occurred after very heavy rains; the crest subsided lti ft ( ti 111) caus i ng t11e 
toe to bu l ge . The downstream portion of the foundation is believed to have oecome 
partially saturated and plastic, causing the slip . (Justin, 1932) 

1893 over t opped (Le ssons, 1975) 
1904 lea kage, emban kment ·piping (Lessons) piping into rock (i'liddlebrooks, 19!>3) 

Overtopped (Middleb rooks, 1953) 

Insufficient spillway (Hill, 1902) (Jorgensen; 1920) 

• • 
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NAf-ll LOCI\ f I ON 

llad l1xe :<a tershed 
i~o. 33 

lladua, India 

llaker City, Ore. 

Baldhiil, ~.0. 

llalm;i" Hills Res., 
Ca. 

Balsam, t'LH . 

i:Sartley , G. britain 

Harton, ld. 

• 

llUILT 

196~ 

19o3 
b61i 

1'1~1 

19 :i l 

1927 

1931 

l'Jl U 

Fi\ILI:.ll 

1965 
l~o7 

l~b3 
19u4 

lt:~o 

1951-i.; 

bo3 

1~2<; 

1927 
1 ~29 

lJa 

• 

RHF.RENCES HGT TYPE USCOLD CAUSE OF FAILURE 

--------------LL-ll----------~Jfj(~·-----------------------------------------------------------------
Lesso~s, Table IV and 
p. 114 

52 
158 

Lessons, Table VI . (1975) 42 
13 

EN' V. 4 7 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

i.e ssons , Table IV and 
p. 115 (1975) 

61 
19 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 262 
Golze 1977, p. 188 80 

Ei':R, v. 54 60 
ENR, v. 102 p. 885 18 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Les sons, Table VI (1975) 

Sherard, (1<!53) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

• 

40 
12 

concrete 
core 

f 
rolled 

A-2 

A-2 

MR 

F-1 

F-1 

A-3 

• 

Seepage problems in beth aoutments developed during first filling of reservoir. 
Seepage in lE:ft abutment developed to a point of incipient failure in 19u7 . A 
sinkhold devo:lor,e.1 upstream. (Lessons, 1975) 

1963 and 1964; Spi lh;ay cracking. (Lessons, 1\17~) 

Dam burst, mi scellaneous or unknown cause. (Hill, 19J2) 

From lg51-1970, ~'ave action moved the upstream riprap and erooed the gravel 
bedding. (Lesso•;s, 1975) 

Leaka ge, found ation pi ping (Les sons, 197~); failure due to man induced seiShlic 
activity. l•love~o1ent al ong a iault produced slight offset , separation ano leakage 
through foundation . (Go lze, 1977) 

A few hours before d<• lll failed a caretak <: r heard an unu sual sound of running water 
in tile spillway ,, ·is ~ i1 a1·g e p ipe >lhi le making his routine inspection. He then in
spec ted the 1uanhrl e<; on the downstream t,en.1s of tne main en1bankment and noteo 
flows of muddy ~~~ c ., r s sc ·;Ha l times greater than non.l'll. In the orainaye inspection 
chamber, he found t h~ reservoir unde1·d rain pipes "b lot~ ing l iKe fire i1oses," 
discharging mJ<!dy wate r . Sl:ortly thereaf ter, a small amount of seepage eme rgence 
was discovered on t he ·do·, .. •sueam slope of the main Ca;.l bel ieveo to be COI>ling fro~o1 
the east abutment. The s~e;,a9e flow st~J a d ily increase<l until the east al>utJttent 
was breac hed . ,;~ou t four hours passed bet1•een the first discovery of unusual flow 
and breaching , 

"The physical .:a · .• ;e of failure v1as earth movement. Tne earth movement, due t o 
s :.bsidence, manifeo;ced itself by openin9 and oy of fsett ing at a fault, a plane of 
we,,kness . Erou i:1 !e mater i a l i n and ad~acent to t he fJul t provided conoitions that 
~ermitted rapid and con:~ lete failure." (Lessons, 1Y7 3) 

Flow discharge, destroyed spillway, eroded toe causing ·sluffing. (Lessons, 197~) 

Due to heavy rains, high discharge, washing away of l"iprap, causing sluffing of 
dam. ( E i~R , v . 1 02) 

Dam, slide, 1927 and 1929. (Lessons, 1975) 

Seepage slide. (i•l ida lebrcoks, 1953) ; seepage began directly after construction ana 
incr·ea sed sli, i; tly e·1ery year. Due t o seepage a sli de occurred on t he downstream 
slope. (She 1·ard, 1953 ) 

• • • • • 
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NAI·i£ LOCATION oi.JILT FAILElJ 

tie a r~a ,,li l, A us tra l i a 1912 194:i 
1~45 

Bear Gulch, Ca. lbYo 1Y14 

tseaver Park , Colo. 11J14 1914 

~ 

N 
N uel den, Ca . hSb I 'ioo-o7 

Belle Fourche, S. u. 1':111 1'11, 

Belle Fourche, S.O. 1911 1~3 2 

tlelle Fourche, S.D. 1911 lYbo 

• 

REFERENCES HGT 
FT M 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 17 
5 

Lr s~ons, Table IV (1975) 61 
Sherard, 1953 19 

Lessons, TablP. IV (1975) 98 
ASCE Trans . , v. 65 30 

Lessons, Table IV and 164 
p. 123 (1975) 50 

Lessons, Tabl2 IV (1975) 115 
35 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 115 
35 

Lessons, Table IV and 120 
p. 125 (1975) 37 

TYPE 

E 
rolled 

• 

USCOLu 
INC . 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

A-1 Dam, slide : 1945 (Lessons, 1975) 
Dam, slide: 1945 (Lessons, 1975) 

A-1 Sliding embankment upstreau1 slope . (Lessons, 1g75) 
1914 d1·ew down slide; 1930 downstream toe beca~o1e moist ana began to slougn, lYJti cracks 
downstream slope indicating incipient slide, repaired: 1944-4:i arawdown cracks. 
(Sherard, 1953) 

A-1 Leakage, foundation. (Lessons, 1975) 

Dam is rock with concrete I ace. Prob 1 em with 1 eakage through foundation of porous 
material. The dam was placed between a constriction in the canyon fomeu by tne pro
jection of a nose or promontory of rock extending out from the mountain on tne 
left hand side of the c•·e~k. forming a narrow ridge or saddle . Tllis proj ect ion 
appeared to be solid but c ~u s ed m,1ch trouble . The basi c fonnatio n at ana near the 
dam is trachite,- a soft porous material resembling sandstone . This formation is 
badly broken up and in seams, and does not necessarily present a threat to tile 
stability of a large daPl if properly designed and constructeo . Leaking could not 
have been prevented, (Hinderlider, AIS) 

A-1 1966; accident because of gate con trol interchange during construction . 1%1, gate 
failure due to improper use poor configuration of interconnection between stuus 
and conduit, (Lessons, 1975) 

A-1 Slope protection concrete slabs moved. (Lessons, 1g75) 

A-2 Sliding embankment upstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

A-1 1950 spillway 11as reported to have inadequate capacity along with deteriorati on 
of concrete; 1965 tenninal drop structure failed completely and stream bed eroded 
10 fe~ t (3m) . (Lessons, 1975) 

In 1928 there 1;a s a 35 ft. (11 01) drawdown in 125 days . As a result of this , five 
major cracks occurred on the downstream edge of the crest . Tiley vari eo from 1/2 to 
2 inches in width on the surface of the crest, 25-150 ft (8-4t:i m) long and 3-12ft 
(1-4 m) in depth . The cracks were filled ily washing them full of sanu. 

In 1 >31 t he res ervoir was a-g a in drawn down rapidly to a point oe 1 ow the 1 ~21:1 oraw
dovm lt>ve l. Due to thi s, a s urface slide occurred on the upstream slope . Tne 
maxinn.:!l depth of the surface normal to tne slope was about 10ft (3 111). (Sile ranJ, 1~~3) 

• • 
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NAHE LOCATION 

belmont, G. Britain 

bila Oe>na, Czech. 

o i lbe ry (Ho hoof i rth) 
Eng 1 and 

bishop Creek, Ca. 

Black lleauty 

Blackfoot 

Black Rock 

t!UILT 

1915 

1908 

19~1 

l9ll 

1907 

t!laen-Y-CwM, G.tlrit. 1937 

Bla i rtown, Wyo. 

Blanchard Hydroelec . l92:i 
Station 

t!lithfield, G. Britain 1953 

Blue Water. N. Hex 1908 

• 

FAILED 

1923 

1'116 

l<b2 

190'1 

19bl 

1913 

l'J09 
1936 

1~36 

llitid 

1939 

lYtit 

190':1 

• 

REFERENCES HGT 
FT M 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 25 
8 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 17 
5 

Walter>, 1962, p. 50 

EN, v. 60, No. 6 

Lessons, Tat>le IV (1975) 50 
15 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 49 

Lessons, Table IV ( 1975) 70 
21 

Lessons, Ta,ble VI (1975) 18 
5 

EN, v. 47 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 62 
19 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 16 
5 

EN, v. 62 (9-30-1909) 
t~iddlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 

• 

35 
11 

TYPE 

E-R 

E 
rolled 

G-E 

USCOLD 
INC. 

A-1 

F-1 

DOC 

A-2 

A-1 

F-2 

A-2 

MR 

A-1 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Dam, slide. (Lessons, 1975) 

Blowout, overtop. (Lessons, l 975) 

Faile .~ through ~later forcing its V/ay thr·ough fissures in the rock and tnrough upwara 
pressure rapidly washing a~1ay the earthern embankment. (Walters, lY62) 

A freshnet in the creek washed out part of a small earth intake dam unoer construction 
and ~1as due to the early arrival of high water and before spillway was in proper 
shape. (EN, v. GO) 

Deformation, differential transverse embankment cracks. (Lessons, l'J75) 

Lea~ il ge, foundation p i ping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage foundation piping both incidents. (Lessons, 197~) 

Dam, leakage. (Lessons, 1975) 

Piping along an outlet. (t1iddlebrooks, 1953) 

Piping along outlet laid through embankr.1ents. (Hill, 1902) 

Poor construction practice. (Lessons, 1975) 

~lain dam; overtopping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped (Middlebroof.S, 1953); due to insufficient spilh,ay. (Justin, lYJ2) 

Due to excessive rains; Hater entcl'ed the spilh,ay ana outlet pipes ~<ere opened; 
water level was stili rising. About 2 : 00 AH !_he _watchman observed a leakage on tne 

• • • • • 
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Blue Water, N. 1-lex. (continued) 

lso 1 an. Pa ki stan l %5 197o 

Bo 1 ton, Conn. 1940 1~36 

6on accord, South H2~ 1937 
Afri ca 

lionney Reservoir. Co . 1901 1903 

Bo~nnan ld72 192o 

ilraaford, Eny 1 and Wio 

Braunig 1~62 1963 

B r'!akno(~, Pa 1902 

• 

REFERENCES 

EIIR , v. 197, No. 12 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 

HGT 
FT M 

442 

10 
3 

Les sons, Table VI (1 975) 18 
5 

E~, v . 47 34 
ENR (4-25- 1903) 10 
t1iddl ebrooks (1953) 

Les sons, Tab le IV ( 1975) 1GB 
51 

ASCE Proc. , v . 49 
Moddl ebrooks, ( 1953) 

90 
24 

Lesson s , Table IV (1975) 90 
27 

EN , v . 47 
Middlebrooks, (1973) 

TYPE 

E 
ro 11 ed 

E 
rolled 

E 
roll ed 
puddled 
core 

E 
rolled 

• 

USCOLD 
INC. 

DOC 

F-2 

A-1 

A-2 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

north side of the dam and a 1 so a s 1 i ght perco 1 at ion on the south side near the 
junction of the dam with the spillway wall. The latter suiJsequently ceased by 
the chocking o f a "slough" of the bank, and remained sealeti . Final failure came 2:llu 
?t1 the next day .when dam wa s overtopped. (Anderson, 1909) 

Failed by overtopping. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Torren t ial rains and floodwaters brought the water level to 44 ft behind t he dam . 
More rain and wave action sent water over the top and through the dam near its 
center. 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Dam, slide. (Lessons, 1975) 

Break in dam. (~1iddlebrooks, 1953) 

Break in dam over 100ft (30m) . (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Lea kage, Tunnel. (Lessons, l97S) 

Piping along outlet. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Pip i ng along an outlet, failure due to the imperfect packing and bonding of the 
puddle core along the outlet pipes. (Jus ti n, 1932) 

Slope protection; riprap too small. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped. (Mi ddl ebrooks, i 953) 

Cloud burst i n the valley a bove the reservoi r· . The downpour ~1as so great that the 
large flood chan ne l and spillway, which had ueen ample to take care of all floo ds 
for 16 years, were overtaxed and the water f 1 owed over the top of t he dau1 its entire 
length to considerable dept i1 . The water flowing ove r the dam washed ou t tne lower 
s ide of t he dam badly, and finally, a f ter support was gone, Droke tne core wall i n 
several places. (EN, v. 47, ~o. 23) 

• • 
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Nl\l·ll LOCA r ION llU I L T FAILI:.D REFEREN'CES HGT TYPE USCOL[j CAUSE OF FAILURES 
----------------------~FT~M----------~~~----------------------------------------------------------------

Bridgeport, Conn. 

llriseis, Australia 

llronklyn, NY 

llrook ~ tai I rio. 3 
North Calif, 

1855 

1934 

lti'i3 

1970 

6roomhead, G. llritain 1934 

tlrush Hollo1~, Colo . 1<,;2!> 

1905 

1929 

l!:i93 

1971 

1929 
l~.;lJ 

1923 
19l8 

Buffalo Creek, rlC 1973-74 1Y70 

bully Creek, OR 1913 1913 

• • 

ER, v. 52 (7-22-1925) 
Justin, (1932) 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 27 
8 

EN, v. 47 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Lessons, Tahle IV and 
p, 127 (1975) 

49 
15 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 31 
9 

Sherard 1953 l 00 
Lessons Table IV (1975) 30 

Lessons, Tahie IV and 
p. 129 

ENR, v. 94 

• 

105 
32 

125 
38 

E 
rolled 

E 
rolled 

concrete 
core 

F-1 

A-2 

A-2 

A-1 

DOC 

F-1 

• 

Overto~ ped (Middlebrooks, 1953) due to insufficient spillway (Justin, 1932) 

I nauequa te spillway; dam overtopped . (Jorgensen, 1920) 

An ina<lequate spilhtay caused the washout of an earth dam. (ER, v. 5£, lw. 7) 

Blowout, overtop . (lessons, 1975) 

Foundation seepage. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Puddle bottom of reservoir 1 ea ked, (Jorgensen, 1920). During first fi 11 i ng, a 11 
water ti1at ~ta s p u,~ped in leaked out. Failure due to improper construction of 
bottom. (Hi 11, 1920) 

Due to reservoir filling and unusually heavy rains, the ground was saturated. Tne 
material on the hillside upstream and above the spillway slid, Unstable conditions 
of the hillside upstream and above the spillway noted prior to construction. (Les
sons, 1975) 

Dam leakage ( 1929 ). (Lessons, 1975) 

Cracking (1930). (lessons, 1975} 

Conduit oreak due to settlement 1923. (Sherard, 1953) 

Sliding embankment upstream slope. (Lessons ,1953) 

Slide occurred due to drawdown 1928. (Sherard, 1953) 

Due to heavy preci pitation, uncomp~eted structure overtopped. (lessons, 197~) 

Cond<:umed dam; abandoned 1913; overtopped, due to flooding, and subsequent breakaye 
or co.·e wall. (~:'Iii, v. 94, 1925) 

• • • • •• 
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Nf;~,E LL1 111110;1 llUILT 

Calaveras, Calif. lgl4 

Calavera s , La lif . 1~14 

Caste l"oocJ, Colo. lb~O 

Cave Creer. l{eservoi r 1 ~63 
J-62, r.ev . 

. Cedar Creek, lei . 1920 

Cedar River, Wash . . 

fAlLtu 

B "rJ 

H3d 

]'j)) 

lYo~ 

1971 

19b 

Cercey Oam, Frilnce lb34-36 HJ~t 
l8b6 

• 

REfERENCES 

• 

HGT 
FT M 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 220 
~1icl<Jiebrooks, (1953) 67 
Justin (1932) 
EN, v. 72 p. 692 
ENR, v. 80 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 228 
69 

ASCE, Trans., v. 65 
l~iddlebrooks, ("1953) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 131 (1975) 

lessons, Table IV and 
p. 134 (1975) 

Sh~rard, (19~3) 

70 
21 

78 
24 

78 
24 

J8 
12 

TYPE 

E-H 
clay 
core 

E-H 

concrete 
core 

• 

USCOLD 
INC. 

A-3 

A- 1 

A-I 

A-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Sliding embankment; upstream slope. (lessons, 1975) 

Excessive core pressure, (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Flow discharge, damaged spillway . (Lessons, 197~) 

During construction, a serious slip occurred. It appears that the clay layers · unaerlying 
the ups trea111 toe 1 ubri ca ted the p 1 ane of s 1 i p. Genera 1 cause of fa i 1 ure is wi tn 
the increase in height of the semi-liquid clay core the hydrostatic pressure due to 
it (the c.ore) kept increasing until it exceeaed the stability of the fin11er portion 
fonuing the toe, and the slip occurred. (Justin, 1932) 

Middle section of upstream side pushed into reservoir during construction. Clay core 
exerting outward pressure towards buttom due to its great neight and softness . 
(Jorgensen, 1920) 

Central section of upper part of the upstreanr side of dam and a large part of udy core 
back of it slid into the reservoir. Slide appears to be due to failure of hyaraulic 
material to dewater and solidify. Excessive core pressure, lack of water oehina 
dam prevented equalization of pres su re. (Hayden ana Metcalf, 191Cl) 

Spillway over dam failed. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Leakage along boundary of old dam "nd new raised section. Downstream slope sloughed. 
(lessons, 1975) 

History of problems associated with seepage and settlement at right abutment. 1~71 
water was seeping around abutment r.nd of core wall and flowing vertically into 
boulders and rubble in fill material . (Lessons, 197:i) 

Gravel stratum beneath dam. (Saville, 1916) 

The dam ha s a history of slides on both upstrean1 and downstream slopes . In l o42, 
just afte r the reservoir had been L:ra"n dr,wn for the first time, a slide occurred 
in the upstream slope . In 1866, f., llowin rJ rainstonns, fresn slices occurr~d at the 
same point on the upstream slope a ~ in 1842, and also to either side of the original 
slide. (Sherard, 1953) 

• • 
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•iA~l£ LOCAflON 

Chambers 

Charles Lee Tilaen 
I' arK 

llUILT 

16dS 

1938 

FAILtli 

l8bl 

19b4 

Charmes, France 1 <.02 -lJo 19tJ~ 

Chandler Lake, Ga. 19S~ 

f.heaha Creek ·later- 1; 7lJ 
shed t... Ala 

Cheney, !<.an . 

Clear creek, Colo. 

C~enoening 

Coal Refuse. w.V. 
ilam No. J 

Cobb Creek llo . 1 

• 

l~b~ 

1<;28 

1937 

b73 

1959 

1%5 

197v 

l'J71 

1Y7ll 

1Y:!7 

197j 

19!.~ 

lYol 

• 

REFERENCES HGT 
FT M 

Lessons, Table IV (1974) 51 
17 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 88 
27 

Sherard, (1953) 

Safety of sma 11 Dams 
1974 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 137 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 141 (197 5 ) 

Lessons, Tab 1 e IV and 
p. 146 (1975) 

55 
17 

25 
8 

93 
28 

126 
38 

100 
30 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 64 
20 

Wahler et al, (.1973) 

Lessons, Table IV { 1975 75 
23 

• 

TYPE 

soil 
cement 
face 

USCOLD 
INC . 

F-2 

A-1 

F-1 

DuC 

t1R 

MR 

ODC 

A-2 

A-1 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Flow di scharge, spillway destroyed. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage , conduit. (Lessons, 1975) 

Afte•· •·es ervoir had been dra11n down 30 ft {9 m) from high water level, a slide starteo 
on the upstream s 1 ope. The s 1 ide continued to move slowly for about b weeks. 
(Sherard, 1953). 

No engineering design employed. The reservoir hao been full only a short ti .ne Vlhen 
seeps were noted in the va l ley below the toe. lie act i on was taken to control see;Jage. 
Some •nonths after the r ese··voir had filled there was a hole in tne da''' lu ft ( om) 
in diameter upstream and downstream and the reservoir was emptiea. (Sa fety, 1~74) 

Due to heavy precipitat ion, uncompleted structure overtopped . (Lessons, 1~75) 

Soil cP.ment face partially removed by excessive wave height caused oy extremely 
high l<inds. (Lessons, 1975) 

Concrete in outlet conduit had eroded due to cavitation. (Lessons, 19/~) 

Sliding embankment, upst red:n slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

Four dams built by dumping coal waste and "back blading"; no real compaction . One 
day bef ore failure crackin 'J appeared (lO:OOto 11:00 PM); 7:h AN. r.ext o~.v. deur is 
circling as a whirlpool on l'ight s i de of dam . No change in •1ater level, 7:30 AH 
large cracks and slumps ~Jn downstream face; L:lO AN 7~-luO ft ( 23-30 •·• ) o f right 
side failed with the remainder of the dam sliding into the breach. (wahler, 1~73) 

Deformat ion differentiill , spillway structure. (Lessons, 1975 

Leakage, foundation pipir .:J. (Lessons, 1975) 

• • • • • 
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NAHE LOlA f l Oti 

Cobden, On t . Canaaa 

Cogs we 11 

Co lLI '>prinys , OR 

Colley Lake 

Co 1 or ado Sp r . 4 
Coloraao Sp r. Co. 
Cola ~ pri ng s, Co. 
(•1i ddl eorooks} 

Conconul iy, wa , 

Conroe, lex . 

Co nshohoc ke n Hi 11, 
Pa. 

• • 

tiU!LT Ft\!Lt 

1 1!~4 

1S J 4 1~34 

1908 1~3 1 

REFERENCES 

EN, V. 48 
Hiddlebroc ~s, ( 1953} 

Lessons, Table IV (1375) 

Corps of Engrs . 

l~ou Les sons , Table IV (;975} 

1910 

1973 

1>12 
1 ~ll 
l~ 'lt 

19ti7 

Les sons, Ta ble IV (197 5} 
Hannah and Kennt!dy 1938 
ER, v. 66, p. 22 3 
~iiddlebrooks, 1953 

Less c, ns , Table IV and 
p. 147 (1975) 

1'172 Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 150 

ltl73 
ii!/6 ASCE Proc., v. 49 

EN~. v . 18 ; Justin (1932} 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953} 

HGT 
FT M 

35 
11 

280 
85 

98 
30 

60 
18 

50 
15 

70 
21 

64 
20 

TYPE 

E 
ro 11 ed 

E 
rolled 

E 
rolled 

E 

E-H 

E 
rolled 
no core 

• 

USCOLD 

A-2 

A-2 

A-1 

MR 

ooc 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FA !LURE 

Article in Engineering News v. 32, No. 17, no details given . 

Slope protection concrete slab badly cracked. (Lessons, 1975} 

Riprap displaced by waves. (Middlebrooks, 1g53) 

Overtopping, completed structure. (Lessons, 1975) 

Sliding embankment downstream slope due to leakage embankr,Jent (Lessons, l\17~) 

Partial failure due to piping . (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Seepage through porous embankme nt and sl ide (Hanna ana ~rnnedy, 1 Y3b ) 

A seepage was noti ced at several points a long the downstfeam face at a depth of 
26ft (!! m) below t he crest. This was followed by caving and slipping of the 
oute r slope. A number of larqe holes >~ere was hed in the outer slope, one or two 
of wh ich extended to within a foot or two of the crest. The 1 i ne of seepage 
extended along and parallel to 26ft (8 m} below the cres t. It was thought 
that there was a layer of more permeable material just below the 26 ft (U m) 
level which the water moved along . (En, v. 66, lio . I!} 

Stro ng seepage through the dam was followed by caving and slipp i ng of t he outer 
slope , (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Concrete spillway deterioration due to inferior cement. (Lessons, 197b) 

Cracking of footings of upstream reta ini ng walls of spillways caused by the consoli
dation of clay in cutoff trench below the retaining wall . (Lessons, 197~) 

Piping (Midlllebrooks, 1953); clay lin ing gave way (J usti n , 1932) 

Bottom lined with 18-i n clay upon whi c h was l aid a brick pav i ng in cement . llottom 
lining broke a1•ay in 1B73. It 1·1aS rep~ ired and failed agai n in lil76 - lts/9- lbtlb. 
(Hill, 1902} (Jorgensen, 1920 } 

• • 
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Cooney, t•lon t . 1936 

Corpus Christi, Tx. BJO 

Costilia • • ~. Mex. 1nu 

::ourtri ght , Ca . 1'1Sti 

Cowan Fora l<;o3 

Crane Creek, ld. 1910 

• 

FA!Uil REFERENCES HGT TYPE 
FT ~~ 

1962 Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 152 (1975) 

97 E 
30 rolled 

1930 

1924 
H41 

l':lbb 

l9b~ 

192tl 

• 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 61 
19 

ER, V . 75 
Middl~?brooks, (1953) 

Lessons, Tat..le IV and 
p. 153 (1975) 

125 
38 

295 
90 

Lessons, .Table IV (1975 130 
40 

She1·ard ( 1953) 63 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 19 

• 

concre te 
face 

G-E 

E 
puddle 
core 

USCOLO CAUSE OF FAILURE 
INC. 

A-1 1962 Flood discharge destroyed spillway. tly June 1~72. seepage aeveloped through ti1e 
right abutment and excessive seepilge developed around the outlet. Sloughing occurred 

F-2 

MR 

MR 

A-1 

• 

do•mstrear.1 slope i11 vicinity of outlet. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage foundation piping . (Lessons, 1975) 

Failure not certain a t this wr"iting; one possibility was initial penetrati0·1 occurre<.J 
from weir side of t~e abutment . 

A second pos sible c cnclusion is that initial penetration vtas through the emi.J.Jn klilellt 
directly i··j ck of rhe dbutliJent, by one of these three ways : 1) loose compac tion of tne 
earthfill c lose to the counte1·f o rked concrete abutment, l eoving a zone of l<eakness 
for see p a ~ e; 2) une']ua: s e ttleme nt of the fill on compressable soil ao1d of tne aajact!nt 
abutment on mot·e ri c; i d pile foundation, which might produce a line of weakn €> S, J) 
penetration under the cu t off or over its top or through the sheeting, along some line of 
weakness due to unk•~o,·m cause. (Possibly earthquake.) (ENR, v. hJ5, No. 2S, 1~:;0, 
p. 974) . 

Embankment seepage ( 1924) Hi ddl eb rooks, ( 1953) 

Slough's (1941) Midc lebrooks (1953) 

The dam developed S OIIJC lea~.age af t er the first filling at leve l <;497. Leakage occurs 
at this eleva tion wh l!r.eve r the reservoir level reaches mt~ch above elevation 9500 . 
This is thought to bo! oue to greater compaction of material belo>~ 9497 or mor·e per
vious mate1·ial used above 9497 elevation. 

In 1942, a s hallow s urface slide occurred on the do..-nstrc<: lil slope but was thought to 
be the re sult of saturation due to shallow percolation of excessive precipitation. 
(Sherard, 1953), 

Slope protection concre te slab badly cracked due to set t ling and movement downstream 
of the face. (Lessons, 1975) 

Deterioration of con~ rete. (Les sons, 1975) 

Piping into tunnel outlet. (Lessons, 1975) 

• • • • • 
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M ;·IE LOCAT ION 

Crilne Creek, Iu . 

Crane Vall ey , Ca. 

....... 
w 
0 Cranks Creek , Ken. 

Cred i t Ri ver, 
Onta rh. , l..dna oa 

• 

I:!UILT FIIILI:.O 

1920 196<;-JO 

1910 1~9 

l9o3 1~73 

l-11 0 1<;10 

REFE~EN CE S 

le ssons, Tah1e IV and 
p. 159 (1975) 

Corps of Engrs. 

Les 5ons , Table IV and 
p. 161 (1975) 

EN, v. 63, p. 439 

• 

HGT 
FT M 

62 
19 

130 
40 

195 
59 

50 
15 

TYPE 

concrete 
core 

concrete 
core 

• • • • 

USCOLD CAUSE OF FAILURE 
INC .: 

MR Inadequate spillway and slides in downstream slope. (Lessons, 197~) 

Cause of failure is a collapse of a secti on of the roof or walls of an out l e t conduit . 
An engineer measuring streams in the vicin ity noticed a stream of cl ear water emer
ging fron the left downstream abutment contact about mid- height . The next aay a 
gate tender discovered a slough on the downstream slope at tne area wnere the leak 
was discovered . 

The next morning, tubbles an d f oam we re noticed cooli ng up from t he upstream sl ope 
just opposite the s louyh area . Sacks of di r t were pl aced into the hole . Auout 12 
hours later a larger hold appe~ red with soo1e noise and two whirls or eadies . i•:ore 
sacks of soil were dumped in an <i the lea k >~as stopped . 

The water level was drawn down and the hole repaired by refilling cavity with clay 
and compacting, There has been no trouble since. (Sherara, 1953) 

Riprap displaced by wave. (Corps of Engrs, 1949) 

A-1 Due to heavy rains discharge ,: ·;maged spillway; discharge eroded tile orea of tht! 
control weir. (Lessons, 1975 ) 

Overtopping (~li ddl ebrook s , 19 ~ 3) 

Due to flooding f rom rain and :. now melt . Floods we re not con si <.iereo exces sive. 
Wa ter level did not reach the ',pillway l eve l . Duri ng C<' r> Structi on water nad i>een 
diverted through s 1 ui ce1~ays . I he fre shnet that caused the oamage , ca1ae a 1 on g, exceeai ny 
the capacity of t he sluiceway'. 3nd bocking up woter oga ins t the new work. T il ~ eart n 
embar. kment had been partly co··.,, leted on the upstream s ide of the core wall , out on the 
downs t ream side it had no sur , , .~~·t at all . Some of the concrete hao been in pla ce 
only 3 days. The pre ssure wa~ too great i'o r the structure to resi s t and f a il ure 

~~~u~~~~d a~~e i ~~ r~~t ~re~~o w~ ~ (~6c~V0~o ~;,~w~~mb~a~o~~~~~~ i 1 (C~n~~:Y :a 1 ~\1~) scour of 

Dam under construction; flood 1~aters could not be carried away fast enough (Joryensen, 
1920). 

• • 
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iiAI-lE LOCATIUN 

Dale Dyke, tn~ . 

Dallas, Tx. 

LJa 1 ton, •·lY 

Davis Reservoir, Cu. 

• 

HU!LT FAILE!! 

1864 

1H91 

l :H2 

1914 

• 

REFERENCES HGT 
FT 

Hr9.uann , (1927) 95 
M i ud 1 ebrooks ( 1953) 29 
\ia 1 ters, 1962 

EN, v. 4 7 29 
Hi 11, 1902 9 

EN, v. 67 p. 900 29 
Middlebrooks (1953) 9 
Justin (1932) 

Eli, v. 72, p. 106 39 
Justin (1932) 12 
Middlebrooks. (1953) 

• 

lYPE 
M 

puddle 
co re 

E 
rolled 
brick 
fd c: e 
core 

conc rete 
core 

F. 
ro 11 ed 

USCOLD 
INC. 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Probable piping along outlet, (Hiddlebrooks, 1953); failure due to narrow crack on 
outer s 1 ope. (Wegtr 'c1nn, 1929) 

Poor design (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Built on alternating grits and shales coupled with somewhat poor construc tion of 
the embanka.ent. 

Althou9h true cause of failure is unkno·;~n it was probably due to undermining of the 
foundation caused by water percolating the gritstone unuer tne emoan ~111ent owing to 
the cutoff trench not being deep enough and grouting prc.cedures unknown ~t that 
time. (Walters, 1962) 

Settlement (r~iddlebrooks, 1953) 

A break in reservoir embankn,ent occurred June liHl. A large part of the bank sank 
vertically, due as was thougi1t to quicksand beneath the foundation. The settle~otent 
was ovet· 300 ft (gl 111) in length and extendea frcm the toe of the outet· slope to 
within 5 ft (1.5 m) af the top of the inner slope. The brick and cement lining 
was cracked in an almost straight line at 11 ft (3m) from the top and front this 
1 ine to the top of the embankment there was a slight settlement. (tii 11, 1902) 

Foundation piping (Middlebroo ks, 1953) 

Piping, porous foundation. (Justin, 1932) 

~:~~~/~~~e~n~!~m~~~~d t~~o~g~e~t~a~~ ~~11 ~t ani~) t. t;;·~i ~~a~~·~ 1 e~~i ~i ~~~e!~~u~~~r~am, 
a considerable section of which was dcstt·oyed. (EN, v. 57, p. g(IO) 

Piping around outlet, (r-liddlebrooks, 1g53) 

No c~tcffs on gate structure, (Juston, ]g32) 

Failure due to lack of suitable cutot f~ along the rear f ;,ce of the gate strunure 
which was in contact with tt•e earth a1.d the consequent passage of 1·1ater along tnis 
smooth concrete surface . (Justin, 1932) 

At 2:00 A."' night watchman dis covered >• ~ ter pour i ng thro~qh a hole on rignt siue of 
gate structure, which r~pidly tore away the fill on that side and was cutting into 
original hard pan sides. At 9:00AM the gap hud wioened to 60-70 ft (lll-21 m). 

Cause of failure may be attr· ilJUted t o a ny one of several condition ~. 1) there ,;as 
no provision for any cutoff ·..:ull on th t: side of the gate structure exc ept tne tnin 
concrete facing. 2) the partially washed fill on the l eft side of the structure 
showed that it was CCIIIf'OSed of boulder ~ , lumps of hardpan and fine sandy soil. It 
was not compacted into the hJrdpan on the bottom. l<hen 1·1ater was placed in tue 
reservoir and before the wate r had ga ; ned any r.c ns i det·ab I e head it is s aid to have 
lea~ed from under the fill. It is the opini on ;,f sOt;tcone who watched the construc
tion of the fill that this leakage was t he cau ~ e of the failure. (E t•, v. 72, J;o . 2) 

• • • • • 
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J,AJ·lE LOCAT IOti uUllf FA I LEU REFERENCES 

Debris Uarr-ier 1904 EN, v. 53 
No . 1, Ca Ii I. EN, v. 58 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Dells and hatfie l d 1905 1920 Jorge nsen, ( 1920) 
Pence, (1911) 

....... Deruy 1 er ltio3 l':iljl) Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
w 
N 

Desabla Forebay, Ca. 1~03 193< Sherard ( 1953) 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Detention W-1. Co . l 'io3 l<Jbo Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 163 (1975) 

Dickenson 1950 19~4 Lessons, Tabke IV (1975) 

Jru111 Forebay 1913 1%1 Sherard, (1953) 

ll ry Creek, l~on . )g31$ 193Y [NR, v . 122 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

lluona va, India l'lb~ · l9Gl Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

• • • • 

HGT TYPE USCOLD CAUSE OF FAILURE 

72 
22 

53 
16 

57 
17 

62 
19 

53 
16 

46 
14 

32 
10 

M we 

E 
rolled 

Overtopped (Middlebrooks, 19~3) 

The t~<o earth dams failed due to 1•ater flowin g over top of oams (Jorgens en , 1g20) 

Due to heavy rains the De 11 s dam ·.-tas overtopped and breached . The 1~a tt?r from tne 
Dells dam and overtopped the Hatf ; eld dam on its west wing wall of the s ~ il lway 
quickly stripping away the earth nver the concrete corewall and washing out tne 
dike around the end . (Justin, 1932) 

Failure due to overtopping. There had been excessive rains; for two days ana j ust 
before dam was overtopped, workman had been raising crest with sandbags but had 
given up because water level was rising faster than the workers could raise crest 
level. (Pence, 1911) 

A-1 Leakage, embankment. (Lessons, 1975) 

A-1 Leaka ge, embankment . (Lessons, 1975) 

A leak developed through the fill that caused considerable cavitation in the up
stream slope. (Sherard, 1953) 

A-1 June 1966 embankment overtopped by 2. 5 feet and as a result an average of 1 foot 
depth of embankment was eroded from downstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

A-1 Flow discharge, damaged spillway. (lessons, 197~) 

The re had al11ays been minor seepage through the dam. In 1951 there was some 
minor sloughing on the face of the dam due to a small stream at the maxiniUf,l section. 

(Sherard, 1953) · 

Pi pi ng (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Failure associa ted with high sp r ing runoff and porous foundation. Failure ciue to 
piping through f oundation . (ENR, v. 122, No . 12 & 13) 

A-t. Foundation, boiling. (Lessons, 1975) 

• • 
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rii1i·iE LvC/\ T l\JII olJILT 

Eagl0 Valley J- /b , 19t>~ 
rievaatl 

Eas l urancn l~o"/ 

t:ast Liver~ool, Uhio 19Ul 

[oi th C. Justus, 
I' a. 

ti loon, Australia 

i: 1 l s tri non, i,.e,c 

Elk City, Uk. 

E 11 i ng ton, ~or.n . 

Emery, Ca. 

• 

1971 

19li 

b4u 

1925 

lb~u 

FAILttJ 

19uo 

REFEREIKES 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 168 (1975) 

HGT 
FT M 

74 
22 

TYPE 

bo7 Lessons, Table IV (1975) 195 

l~ui 

bll 

1~£'1 

l~bJ 

l93i 

lS'iU 

lSbo 

• 

ER, v . 44 
Hiddlebrooks, (1953) 

Les ~ons, Table IV and 
p. 169 (1975) 

Lessons, Table 'II (1975) 

Lessons, Table 'II (1975) 

ENR, v. 116 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

EN, v. 47 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

Lessons, Tab 1 e IV 
p. 170 (1975) 

• 

59 

92 

E 
rolled 

28 qrout 

40 
12 

21 
6 

30 
9 

51 
16 

curtain 

E 
rolled 

E 
rolled 

USCOLO 
IIIC. 

A-2 

A-1 

A-2 

A-1 

A-1 

F-1 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

· During initial filling, heavy seepage er,;erged from the vertical bank of tile strear.r 
i111ne<lia tely downs t;· eam of the eorbankr,;ent, due to inadequate construction of relief 
wells and toe droi:rs. (Lessons, 197~) 

Defonna t ion, differentia 1 transverse embankment cracks. (Lessons, 1 '17o) 

Piping along an o;r tlet. (~iiddle brooks, 1953 ) 

During first filling; break occu r red over a pipe laid trrrough the emoanknrent . 
(Hi 11, 1902) (Jors~nsen, 1920) 

During initial filling, excessive seeping noted from right abuttolent, just oownstrealol 
of the embankment. Probable cause, inadequate grouting . (Lessons, lYin) 

Dam, slide. (Lessons, 1975) 

Other dam, sliding. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped . (Mid!ll ebrooks, 1953) 
After heavy rains , dam overtopped by . 15ft (.45 m) for full length of darn aurin~ 
which a 150ft (46 rn) section from middle gave way . (Er~R. v. 116, Hay 7, l~3o, 
p. 678) 

The spillway had ~€ en raised to increase storing capacity of reservoir out the 
spillway capaci ty irad not been increased. This was uone without consultation witn 
designer. (ENR, June ll, 1936, p. o50) 

Dam gave way due to miscellaneous or unknown cause. (rlill, 1902) 

Piping of embank:;:·?nt material into conduit due to failure of conuuit. (Lessons, 
1975) 

• • • • • 
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1'-lt\NE LOC~T l U• l tlU!LT FAILI:.u REFERENCE 

--- ·- - · -· ----- - -
EHlpi re, Colo. 19Uci l~U~ ,;seE Proc., v. 49 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin (1932) 

i:.ng 1 p·,·.ood 1921 lYd Les ; ons, Tab 1 e IV and 
1'1/U-J't. p. 171 (i975) 

C:ngl ish, (.a. .lbt>J Schuyler (1908) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

~ 

w 
~ 

cngl ish water supply 190~ bo~ Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Escanaba , ~il, flo. 1 lYL17 hJ() ENR, v. 105, No. 2 

Escanaba, Ml, llo. 2 1'110 l~J(j ENR, v. 105, 1-:o. 2 

HGT TYPE 
F 11 

30 E 
rolled 

lll E-H 
34 

52 
16 

36 
ll 

18 
50 

• 

US COLO 
INC. 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Piping along an outlet. (Middlebrooks, 195J) ~ue to settling. (Justin, lY:J<) 

Partial failu•·e . ~ettlin9 of embank:uent, ca used a breakin·d of outlet conuuit. 
Water entered throug h the breaks, washing a~Vay emoankment around the <.onauit 
pipes causing further settlement, then destruction of the conauit ana gate well, 
with washing away of the downstream and central portions of the embankment. 
(Justin, 1932) · 

DDC Sliding embankn1ent, upstrear.1 slope. (Lessons, l'll~) 

MR Installation of pressure relief wells. Deterioration of concrete along euges 
and joints. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped . (i·\iddlebrooks, 1953} 

Early in the morning ilnd just prior to failure, a watchman heard t•m violent ex
plosions, when he arrived at the dam he observe<l water pouring througn a wide 
breach in the upper crib•tork. Cause of failure is attriuuted to uyna~o1ite. 
(Shuyler, 1908) 

Rock filled, crib. Crib timber boards gave way, rock filling crumbled . (biK, 
v. 100, ilo. 12, p. 472) 

A-2 Leakage, foundation. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overflow of embankments at the end of spillway. (ti'tR, v. ll.l!:i, No. 2, p. /1) 

Overflow of embankment at the end of spillway . (li~R. v. 10!>, 1~o . 2) 

• • 
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;iAME LOCAl lOll 

- - - ·- -
Fairview, /·lass. 

Fergus Falls, 11in . 

Fe 1 1 ows , i'\o . 

Flags taff G, 
Austra 1 ia 

Fonten.,lle 

Forsy tile , Uta :1 

F.:Jrt Collins. Co. 

Fort 11ead~, SJ 

Ft. Peck, i1ont . 

• 

iiUlLT 

1Y~5 

l9o3 

13~4 

1~20 

1'124 

1940 

fill LEO REFERENCES 

1~22 ENR, v. ll9 
Middlehrooks, (1953) 

lYO~ 

1965 Lessons, Table JV and 
p. 172 (1975) 

i'J63 Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

1~6S Lessons, Table IV (1975 

1921 Middlt> t> rooks, (l'l53) 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
Shera rd, (1953) 

190£ EN, v. 57 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

1972 Lessons, Tab 1 e IV and 
p. 175 ( 1975) 
Redpath, (1973) 

193U 
Le ssons, Table IV ( 1975) 
~li ddl ebr·ooks, ( 1953) 
ENR, v. 21 

• • 

HGT TYPE US COLD 
FTM INC . 

30 E 
9 rolled 

concr·ete 
core 

1.04 E-R A-1 
31 

16 E A-2 
5 

139 E A-2 
42 

65 E A-1 
20 rolled 

55 R A-1 
16 

250 E-H DOC 
76 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Piping, (Middlebrooks, 19~3) 

Percolation undt r dam. (Saville, 1916) 

Leakage due to poor construction; 1 eair.age was occurring at poor joints ana spi 11 ed areas . 
(Lessons, 1975) 

Foundation leaka~e. (Lessons, 1975) 

Le~kage, foundation. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, foundation piping . (Lessons , 197~) 

Piping under spill •11ay; dr awdown slide. (11i ddlebrooks, 19~:J) 

Piping under spillway; erosion of soil under spilh1ay and spillway itself. 
1953) 

\Sheraro, 

Overtopping due to heavy rains. (Lessons, 197~) 

Rock with concrete upstream face and grouted rock downstream face. (l<edpath, l~U) 

Sliding embankment, upstream slope. (Lessons, 197~) 

Foundation slide . {11iddlebrooks, 1953) 

faibre due to s lump; oegan ea s t end of ,;am , near ·gate shafts of gate t unnel, \'lest
ward to mid section of ups treom toe (an ext ra reinforced area), cause ~o; as not ce rtain 
at writing. Sl ,m;p similar to other slumps occurring in ilyoraulic earth-fill oams . 
(Ei\R, v. 122, no. 4, Jan . 1939) 

Failure due to shearing in fot,;ndation. (Justin, 1939) 

• • • • • 
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II!.;·IE l.GCi1T 10,1 llUILT 

Ft. Peck, I'IOn t. (continueo) 

Fourtn La ke, 
Canaod 

Frank fun. 
W. Gennany 

· Frazier. I<J . 

Frazier Valley, 
B.C. Canada 

Fred tlurr 

fr e nch Landing , 
i·lich. 

r renc hmans Creek, 
Mont, 

h60 

l 'i 7b 

1915 

1947 

l9Z5 

1951 

• 

FAIL£Ll 

bul 

1~77 

193~ 

194t! 

194!i 

l92t! 

1~~2 

• 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, Tabl e VI (i975) 

ENR, v. 199, No . 9 

Sherard, ( 1953) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

ENR, v. 140 
Middlebrooks, (1953} 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

ENR, v . 94, 1928 

ENR, v . 11 8 
Midd lebrooks, (1953) 

f!GT 
FT M 

22 
7 

32 

TYPE 

26 E 
8 rolled 

12 
4 

53 
16 

77 
23 

E 
rolled 

E 
rolled 

• 

USCOLD 
INC. 

A-2 

F-2 

F-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Slumping was preceded by settlement. A drain pipe was observed to be 1.5 f t 
(.45 m) lower than it should have been. 

"Eyewitness report: Core pool began to settle, slowly then r.1ore rapidly, abol•L 
same time, cracks were observed on upst r·e ij r.J face 30 ft ( m) below crest. Ti1en 
upstream portions of up st ream shell neares t pool began to slide in sinking cor~ 
pool and some cracking and slumping took place on oownst ream beach . Simult~ntously, 
the main mass of the upstrea1.1 shell, almost intact was moving out into the reservoir. 
(EN R, v. 122, No. 19, p. 647) 

Dam leakage. (Lessons, 1975) 

Hreak was preceded by a steep increase in ground water leve ls at the foot o r tne 
dam . Minutes before the break, water began to seep throu(j h the dam, event •.H lly 
becoming a jet of water about C in. in rl ia111eter . 

Sor.1e small leaks were discovered two mor.,· hs prior to failur·e but investiga ti on 
revealed no danger of failure at that Lii•Je. (ENR, v. 1 ~'1, liO . 9) 

Seepage s 1 ide. (11i ddl ebrooks, 1953) 

Failure due to progressive sloughing of tt:e downstream slope due to a lon<.j ;u?ri oo 
of a full reservoir. Slougning cut bJa through dam until crest was L>reac r.-••J, 
allowing full reservoir to pour through. (Sherard, 1953) 

Overtopped . (~iddlebrooks, 1953) 

Overtopping due to rapid snow melt and heavy rains. (ENR, v. 140, ho. 7) 

Leakage, embankment piping. (Lessons, 1g53) 

Undermining and washout of embankment during initial filling . began as ledkage 
from toe . ( E:~R. v . 95 , 1928) 

Overto;Jped . (Middlebrooks, 1%3) 

A flood stage excecdir.g all •prev ious r ecc rds resulting i n a break in the natural 
ground around the s pi llw~y. Spil lway cavaci ty ~1as suddenly exceeded and wat~r 
cut into natural earth . (ENR, v . 140, No. 17) 

• ·• 
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Ni\'·ll LClt Ai lll•i 

Fruit Gro"'"'' 
R~servoi r, l.o lo. 

llLilLT 

li;~tl 

Furnace orook >laler- 1~171 
shed ~, lie~r Jers ey 

• 

Ffllltu 

~~~7 

1~71 

• 

REFERENCE 

ENR, v. 118 
Middlebrooks, (1 953 ) 

Lessons, Tab 1 e IV and 
p. 179 

• 

HGT 
fT M 

TYPE 

36 F. 
11 rolled 

54 
16 

US COLD 

A-3 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Seepa ge s 1 ide. (Mi ad 1 ebrooks, 1953) 

Before the 193 0's, the downstrear., s lope frequently i>ecar,,e ~otoist ana ,,liner slc.uyns 
occurred . 

In l Y37 water level r eached highes t :•,vel , to date, of 2i:l ft (9 "'), a sl ioe 
occurred on Lhe do>rnstream slope. ~-. ", s li ding material buried tne uownstrea''' enu 
of the outlet con:Juit , making it i:.I;:•J •sible to l ower t he reservoir. 

A str·eaill of ~l itter poc~red from the s ·. : de area about 14 ft (~ 111) oelow tne crest . 
The earth in ;,~·,~ upper- pot· tions of , .. ~ slice was extre111e ly wet anu it 1;as feareo 
a second slid•" might occur. ?art c, :· tn;: e1 .11Jan kment was uulluo ze(J cue ~1ilen the 
s lide began to mcve again. The bul , :·.:zed cut was Hioeneu anu deef)enea oy flow anu 
the reservoir· was empti ed. 
As t he reser'loi r was dra1m down, a G,.,,.,.,do;rn slide occurred on th,; upstrea"' s l ope 
directly oppo>ite the slide on the lJfj\·:n~ tream slope. Tiois slille cu t 111iowdy 
through the dam crest . (SI1erard, 1<;:i 3) 

Two joints be tween l engths of concrui t c»er,ed, possiuly ~ue to yielding of founua-
tion duri ng construction. (Lesson ~ . i975 ) 

• • • • • 
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tl Ar·iE LOCt\ 1 I ON 

Gatum, Pan<J r•icl 

Garza. lexas 

Geary County St . 
lake 

Ger ing Valley E, 
i;eu. 

Get·in~ Valley F, 
iie~raska 

Genna n town , un 

Gilbert Run 2 

Goloer 

Goodr ich 

llUILT 

1927 

1961 

196~ 

l~b5 

I ':Ill 

ldcio 

l %4 

1&60 

Goo se Creek. S .Car . IY03 

• 

FAILI:.D 

1912 

b2ti 

1'171 

1 9 o~ 

l9b ~ 

1~71 

1'!13 
I'Jlt l 
l~o 3 

19b4 

1956 

• 

REFERENCE 

ER, v. 66 

HGT 
HM 

115 
35 

lessons, Tabl e IV (1975) 120 
r~ idd lebrooks , (1 953) 37 
ENR v. 94 and 100 80 

Lessons, Ta hle IV and 
p. 181 (1975 ) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 184 

24 

56 
17 

78 
23 

TYPE 

E-H 

E-R 

Lessons, Table I 'I an d 
p. 185 

80 E 
24 rolled 

Lessons, Table IV a ;.d 
p . 187 ( 1975) 

100 
30 

Lessons, Table IV (lg75) 50 
15 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 130 

Lessons, Table IV (1 97 5) 

40 

44 
13 

E-H 

19lb Lessons, Table IV (i975) 210 
64 

• 

USCOLC. 
ltlC . 

DOC 

~IR 

A-3 

A-3 

MR 

A- 2 

A-1 

A-2 

A-2 

F-1 

F-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Core pressure s 1 ide. (M i ddlebrooks, 1953) 

Sliding embankment, upstr~am slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

Core pressure slide. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

A probler.J occurred during construction ~1ith some of the hydraulic fill in builoing 
the dam . l•la teri al used wa s not suitable for 1 : 3 slopes. The clay useo t enac o to 
ba 11 up when pu111ped an d after 10-15 days tended to squeeze together to f orm a 
solid mass . The hydra u lic fill composed of clay balls was too soft to maintain 
ordinary slopes. The successive protective measures tenoed to flatten the slopes . 
(Nagle and Shuler, 1928) 

Riprap (limestone) destroyed by freeze-thaw cycles and wave action . (Lessons, 1'17~1 

During filling transverse cracks were observed upstream slope; probably due to 
the differential settlement of the valley and abutment foundation material as 
they became fully saturated . (Lessons, 197!>) 

Transverse ct·ack in upstreant part of emban kment near left abutment. Crac k 
possible due to the differential consolidation of the foundation materials. 
(Lessons, 1915) 

Concrete surfaces along edges and joints deteriorated. Upper portion of embank-
ment placed t·lith poor control. (Lessons, 1975) · 

Leakage, foundation. (Les sons, 1975) 

Flow discharge damage to spillway. (Lessons, 1975) 

Deformation total intake structure. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, foundation. (Lessons, 1975) 

No known reason. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopp ing c omple.ted structure. (Lesson s , 1~7 5 ) 

• • 
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NN-1L LOLA r I ON tiUlLT 

Goose Creek, ~- Car Bu:J 

Grand Rapids, i•lich . 1874 

Grah1n l ~22 

Grandv i e>t 19t>~ 

Grassy Lake, 'wy 193~ 

Gn~at riestern 19U7 

Greenboth, G. Jjrit . 1962 

Green 1 ic k , Pa. 1901 

• 

Fl\ll cU 

1916 

l'IOtl 

1923 

REFE~ENCES 

EN v. 76 p. 232 
Middlebrooks ( 1953) 
Justin (1932 ) 

ER, v. 42 (7-l4-l9CO) 
Mi ddl ehrooks , ( 1953) 
Just i n, (1932) 
Hi 11 ( 1902) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

lessons, Table IV (1975) 

IIGT 
FTM 

TYPE 

22 E 
7 rolled 

25 E 
8 rolled 

112 
34 

clay 
core 

'i9blJ Lessons, Table IV (1975) 80 
24 

1940 Lessons, Table IV and 118 
p. lM ~ 

l9Stl Lessons, Table iV (1975) 

l9ti2 Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

1904 EN, v. 52, p . 107 
Middlebrooks . (1 953) 

Lessons,_ Table IV ( 1975) 

•• • 

61 
19 

36 
11 

60 E 
18 rolled 

E 
ro 11 ed 

USCOLD 
INC. 

F-1 

DOC 

MR 

A-1 

A-3 

F-2 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

O>ertopping. (Middlebrooks, 1953) Due to insufficient spillway . (Justin, 1932) 

Washed out due to overtopping caused by heavy rains . (Justin, 193£) 

Firs t overtopr ed 1912. Overtopped again in 1916 due to excessive rain . 

Ea.-l y on Saturday the v:ater began to overflow the spill~1ays and run over the embank
ment. The s~pervisor tried to prevent overflow but by 7:3() Pr~ wh en water wa s a t 
it> h~ghest l c ;el and still rising and at a depth of 14 in. over the top of the 
dah•, t he down s treaa, sl ope began to e rode fast, ana within one half hour, a breach 
' 'a '· >~O! S il e d c lear a e ro ~.> the dam, 1·1hi c h at that point was 50 ft (lS 111) vli de. Tne 
br~;,r; h wi dened t o 100 ft ( 20 m)·~ide a nd approxima tely 13 . ~ ft (4 u1) deept . . ~ 
co :ferdam was laid on the upstream end of the breach and whole dam ~1as covered 
with canvas, as inconli~og tide threatened temporary cofferoam. (Eli, v. 7o, 1io. 5/ 

Overtopping . (Middlebrooks, 1953) Due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, l9 :J 2) 

Failt.re by overtopping . (Hill, 1902) (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Fl m1 discharge, gate structure destroyed. (Lessons, 1975) 

Fie'.; dis charge damaged spillway . (lessons, 1975) 

Th,: backfill behind tile s pillwa y· walls became very saturated from seepag e and r un
off from abutment, caus ing exce ssive load on the ~<alls combineci with freezing 
dur i ng winter , pushed ~1alls inward . (Lessons,. 1975) 

Sl : ding embankment downstream s lope. (lessons, 1975) 

Da:n , slide. (Lessons, 1975) 

See;:>age. (Mi ddl eo rooks, 1953) 

Sec;Jage embankment piping ( Le ssons, 1975) 

• • • • • 
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iiM~E L0Lh1 10N t;UILT FAILC:U REFEREIICES HGT TYPE USCOLD CAUSE OF FAILURE 
FT ~~ INC. 

Greenv1lle, S.C. 1927 ENR, v. lOO, p. 750 140 Cast iron pipe failed. (Hi ddl ebrooks, 1953) Blow off pipe failed. (Justin, 19J;i) 
ENR, v. 103, p. 934 43 
Middlebroo~ s . (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 

Grosbois, France 18&< 1921 Sherard, (1953) 58 E The dam suffered no trouble of any kind until 1921, when a "very important slide" bOO 18 occurred following a relatively rapid, complete reservoir drawdown. (Sheraro, 19:>3) 

liros Vente 1925 19£7 Lessons, Tat;le IV (1975) 185 E F-1 Overtopping co111pleted structure . (Lessons, 1975) Fonned as a result of a 1 and-emerson, 1925 56 slide, leakd ge occurred on filling. (Emerson, 1925) 
Natural dam created by a massive landslide . Due to heavy rains, dam was overtopped 
at a place where material was bad. 

Guada 1 upe, Ca. 1935 1 9J~ Lessons, Table IV and 133 E A-1 1939 crack s in concrete facing due to movement of slope; upstrea1.1 1 ~ 44 p. 191 (1975) 42 Ro 11 ed bbU concrete 1944 additional movement cracking in June. 

....... face 1944-1960 small periodic cracking and bulging . (Lessons, 1975) 
~ 
0 

Gunnison, Ca. lll~U EPG, Jour. v. 44 20 E Piping along an outlet. (liiddlebrooks, 1953) 
Hiddlebrooks, (1953) 6 ro 11 ed 

Failure due to piping along outlet. (Hi 11, 1902) (Jorgensen, 1920) Hill, 0902) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 
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NM-IE LOCATION BUILT 

Ha 1 f 11von B~.Y, C~ . 

Hamburq, flike, W. Ger. 1976 

Ha r·l an Co unty 1952 

Hatchto>m, Ut3h 1908 

llatfield . His. 1912 

Hcbgen . Mo nt. 1915 

• 

FAILED 

1926 

1976 

1956 

1910 
1914 

1920 

1959 

REFERENCES 

ENR, v. 96 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

ENR, v . 197, No. 5 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Sherard (1953) 
Les s ons, Table IV (1975) 
EN, v. 75 p. 60 

Pence ( 1911 ) 

Le:;sons Table IV (lg75) 
Sherard (i963) p. 164 

• • 

HGT 
FT M 

TYPE 

80 E 
24 rolled 

96 
29 

65 E 
20 rolled 

92 
28 

123 

puddle 
core 

37 concrete 
core 

U5COLO 
l~K. 

A-1 

F-1 

t\-1 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Overtopping. (Mid<llebrooks, 1953) 

200 ft (61 m) breach in a new aspha l t-1 i ned can a 1 dike south of Hamburg. 

Slope protection, riprap too small. (Lessons, 1975) 

1910 seepage sloughs since first filling. (Lessons , 1975} 

Two days prior to fa i 1 ure , dynamite had been used to blast open a gate on a conduit. 
Too much dynamite \':as used causing cracking of the gate structure. (Sherard, 1953) 

Failure due to pro~ ressive pioing along the only outlet conduit. (Justin, 1932) 

De <,troyed 10-15 dams in its path before being stopped by another dam. (Jorgensen, 
1920) 
Cause of break i s not p':>sitively known, b•Jt seepage fr':>m the ~<est hill mi ~ ht have 
saturated that p~ r t of the dam to the dan ger ooint. A ne 11 spring appeared in the 
west hill at an e l evation of 40 ft (12 m) above the stream bed. It is possible 
this wate r caused a line of saturation dOI'JOVIa rd and outHa rd in the fill until it 
reached and ove.rflowed the crest of the culvert. The culvert furnished a path to 
the river. (Jenson, 1914} 

Watchman noticed that $light see page on batt01n and south side on downstream end o f 
c utlet culvert inc ;·eased and became cloudy . Causes of failure: 1) la c k of cut,ff 
collars on culvert; 2) defective foun~a t.i ':> ns of culvert an<! core 1~all; 3) inc r ea se 
in tendency of wat.cr to creep along culvert due to manne:•· and order of building and 
we3ther conditions during construction; 4) e~cavation, in the stratified sand and 
gravel underlying southerly part of sit.e, of a borrow pit parallel and near upst ream 
toe at a deep lev~i, furnished an easy path from r·eservoir to body of the dam 
adding to already oisti ng adverse conditions an d ; 5) t he uncontrolled part of the 
water percolatin<J so generally under r:urth of base, ••ood s tend to s:ltu•·ate e mba nk-
ment adjoining the culvert further re ducing resistence to creep. (Engineering ~.ei<S, 
Jan. 1916). Unde•·mining due to grave~ layer under lava stratum. (Saville, 1916 ) 

aue to heavy rair.s and failure of the Dells dam this structure was also overtopped. 
(Pence, 1911) 

Earthquake. (Les so ns, 1975) 

iwo types of dallVl s e associated with edrthquake: 1) long i tudinal cracks at top; 
2) crest settlement. (Sherard, 1963) 

• • • • • 
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NANE LOCM I ml 

Hebr'ln, N. :-~ex. 

He iv1a ike, Japan 

Hemet, Ca. 

Hills CreP.k. Or 

OUI LT 

1913 

1949 

1923 

1962 

• 

FAILED 

1914 
1942 

1951 

1927 

• 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, Table IV {1975) 
ER. v. 69 p . 629 
Niddlebrocks { 195:; } 
Justin, (1932) 

Lessons, Tab 1 e VI ( 1975) 

ENR, v. 98 

1969-70 Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 195 (1975) 

HGT 

FT f.l 

TYPE 

56 E 

17 

20 
6 

ro 11 ed 

20 E 
6 puddled 

core 

305 gravel 
92 with 

central 
core 

• 

U: . . :01.0 
:;;c. 

F ·I 
F-2 

F-1 

F-1 

A-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

1914 Pipiny t hroo;9h dam. (Middlebrooks, 1953} Piping due to gopher holes. 
(Justin, 19 J?. ) 

1942 Overtopp ing completed structure (f1iddlebrooks, 1953) 

Leakage embankment piping (dispersive clay). (Lessons, 1975) 

1913 After heavy rains, a concentrated leak developed near the outlet pipe, but 
did not increase with time. 

1914 A he~vy rain storm occurred over the whole of the large drainage basin. In 
the early moming h'urs, when the reservoir was still several feet below the crest, 
the water broke through the embankment. In a few hours the whole resrvoir capacity 
had spilled, and the break was cut 12 ft (4 m) below the original base of the em
bankment, and 20(1 ft (61 m) wide. 

A short distance from the breach a pecu l iar appearing hole opened through the dam 
at the same time as the failure. It •1as about mid-height of the dam, 10 ft (3m) 
in diameter ~nd t.lo()ught to be an aninL<l burrow . It was thought the piping that 
caused failure probably started in a similar hole . 

1942 o~m was over-topped due to settlement and erosion of the crest. A 100 ft (30 
m) section was completely washed out at this point. The dam had been repaired at 
writing. (Sherard, 1953) 

~~~=ra~~u~~ }~s (~a~) t~~~~~h {~~~~~n~~~~s 1 ~~~) finally washed out a gap 200 ft (61 m) 

Break 1·1as not •litnessed until breach was quite large so the real caus e is unkn own. 
It is pt·esumed t h.;t the water entered through a gopher, or other rodent hole, o r a 
Sllloll l crack, camPd by settling of the embankment. Not being checked, the fl o,. 
gra duall y enlarged the channel until a considerable · volwre found egress and rapid l y 
cut and undermined the comparatively soft embankment, ffiiJking a breach 200 ft (61 m) 
in width before the reservoir was emptied. There had been heavy rains prior to 
failure. (Case, 1914) 

Blowout, overtop. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped due to heavy rains and flooding with subsequent breaching. (ENR, v. 98, 1925} 

Leakage, abu trr:-ent; possible leakage through core or along the core foundation 
contact. (Lessons , 1975) 

• • I 
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NANl LO U 11 0:1 

Holmes Cree k, Utah 

H0r001e, N. U. 

HtJ re Re se r voir, Rl 

Hor·ne 11, flY 

Horse Creek, Co 

Horton, Kan. 

Hume, Aust ra lia 

'lyland. Austr il lia 

• 

BUILT 

1903 

1951 

1882 

1912 

1912 

1924 

1936 

1963 

FAIL£0 REFEREN CES 

1924 Lessons Table IV (1975) 
Sherard, 1953 

1955-68 Lessons, hb 1 c IV and 
p. 208 ( 19 75) 

1907 

1912 

1914 

1925 

1939 

1963 

• 

ER, v. 53 
ER, v . 56 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

EN, v. 58 
l~i ddl ebrooks, ( 1953) 

ER, v. 69 (2-14 - 1914) 
llilnnah and Kennedy 
Ell, v. 71, p. 828 
Juslin, (1932) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 
Saville, (1916) 
Hinderlider, (1914) 

CH~. v. 95 
r~ ·iddlebroo k s, (1953) 
Black, (1925) 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

• 

HG1 rYPE 
FT ~~ 

65 E 
20 roll~d 

73 
22 

gr;rvel 
core 

23 of 
7 rolled 

concrete 
core 

US COLD 

A-1 

MR 

CAUSE OF FA! LURE 

Sloughing upstre ar.1 slope; near full reservoir; thought to be caused by nearby explosion; 
sloughing downst.renm sl ope during construction. (Sherard, 1953). 

Sliding cmbdnkment, upstream slope. (Lessons, 1953) 

Seeping wa ter through cracks in concrete spillway or broken water stops eroded under
lying filter, porous backfill and foundation material. (Lessons, 1975) 

Seepage. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Seepage. (Middlebrooks , 1953) 

Partial failure in 1912, cons isting of numerous leaks through the foundation. The 
leaks developed in spite of the fact that the core had been carried into the roc k . 
(Jorgensen, 1920) 

55 F-2 Piping and sl ough ing; seepage under dam (Hanna and Kennedy, 1938) 
E 

17 rolled 

34 E 
10 rolled 

49 E A-1 
15 

24 E A-1 
7 

• 

Failu re due t o t he saturati on of the ra t her loos e fill in the downstream toe, causing 
a flow whi c h under·mined the outlet conduit. (Justin, 1932) 

Excessive see pa ge; cutoff not carried to rock, (Saville, 1916) 

Probably seepage under dam. 250 ft (76 m) went out . (Jorge nsen, 1920) 

lhe dam had ah:ays leaked at the toe but never seri~usly. There was no ~1arni n g ~ f t he 
break. Ins pec ti ons a few d~ys and even on the afternoon o f failufe gave no s igns of 
weakness or fa i 1 ure . The theories gi ve:n for cause of fa i I ur e are : 1) water rr.a y n a ·~ e 
passed through one or more of the pervi ous stra t a or in the shale at or near t he 
lllltlet cond11i t , caus ing a s ettlement and a failure of th <: t s truc t ure; 2 ) l<ater· nay r.a<e 
found its ~1 ay t hrough a pervi ous sec tion of fill; 3) i r.:pe rfec. t joint in the c or~ er-2~ e 
gate tower may have !)ermitted 1·1ater to escaoe into the enroankrnent around the to:;e r , 
thereby causing the shower to sett l e and crack; 4) 1~ater may have f ound its ~1ay a ~:> n g 
the outside o f the conduit, but this is ha rdly likely. (Hi nderlider, 1914) 

Record breaking rainfall overtops structure and washes out 50 ft (15m) partway c Jwn . 
(Black, 1925j 

Dam , slide. (Lessons, 1975) 

Spillway breakage. (Lessons, 1975) 

• • • • • 
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NM!E LO CA TJ G;l 

Kadd~ m. in ~ ;,, 

Kail a , India 

K~ nopo 1 i :; 

K~r'l ch>o n-> v > k , JJ<; <; Q 

Kedar Na l a , ln di ~ 

Kelly Barnes Lar.e, 
Geo . 

Kenr~y 

Kern, Ore. 

Kettering, Enaland 

Kharagpur, Indi a 

BUILT 

1957 

1955 

1948 

1950 

1964 

1940 

1962 

1948 

Killingsworth, Con. 1895 

Kin gs 1 ey, Nebr. 1942 
1941 

• 

FAILED 

1958 

1Gfi5 

1950 

1934 

1964 

1977 

1962 

1949 

1905 

1961 

1938 

1948 
1942 

• 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

IIGT 
H ~. 

42 
12 

TYPE 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 26 
8 

L .; ~sn ns , Table IV (19 75 ) 1 !n 
.34 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

ENR, v. 199, No. 19 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Shf!rard, ( 1953) 
t~ i ddlebrooks, (1953) 

EP. , v. 52 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

E:IJ!, v . 121 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

Les sons, Tab I e IV and 
p. 218 (1975 
CE, v. 15 

:·:2 

20 
6 

26 
8 

55 
16 

52 E 
16 rolled 

45 E 
i4 rolled 

24 
7 

18 
5 concrete 

; 70 
52 

core 

E-H 

• 

US COLD 
INC. 

F-2 

F-2 

A-1 

A-3 

F-2 

A-1 

F-2 

A-1 

• •• • 

CAUSE OF FA! LURE 

Blowout, overtop. (Lessons, 1975) 

Dam, slide. (Lessons, 1975} 

Leakage, foundation . (Lessons, 1975) 

Surface, erosion. (Lessons, 1975) 

Main dam, internal et·osion. (Lessons, 1975) 

Exact cause of failure unknown . Sudden, almost total failure after heavy rains 
and severe flooding . (ENR, v . 144) 

Sliding ellilankment downstream slope . (Lessons, 1975) 

Excessive settlement of fill. (Middlebrooks, 1953) caused by the rapid filling 
of reservoir and compaction of too dry embankment material during construction. 
(Sherard, 1953) 

Slide. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Settlement during construction; puddle core settled. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Blowout, overtop. (Lessons, 1g75) 

Overtopping . (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Slope protection; ri p.-ap too small. (Lessons, 1975) 

Loss of fill through concrete blocks, no filter. (CE v . 15) 

• • 
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NAI·IE LOCIITIOI'I IJUILT 

Kingsley. rlebr. 1941 

Kittanin q Point 1377 

Kindbrook, Pa . 

Knoxvil 'le Reservoir, ln . 

•• 

FAILED 

1894 

1394 

1883 

• 

REFEREN CES HGT 
FT M 

ENR, v. 120, p. 787 6-21-38 158 
CE, v. 10, p . 623 10-1946 42 
Enyineer, v. 174, p. 46 

7-17-42 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
E:; , v. 31 

EN, v. 32 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

EN , V. 47 
;•i ddl ebrooks, ( 1953) 
Hi 11, 1902 

• 

50 
15 

TYPE 

E 
rolled 

E 
ro 11 ed 

US COLD 
INC. 

A··l 

• 

CAUSE OF FA I LURE 

This dam has a history of trouble with concrete face and riprap. It's located in 
an a rea known for its high winds and waves. (lessons, 1975) 

Flow di scharge, damage to spillway. (Les sons, 1975) 

~later flowed over tt1e e•:1bankn-ent f or about 30 minutes . Within that time t here VIaS 
a sudden rise of water; supposed to have been caused by t!1e >lind , when for le ss 
than ten minutes the dep th of overflow w~s about 1 foot (3m) 

The first break began 26 ft (8 m) from t he spil l way and extended 90 ft (27 m), 
being about 8 ft (2 m) deep; t he next break began 64 ft (;'I) m) further to the r ight, 
was 139ft (42 m) long and about 6ft (2m) deep; then follo1·1ed only 10ft (3m) 
of unbrok en slope, succeeded by 77 ft (2 3m) of break about 8 ft (2 m) deep ; 
after this and anoth~r unda ma ged 10 ft (3m) to Vlhet·e the fi na l break occurred, 
about 64 ft (20m) long and 10 ft (3m) deep, terminating some 75 ft (23m) from 
right end of main embankment. (EN, v. 31, June 7, 1894) 

Foundat ion, seepa ge. (Mi ddl ebrooks, 1953) 

The puddle bottom of a double rese rvo ir f ai led. (Hill, 1g02) 

• •• • • • 
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~ 
en 

• • 

Nl\r·iE L0Ci\1!0N 

ln ge t· so1, Ont,r io 
Can.jda 

Iron Bridoe, Tex. 

,Ja ck s on Lake , '.,yo. 

Jeanette, Pa. 

J c ffe rs on County , 
Col o. 

Jemey, N. fl<ex. 

BUI LT 

1858 

1'lfi0 

1911 

1953 

,lenn i ngs Cre~k, 1962 
Wa tershe<i No. 3 

J~nni ngs Creek 1962 
Wa tersheci No. 5 

Jenninqs Creek 1962 
~latershed ~10. 13 

INtn inns Creek 1960 
\·latershed Nn . 16 

Jenni ngs Cr-<~i!k O~m 1964 
flo. 1 7, 1 cnn. 

• 

FAILED 

1837 

1963 

1973 

1903 

1897 

1958 

1963 

1962 

1962 

19fi~ 

1965 

•• • 

REFERENCES HGT TYPE USCOLD 
f.LM INC. 

EN, v. 17-18, p. 233 

Les sons , Table IV and 
p. 209 (1975) 

Lessons , Table IV and 
p . 210 (1975) 

ER, v. 48 (7-ll-1 903 ) 
~liddlebrooks (195 3) 
Justin (19 32) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

EN , v. 47 
i1iddlebrooks, (1953) 
Hill, (1902) 

86 
26 

68 
"21 

20 
6 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 137 
Lessons, p. 99 (1973) 42 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Les sons , Tab le IV and 
p. 211 (1975) 

69 
21 

66 
20 

71 
22 

55 
17 

77 
23 

E-G 

E 
rolled 

MR 

~IR 

AR 

F-2 

A- 1 

A-1 

F-2 

A-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FA! LURE 

Dam had leaked every year during springtime . This time dam broke. Leaking began 
soon after constructi on. (EN, v. 17-18, p . 233) 

Deteriorat ion of limestone riprap of marginal quality. (Lessons, 1975) 

Severe freezing and thawing of concrete in sluiceway walls caused concrete to 
deteriorate. (Les'sons, 1975) 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1g53) Due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, 1932) 

Spillway could not carry runoff; dam overtopped. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

A small dam burst; miscellaneous or unknown cause. (Hill, 1902) 

Sliding abutment slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

A shallow slope failure occurred.· ln the reservo1r during drawdown. (Lessons, 1973) 

Leakage, foundation piping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, foundation . • (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, foundation. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, foundation pip ing. (Les sons, 1975) 

Leakage, foundation, leakage th rough cavernous limestone foundation . (Lessons, 1975) 

• • 



NM:E LOCATIO:~ BUILT FAILED REFEREN CES 

Jcnni nq< Creek Oam 1963 1965-69 Les sons, Table IV and 
tlo . 18, Tenn. p. 213 (1 975) 

Je•1cll Bro~ k >JatE-r- 1969 1970 Lessons, Table IV and 
shed No. 2, VerlllQn t p. 214 (1975) 

JtJhn >on, Nto. 1 9~0 1942-45 Corps of En qincer·s 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Johns cu1·• n, Pa. 185Z ll:ll:l; ASCE Trans. v. 24 
Mi ddl~brooks, ( 1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
Lessons, (1973) 
ENR, v. 100 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

~ 
,.J:::. 
'-J 

Joh., Zinc Eanch 1972 H73 Lessons, Table IV and 
1~0. 2, 0~ 1 a. p. 21 6 (1975) 

- lulesb•Jr~. (Jumbo) 19()5 1907 ER, v. 63 
Colo. 1910 Ju<t.in, (1932) 

Sherard, ( 1953) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

• • • • 

HGT TYPE 

97 
29 

60 
18 

47 E 
17 r.olJed 

70 E 
21 rolled 

50 
15 

70 E 
21 rolled 

• 

US COLO 
INC. 

CAUSE OF FA! LURE 

A-1 Leakage, foundation; leakage through cavernous limestone foundation. (Lessons, 1975 

A-1 Upstream slope s l id during drawdm<n. Slide,s occurred in areas that had been found 
below grade during construction were filled to grade and compacted. (Lessons, 1975) 

Loss of filter through riprap. (~liddlebrooks, 1953) 

Overtopping. (Middlebrooks, 1953); Due to insufficient spillway (Just in, 1932) 

Due to heavy rains the dam was overtopped. (ASCE Trans. v. 24, No. 4 77) 

A sag was left in middle o f dam along with obstruction of spillway to prevent fish 
from entering spilh<ay. Water· level rose and went over crest at 'low pl ace because 
spillway was i nadequdte. (Hill , 1902) (Jorgensen, 1920) 

The cause of failure "as overtopping, contributed to by a lowering and disking of 
the crest, the closi ng of a pipe tunnel outlet and obstruction o f the spillway. 
(ENR, v. 100, No . 12, p. 472) 

In 1362 a break i n the culvert enclosing the sluice pi pes caused great loss of 
water. Oue to heavy rains, the run-off exceeded the capacity of the spillway ; the 
dam was overtopped and breached. The breach was about 420 ft (128 m) wide at the 
top and 50 to 200 ft ( 15-61 m) wide at the bottom. The fa i 1 ure occurred rapidly. 
(Lessons, 1973) 

A-2 Sliding embankment, dol<nstream slope; after filling of reservoir some seepage and 
sliding on downstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

F-2 Serious leakage began 1907, dam fail ed ~lith 24 foo t h e~ d in 1910. (l'.idd lebrooks , 1953) 

Failure is believed due to seepage of ·.<ater along the underlying sa ndstone layers. 

• 

No special precautions were taken to prevent seepage ~long the rock. There ~;a s 
neither cutoff trench or cutoff wa 11. These conditions con,bi ned with the fact that 
the line of saturation of this dam 1;as very high, led to failure. (Justin, 1932) 

First stage of failure was lower toe of the embankment and 34 ft (11 m) bel ow the 
surface. 

The underlying rock stratification was found to be of a very open and porous char
ac tc•·, so much as to ~dmi t the passage of water from the rese rvoi r uncer the base 
of the dam through the rock. T hi ~ running water gradually 1·1ashed out sand filling 
contained in the pockets and cavities and had reached such a depth that there 
resulted a hydrostatic pressure o f sufficient arro unt to lift the overlying mass of 
roc k and earth . The foi lure occurr-ed at the point of leost resistance to upheaval, 
or the toe of the l m•e r slope . The dam had not been "keyed" into the foundation 
but l<as built from the surface. (ER, v. 63 , No. 7) 

• • • • • 
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NAHE LOCATI ON BUILT FAILED 
REFERENCES 11GT TYPE USCOLD 

_____ _ _________________ ____EFT M lNC . 

Jules burg, (Jumbo) 
Colo . 

(continued) 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

1906 Direc tly following the first filling there was considerable leak age appearing 
at the downstream toe . The leakage occurred in several streams along the dam . 
The largest occurred at a point where there had been outcrops of porous, friable 
limestone under the dam . 

1910 A section of the west embankment about 400 ft (122m), centered on the above 
leak, washed out completely. There had been no indication of unusual ac tivity 
at this point on the previous day and events leading up to the washout were unob
served. 

The rock under the dam was s een in the wa 11 s of the break to be open and porous 
with solu tion cavities and channels up to 2 ft (.6 m) in diameter. La r ge blocks 
uf the fou ndation rock, were lifted from the dam foundation and carried bodily a 
long distance downstream. (Sherard, 1953) 

•• • 
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NAt1E LOCA Tl ON 

Lafayette, Ca . 

Lafaye tte, Ca . 

La Fruta. Tex. 

Lake. N. l'ex . 

Lake Ava l on . N. t<\e x . 

Lake Almanor 

Lake Bancroft, Va. 

Lake Coed ty . Wa 1 es 

Lake Dixie, Tex . 

• 

BUILT FA! LED 

1932 1938 

1929 1928 

1930 1930 

1893 

1894 

1927 1928 

1913 1972 

1925 

1940 

REFERENCES HGT 

FTM 
TYPE 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 100 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 
ENR, v. 54 

ENR, v. 105, 106, 107 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

EN, v. 47 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

EN, v. 35, 36 , and 54 
Je rgensen, ( 1920) 
t1i ddlebrooks , ( 1953) 
Murphy, ( 1905) 

30 

140 E 
43 rolled 

61 E 
19 rolled 

52 E-R 

48 E 
15 rolled 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 130 

• 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 224 (1975) 

ENR, v. 96 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

ENR, v. 125 
11iddlebrooks, (1953) 

• 

40 

69 
21 

E-G 

E 
rolled 

E 
rolled 

USCOLD 
INC . 

DOC 

DOC 

A-2 

F-2 

• 

CAUSE OF FA! LURES 

Sliding embankment ups t ream and downstream slopes . (Lessons, 1975) 

Foundation Slide during construction . (Lessons, 1975) 

Failure due to subs i dence of the foundat i on. The f oundati on acted as a plastic and flowed 
from region of nreates t load to regi on of lowest load, causing subsidence in the 
re gion the S•l il flowed a:•ay from . Foundation is thick alluvial deposit . (ENR, 
Jan. 31, 1929 ) 

Foundation, pip i ng. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Over t opped. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Overtopped . (Middl ebrooks, 1953) 

Failed by water forcing a passage through the dam, not by overflowing. (Jergensen, 
1920) 

Failed by water forc i ng a pas sage th rough the dam. There a r e two opinions as to 
why the dam failed; 1) animals burr owed into the earth part of the downstream side 
and weakened the earth facing; 2) failure occurred near base . 

There had been leakage through base, prior to failu re. Attempts to stop leak by 
sheet piling had only partial success. Cause was still unknown because failure 
occurred at night . (Murphy, 1905) 

Leakage embankment piping . (Lessons, 1975) 

After excessive rainfall due to tropi cal storm . Ra i n fell on previousl y saturated 
soil, some of which had been rende red impervious due to development. Due to these 
conditions, reservoir level rose rapidly and structure was overtopped. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Due to heavy rains, 40ft (12m) gap was opened in the dam . (ENR, v. 125, Nov. 
1940) 

• • • • • 
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U"l 
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• 
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NANE LOCATION 

Lake Fr ancis, Ca. 
(Old dam) 

Lake Francis, Ca. 
(Jld 
Ne~< 

Lake Francis, Ca. 

Lake George, Colo. 

lake Grahm, Tex. 

BUILT 

1899 

ItS~ 'I 

1899 

1958 

Lake Malloya, N. Mex . 1914 

• 

FAILED REFEI<ENCES 

1899 ASCE Trans., v. 59 
v. 58, 1907, p. 140 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

• 

ASCE Trans . , v . 58, 1907 
1899 v. 59, p . Fl6 
1903 t~iddlebrooks, (1953) 

Justin, (19 32) 

1935 

1914 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

fiSC£, Proc . v. 49 
Mi ddlebrooks, (1953) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

1958-64 Lessons , JJb 1 e IV and 
p. 227 (1975) 

1942 
1955 

Shera rd ( 1953) 
Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 228, (1975) 

HGT TYPE 
FTM 

50 E 
15 rolled 

50 E 
15 rolled 
77 
23 

77 
23 

83 
25 

50 
15 

E 
puddled 

core 

E 
rolled 

• • • • 

US COLD CAUSE OF FA! LURE 
INC. 

F-2 Piping along an outlet due to settling and seepage. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

A few days after completion heavy rains occurred . A great crack, caused by settling, 
appeared on the north end of the dam. This allowed water to escape through a 
constantly widening breach. The gap was 98 ft (30 m) wide on top and 30-40 ft 
(9-12 m) on the bottom. (ASCE Trans., v. 59) 

A-1 Piping along on outlet due to settling. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

F-2 

MR 

A-1 

After heavy rainfall, a few days aft•.:•· completion, failure and breachment along 
settlement cracking . (Justin, 1932) 

Deformation, differentia 1 transverse ;-mbankment cracks. (Lessons, 1975) 

leakage, foundation piping. (lesson ~ . 1975) 

After heavy rains a large stream of water emerged from the toe of the embankment 
near the northern 36 inch cast iron outlet pipe. This was due to cracks in the 
pipe, evidently due to cracking. 

A few minutes after the leak at the L· utlet pipe was noticed, a stream of water 
broke through the crack near the rigi1t abutment. The water appeared on the 
downstream fa~:e of the dam about 20 :' t (6 m) above the creek bed . 

This speedily grew in size, rapidly •·:a shing away the earth on the outer slope 
until the crest of the dam was obser ved to be sinking for a distance of 50 ft 
(15 m). and then the whole mass sloughed out with a rush . 

The failure was due to the embankment, which was constructed dry with very little 
compaction, settling considerably on initial reservoir filling. (Sherard, 1953) 

Piping. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Water found passage between the earthfill and original surface near one end 
(Jorgensen, 1920) 

From 1958-1965 wave action caused sandstone riprap to crumble exposing embankment 
rna teri a 1. (lessons, 1975) 

1942 Overtopped for 6 hours did not fail. (Lessons, 1975) 

1955 Cast iron outlet pipe broke under downstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

1952 Spillway capilcity exceeded; da m overtopped to depth of 15 inches. Resulted 
in severe erosion of downstream sl ope, but dam was not breached. (Sherard, 1953) 

• • 
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0"1 ...... 

• 

NAI·IE LOCATION 

Lake Marie, Mo. 

Lake Orinda 

lllllLT 

lABO 
1965 

1925 

Lake Palo Pinto, Tx. 1964 

Lake Patagonia, Az. 1968 

Lake Toxaway, NC 1902 

Lake Wa co 1930 

• 

FAILED REFERENCES 

1972 Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 229 (1975) 

1962 Lessons, Table IV 

1966-68 Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 230 (1975) 

1969 lessons, Table IV and 
p . 231 (1975) 

1916 ENR, v. 94 
lessons, Table IV (1975) 
ER, v. 74 

EN, v. 76 p. 331 

1-947 lessons, Table IV (1975) 

• • 

HGT TYPE 
FTM 

50 Rai 1 road 
15 fi 11 and 

48 
15 

·-6-J 
19 

154 
46 

E 

-£ 

64 E 
19 rolled 

69 
21 

masonary 
core 

USCOLD CAUSE OF Fl\lLURE 
INC. 

A-2 Old railroad fall converted into dam; in 1970 massive slide developed in downstream 
slope . Boils developed in the upper part of the slide mass . (lessons, 1975) 

MR 

A-1 

A-2 

F-1 

A-1 

• 

Erosion of outlet pipe due to chemical erosion. (Lessons, 1975) 

Flow discharge damaged spillway. (Lessons, T975) 

Shortly after first filling, large transverse cracks up to 2 in. (5 em) in width 
developed through the dam above each abutment contact. A longitudinal crack in 
the crest of the dam is central ~art of the valley. The cracks are thought to 
have developed because of steep abutments, rapid reservoir filling and/or settle
ment of foundation and embankment materials. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, embankment piping . (Les :; ons, 1975) 

Early on the morning of failure, a small lea k appeared at the base of the dam, 
which widened until complete fa ilure. The euct cause is unknovm but probable 
cause was that the bond of the c:Jre to the underlying bedrock was defective and 
that a pervious layer permitted niping to begin. (Justin, 1932) 

There had always been a small le~k near the bottom just north of the stream bed. 
It was thought that the core wa l l, which was thick and very rigid, had been crac ked 
by settl i ng and movement. lt is thoughtthat due to he~vy rains, the spillway 
had been overtaxed, exerting a highe r pressure on the dam, which being weakened by 
the leakage, could not handle, n :sulting in failure . (EN, v. 76, No . 7) 

A small stream of spring at the foot of the d~m. which had been running since the 
first filling, becarr.e larger, but remained constant. Seven days later the spring 
became muddy. That evening it began caving in and soon started gi ving away . About 
270 ft (82 m) in the center went out . 

The break appears to have been caused by water flowing through seams or fissures 
in the rock 5 ft (1 . 5 m) above and 20 ft (6 rn) to the left of the creek channel. 
The increased head in the lake, remaining so long, increased the flow of this 
stream, causing undermining at this point. (Willis, 1916) 

Flow discharge, damaged spillway . (Lessons, 1975) 

• • • • • 
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NAHE LOCATION BUILT 

L~ ke Yosemite, Ca . 1880 

Lancaster, Pa . 

La Pay, Mexico 1974 

La Regader, Co 1 umbi a 1938 

Laura 1 Run, P a 1961 

Lebanon. Pa . )884 

Lebanon, Ohio 

Lee Lake 1923 

• • 

FAILED REFERENCES HGT TYPE 
FTM 

1943 Lessons, Table IV (1975) 52 E 
Sherard, (1953) 16 rolled 

1894 

1976 

1937 

Schuyler, ( 1908) 

ER, v. 39 (2-8-1894) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Hill, (1902) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

ENR, v. 197, No. 16 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

21 E 
6 rolled 

10 
3 

37 
11 

Puddled 
core 

1977 ENR, v. 199, No. 4 (1977) 42 

1893 ER, v. 27, p . 475 
1919 't·liddlebrooks, (1953) 

Justin, (1932) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 
EN, v. 67, No. 19 

1882 EN, v. 9 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

1938 Lessons, Table IV ( 1975) 

13 

40 E 
12 rolled 

30 
9 

47 
14 

• • • • 

USCOLO CAUSE OF FA! LURE 
INC. 

A-1 Sliding embankment downstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

F-2 

F-Z 

Sliding embankment due to saturation of downstream toe by seepage . (Shuyler, 1908) 

There had always been seepage under the dam. In 1943 a slide occurred on downstream 
slope. The slide was repaired . 

The slide was attributed to saturation of downstream toe by seepage and may have 
been due to local weak found.:ttion area. (Sherard, 1953) 

Piping along on outlet, (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

During first filling. Failure due to piping along an outlet, laid through the 
embankment. The water was seen to gush out from the outer slope of the embankment, 
and in an instant a break 30 ft (9 m) was made through the embankment. (Hill, 1902) 
(Jorgensen, 1920) 

High winds and torrential rains from hurricane Liza destroyed the levee that was 
being used as a dam. 

Main dam settleJTV?nt. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped and washed out. (ENR, v. 199) 

Piping between fill and foundation. (Middlebrooks, 1952); foundation is porous 
sandstone, (Justin, 1932) 

A slip on the outer slope of some 140 cu. yards. This was due to softening by 
rain. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

1919 A slip occurred, confined alrrost entirely on the outer slope of the brest . 
Before slip occurred the re had been a heavy downpour of rain and frost had just 
disappeared. (EN, v. 67, No. 19) 

Failure by overtopping . (Hill, 1902) (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Flow discharge destroyed sp i llway. (Lessons, 1975) 

• • 
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~ 
01 
w 

• 

tiAHE LOCATION 

Leroox Creek, Colo. 

Lidderdale, Colo. 

Lima, 1·\ont. 

Linville, NC 

Little Deer Creek 

Littlefield 

Little Rocky Run, 
Illinois 

Little l~olfe, 11. 

Lock Alpine, i1ich . 

• 

BUILT FAILED 

19D5 

1909 

lll94 

1919 1919 

1962 1963 

1929 1929 

1971 1971 

1935 

192L 

REFERENCES 

EN, v. 54 (7-22-19D5) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, {1932) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

ASCE, Proc. v. 49 
Middlebrooks, {1953) 
Justin, {1932) 

EN, v. 31 
EN, v. 47 
Hill, {1902) 
Jorgensen, {1920) 

ASCE Trans., v. 84 
~liddlebrooks, {1953) 

HGT 
FTM 

TYPE 

25 E 
8 rolled 

79 E 
6 rolled 

40 E 
12 rolled 

160 
49 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 85 

• 

26 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 125 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 235 (1975) 

Green, (1936) 

ENR, v. 96 p. 242 
Hi ddl ebrooks, ( 1953) 

• 

38 

59 
18 

4D E 
12 clay 

core 

25 E 
8 rolled 

US COLO 
INC. 

F-1 

F-1 

A-2 

• 

CAUSE OF FA! LURE 

Overtopping, (11iddlebrooks, 1953}; due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, 1932) 

Inadequate spillway; dam overtopped. (Jorgensen, 192D) 

Overtopping. {Middlebrooks, 1953); due to insufficient spillway, (justin, 1932) 

Due to flooding, dam was overtopped and a 100 ft (30m) section was washed out. 
Failure result of insufficient s~illway. {Justin, 1932) 

Erosion at spillway. {Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Spillway washed out; dam intact; insufficient spillway . (Hill, 1902)(Jorgensen, 
1920) 

Core too flat. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Leakage, ell'bankment piping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, ellt>ankment piping. {Lessons, 1975) 

leaY.age foundation, winter of 1972 and 1973, seepage developed in the left abut
ment along the bedrock contact of through the overlying sandy and gravelly materi
als. (Lessons, 1975) 

Due to heavy rains, inadequate spillway; settlement of core {and dam) due to non
uniform construction (core). Overtopping and breaching due to heavy rains and 
settlement. (Green, 1936) 

Settlement en being saturated. {Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Failure due to shrinkage under a frozen crust from crest of dam. At the same time 
there ~1as high water level in reservoir due to melting snow. There had been some 
shrlnkage or settlement in dam where the rising water level found escape . Spillway 
and overflol\' shafts were at full capacity. {ENR, v. 96, 1926) 

• • • • • 
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NA~IE LOCATION BUILT 

Logan Hartin, lila . 1964 

Lone Pine Reservoir 1936 

Long Tom, I d. 1906 

Lanqwalds Pond, Mas . 1910 

Lon Hdgler, Colo. 1967 

Lookout Shoa 1 s 1915 

Lower Hell Hole 1966 

Lo>~e r Otay, Ca . 1886 

• • 

FAILED 

lg64 

1936 

1916 
1915 

1922 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 237 {1975) 
Grant, 0966) 

Lessons , Table IV (1975) 
Lessons , p. 100 (l-g73) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Sherard, ( 1953) 

Latimer, (1922) 
ENR, v. 89 (7-20-1922) 

p. 121 
f-ti ddl ebrooks, ( 1953) 

1969-70 Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 241 (1975) 

1916 Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

1964 Lessons, Tab 1 e IV ( 1975) 

1916 lessons, Table IV (1975) 
EN v. 15 p. 334 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
EN, 2-3" 1916 

2 17-1916 
Justin, (1932) 
Silent, 1916 

HGT 
FT M 

97 
30 

101 
-3~ 

60 
18 
50 
15 

30 
9 

65 
19 

83 
29 

·410 
125 

130 

40 

TYPE 

G-E 

E-R 

E 

E 
puddle 
core 

concrete 
core 

E-R 

• 

US COLD 
INC. 

A-2 

AR 

A-1 

F-1 

MR 

F-2 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Leakage foundation . (Lessons, 1975) 

On filling a sma 11 amount of seepage was noted as reservoir 1 eve 1 reached the top 
of the pov1er pool . Seepage increased during the next three years, and then more 
or less stabilized. Failure possibly due to the erosion of natural fill in 
solution channels . (Grant, 1966) 

Le~kage foundat ion. (Lessons, 1975) Bottom is composed of jointed basalts, 
permeable sandstones and limestones with sinkholes and interconnected openings 
plus possible salt beds at depth. Project has been abandoned. (Lessons, 1973) 

Deformation total tunnel . (Lessons, 1975) 

Collapse of a section of roof or walls of outlet tunnel caused by water flow 
through a rodent burrow or natural flow of water along a rock face . (Sherard, 1953) 

F.1ilure due to undermining of core wall by leaks or springs. (Latimer, 1922) 

Pi ping. (Middlebrooks; 1953) 

From 1969-70 deterioration of schist riprap due to freeze-thaw cycle and wave 
action . (Lessons, 1975) 

Cvertopping completed structure. (Lessons, 1975) 

DOC Overtopping during construction. (Lessons, 1975) 

F-1 Overtopping ; insufficient spillway; completed structure. (lessons, 1975) 

Rand concrete core. (Hiddlebrookes, 1953). Steel core. (Justin, 1932) 

Due to heavir.st rainstorm ever recorded at that time, dam was overtopped . Failure 
started ~fter o·te rflowir.g c res t, washed out backing of central core. Break started 
n~ar center of dam. Structure was rock fill with steel dia phram. (Baker, 1916; 
unprecedented t'd infall gave a runoff that overtopped this poorly designed and bui 1 t 
rock-fill dam, rlependent nn a rivited steel plate diaphram for water tightness. In 
a few minutes the downstream portion of the •·ock-fill melted away, then the steel 
diaphram wa s torn from the top downward and the remainder of the dam opened 1 ike 
a pair of gatas . (Silent, 1916) · 

• • 
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NM\l LO CI\T!ON !IU!LT 

Lm•cr Otay, Cal . (continued) 

Lov;er SaP Fernando, 1915-
Ca 1. 1920 

Lyman, Ariz . 1913 

Lynde Brooks, Mas. 

• 

FAILED 

1971 

1915 

1876 

• 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 367 (1975) 
Golze, (1977) 

EN, v. 73 p. 794 
Justin, (1932) 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

EPG, Jour. v. 44 
Saville, (1916) 
Middlebrooks, 0953) 

• 

iiGT 
FTM 

142 
43 

TYPE 

E-H 

65 E 
20 rolled 

puddled 
core 

27 E 
8 rolled 

mason 
faced 
core 

USCOLD 
INC. 

A-1 

F-2 

• 

CAUSE OF FA! LURE 

Due to heavy flooding, the dam was overtopped, removing the stone fill; after a 
few minutes the core wall burst . 

The lack of suffident spillway capacity was the cause of failure. (Justin, 1932) 

Stability earthquake. The February 9, 1971 earthquake caused liquefication of a 
portion of the old hydraulic fill, resulting in a massive upstream slide. (Lessons, 
1975) 

Front of dam failed as a landslide. (Golze, 1977) 

Piping; embankment and sloughing. (Justin, 1932) 

Leakage embankment piping . (Lessons, 1975) 

Failure began as a rush of water coming out of the base in the center of the channel. 
The water on downstream side of the dam suddenly rose 30 ft (9 m) and a section 
of the dam was cut out having a span of about 75 ft (23m). This quickly collapsed, 
and the gap widened to about 350 ft (107m). (Justin, 1932) 

The dam had just been inspected prior to failure . No evidence of cracking, settling 
or seepage could be detected. 

The first evidence of break was a sudden rush of water coming from the base of the 
dike in the center of the channel. 

The accepted theory of failure is that the portion of the dike across channel 
below the outlet conduit did not have an opportunity to dry out and properly settle; 
consequently, this section w~s materially weak and gave out when the pressure 
became too great. (The dam was constructed in two sections, one across the channel 
while river was at l01·1 water, the other (above conduit level) after conduit level 
was reached) . As the portion of the dike across the channe 1 was bui 1t against an 
increasing pressure of water it was no doubt saturated to the core wall and above 
the outlet conduit by means of capillary attraction, which destroyed the bond. 
(EN, v. 73, no. 16) 

Piping along an outlet. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Stratum of porous material under gatehouse. (Saville, 1916) 

• • • • • 
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NAI·IE LOCA Tl ON BUILT FAILED REFERENCES HGT TYPE US COLO CAUSE OF FA! LURE 
--------------------------------------------~F~T_M NC 

"'adi son, "1ont. 1908 

Nagic, Idaho 1910 

t·1ahonoy City, Pa . 

~lanmoth, Utah 1908 

Maquoketa, Io . 1924 

Milrion County 19311 

Marshall Creek. Kan. 

1970 

19ll 

1892 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 244 (1975 ) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
t-liddlebrooks, ( 1953) 
Sherard, ( 1953) 
ER, v. 60 

EN, v. 27 v. 47 
ER, v. 26 
Midd l ebi'OOkS, (1953) 
Hill , (1902) 

1917 ENR, v. 79 
ER, v. 66 
lessons, Table IV ( 1975) 

1927 ENR, v. 98 
Middlebrooks., ( 1953) 

1938 

1937 

lessons, Table IV (1975) 

ENR, v. 119 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

47 
14 

MR 

130 E A-2 
40 rolled and 

hydraulic 

E 
rolled 

70 E 
21 and 

hydraulic 

20 E 
6 rolled 

55 
17 

80 E 
24 rolled 

F-1 

F-1 

A-2 

DOC 

Intake structure and right abutment concrete wall strengthened. (Lessons, 1975) 

leakage embankment, (lessons, 1975); piping through dam, (Middlebrooks, 1953); a 
short r. ime after reservoir filled for first time , muddy seepage appeared downstream 
slope. A hole appeared shortly thereafter in this spot (approximately 14 ft (4 . 2 m) 
diameter and 8 ft (2.4 m) to 10ft (3m) deep), with general movement of embankment 
material toward slump. Shortly after· this slump devel a ped two additional muddy 
leaks appeared on downstream slope at approximately the same elevati on . These were 
nearly evenly spaced between original leilk near center of dam and right abutment. 
Simihr slumps appeared above these leaks after 24 hours . The middle slump had 
settled 57 ft (17m) in two months, almost to the original foundation . The leaks 
whict. emerged from downstream slope at first filling indicate a probable flow of 
water between hydraulic fill and folled fill sections. (Sherard, 1953) 

Piping. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Cause of failure unknown . Dam had been under repai·r. (Hill, 1902) 

Flov1 discharge, destroyed spillway; overtopped during construction. (Lessons, .1975 

Watchman returned from dinner to find dam breached; no previous warning ; spillway 
and outlet t01-1er incomplete; water found its way around or under upper end of log 
flume (temporary spillway) which had not been seated properly in the earth fi 11. 
Water filled the depression between di ke and heart wall. This water saturated the 
earth-fill sufficiently to overturn o r push out by sliding a portion of the heart 
wall. Reservoir level had not changed; dam failure due to lack of spillway and 
unsa fe height that reservoir had attai ned combined with imcomplete and inadequate 
outlet tower. (Kleinschmidt, 1917) 

Piping at junction with concrete spillway . (Niddlebrooks, 1953) 

Cause unknown; there had been heavy rains and embankment had been saturated . 
(ENR, v. 98, 1925) 

leakage foundation. (lessons, 1975) 

Foundation failure during construction . (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

• • 
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NJ\t·1E LOCATI ON 

~larshall L~ke, Co lo . 

Mars ton 

MarJe Gomey, Mexico 

Martin Davey Oam, Tex. 

Masterson, Oregon 

• 

BUILT 

1909 
1908 

19ll 

1946 

1950 

FA I LEO REFERENCES HGT 
FT ~i 

1908 Lessons , Table IV (1975) 86 
1909 Middlebrooks (1953) 26 

ER, v. 62 70 
27 

1925 Lessons, Table IV (1975) 60 
18 

1943 Lessons, Table VI (1975) 49 
15 

1940 ENR, v. 125 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

1951 Lessons, Table IV (1975) 60 
Sherard (1953) 18 

• • 

TYPE 

E 
rolled 

E 
rolled 

E-R 
rolled 
earth 

US COLO CAUSE OF FA! LURE 
!tiC 

ooc Deformation. (Lessons, 1975) 

Seepage. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

A-1 Deformation, differential transverse embankment cracks . (Lessons, 1975) 

A-2 Cracking. (Lessons, 1975) 

A-2 

• 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Due to heavy rains, a gap 250ft (76 m) was opened in • .· · ·~ dam. (ENR, v. 125, Nov . 
1940) 

Deformati on, differential transverse embankment cracks . (Lessons, 1975) 

During heavy r a instorm with rapid water rise, crest of embankment se t tled four 
feet (1.2 m) near the center . At the same time, an ova l sha ped t unnel opened 
through the embankment at t he hi gh water elevation. li fter openeing of the tunnel, 
water poured through the embankment. Slumps occurred on downst r eam slope below 
tunnel opening . Cracks and tunnel healed themselves by sloughing . (Sherard, 1953) 

The dam was just completed and was unused for two months. During this time no 
cracking or settlement was noticed. 

During a rainstorm, the water rose rapidly to within 17 ft (5 m) of the dam crest. 
As the reservoir rose the crest of the dam settled a t c tal of 4 ft (1 m) near the 
center . This severe settlement caused two cracks to open across the crest and run 
diagon~lly down the upstream slope approximately parallel to the abutments. The 
cracks were open a maximum of 5 inc hes across the cre s t, and 3 to 4 inches down 
the upstream slope. At the same time, an oval-shaped t vnnel opened through the 
embankment at the high water elevation. After the tunnel opened, water poured 
through the embankment and the reservoir ceased to r i se . The water pouring 
through the tunnel entered the downstream pervious blan~et and cascaded down 
the lower zone composed of heavy-dumped quarried rock. Slumps occurred in the 
downstream slope above the tunnel. The material from these slumps undoubtedly 
droped verti cally into the tunnel and was carried away . 

After water level was lo1·1ered, the crac ks on the upstre am slope healed themselves 
off below the water leve l. The tunnel gradually sloug~'i!d off and closed up . 

Fa i 1 ure is a ttri butcd to the fact that the dam was bu i l t of a 1 tern a ti ng 1 ayers of 
compacted and loose material. When water came in con td~ t with dry mate r ial, settlement 
occurred, while the compacted ma t erial remained in pla re. This differential settling 
forming passage ways for water to penetrate the dam . (Sherard, 1953) 

• • • • • 
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NAt~E LOCA TJ ON 

·~1y Dam, Turkey 

f-lcCloud, Ca. 

McCloud, Ca . 

11cMahon Gu l ch 

McMillian, N. ~lex . 

Mee ks Cabin, Wy. 

Melzingah, NY 

Hica dam and Res . 

BUILT 

1960 

1965 

1965 

1924 

1893 

1971 

1973 

• 

FAILED 

1964 

1972 

1926 

19 15 
1937 

1969 

18g7 

1973 

• 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, p. 100 (1973) 

Lessons, Tab 1 e IV and 
p. 242 

Less ons, Table IV and 
p. 242 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

She r at·d, (1953) 
Lessons, (1975) 
Schuyler (1908) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p . 246 

ER, v. 36 (7-17-. 897) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Jus tin, (1932) 
Hi 11 , ( 1902) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

Lessons, p. 99 (1973) 

HGT 
FT M 

92 
28 

230 
76 

230 
70 

55 
17 

57 
17 

174 
53 

24 
7 

800 
244 

TYPE 

E-R 

E-R 

E&H 

E- R 

E 
rolled 
llkl SOn 

core 

• 

USCOLD 
!tiC. 

AR 

DOC 

MR 

F-2 

A-1 

DOC 

AR 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

The bottom of the reservoir consists of alluvium , karstic limestone, conglomerate and Marl. 
Water seeps through the alluvium and forms sinkholes. (Lessons, 1973) 

Overtopping cofferdams during construction due to heavy rains. (Lessons, 1975) 

Flow disc ha rge, slide gate failed. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopping completed structure . (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, emoankment . (Lessons, 1975) 

Upstream pi ped into rick downstream . (Shuyler, 1908) 

In 1915 wate r broke th ro ugh the thin earth upstream section about 11 ft (3m) 
below the crest . The leakage emerged from a width of about 150ft (46 m) at the 
downstream toe. The water quic kl y eroded a large hole at the high water level 
which was quickly filled in with sandbags. 

In 1937 a similar break occurred, and was even mo ; e extensive . Two d·ays were spent 
sandbagging the whole length of the dam and failu r e was averted . (Sherard, 1953) 

Settlement and spreading of conduit foundation occurred, opening joints up to 9 in . 
(22.86 m). (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtoppi ng. (Middlebrooks, 1953), due to insufficient spillway . (Justin, 1932 ) 

Failure by overtopping; a freshet flowing over crest of both dams. (Hill, 1902) 
(Jorgensen, 1920) 

The dam was under construction at writing (1973) and it was thought at that time 
that foll o>~ing saturati on of the rock mass some movement may develop but it was not 
e xpected to be of large magnitude . (Movement confined to reservoir bank) . 
(Lessons, 1973) 

•• • 
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tiAf-\E LOCATION BUILT 

~\iddlefie ld, Mass. 

~\ill O.: retk 1899 

Mi 11 Creek 1941 

f1ill River, Mass. 1865 

f1il i vi 11 e, Utah 1907 

Mineral Wells, Tex . 1919 
1943 

M·,ssoon Lake, Kan. 1924 

• 

FAILED 

19ul 

1957 

1941 
1945 

lo74 

1909 

1970 

1925 

REFERENCE 

ER, v . 43 (5-4-1901) 
f·liddl en rooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

HGT 
FTM 

TYPE 

20 E 
6 rolled 

67 
20 

Lessons, Table IV (1975 ) 145 
44 

ASCE Trans, v. 3 anu 4 
Justin, (1932) 
Hi 11, (1902) 
Jorgen sen, (1920) 
Saville, (19i6) 

ER, v. 60 p. 324 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953 ) 

Less1ns, Tab le IV and 
p . 249 (1975) 

ENR, v. 95 

• • 

43 
13 concrete 

rubble 
core 

36 E 
ll rolled 

71 
22 

puddle 
core 

E 
rolled 

USCOLO 
INC. 

r-2 

A-2 

A-1 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Overtopping . (Middlebrooks, .1953); due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, 1932) 

Failure by overtopping . (Hill, 1902)(Jorgensen, 1920) 

At one end of the dam was a wasteway, controlled by "two series of gates. one 
above the other" over which there was a bridge. The gates were partly open, ~~hen 
it was discovered that the water was overflowing the adjoining roadv1ay . Access to 
the gates was impossible. The dam gave way in the center, but the break was some
how slow. (EN, v. 45, No . 17) 

Leakage, foundation piping . (lessons, 1975) 

leakage, foundation. (lessons, 1975) 

Chemical damage, corrosion outli!t pipe-leakage, piping embankment . (Lessons, 1975) 

Seepage. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Water found its way uroder the core wall and destroyed the embankment. (Hill, 1902) 
(Jorgensi!n, 1920) 

1874 Layer of course gravel; core wall not carried to rock; roo insptction during 
construction and improper construction. (Saville, 1;16) 

No compaction or engineering supervision was used on the dam. As a ,..esul t when 
water level was raised, embankment became saturated and failed. (Justin, 1932) 

Piping through foundation . (~\iddlebrooks, 1953) 

Failure due to foundation failure . Foundation underlying part of the dam's des
cribed as quicksand and "slush material." There were supposed to be 16ft (5 m) 
of sheet pi 1 i ng driven into the foundation, but actually only received 9 ft ( 3 m) . 

Before failure there was some seepage through the downstream toe in an old river 
channel. It appears that the failure was a blowout, and that the soft, saturated 
foundation soil was forced tu flllw downstream, starting the disaster. (Justin, 1932) 

Repeated use C'f spillway caused erosion and flood of 1970 demolished the lower 
portion of spillway chute. (Lessons, .975) 

Settlement with overtopping. (Middltbrooks , 1953) 

• • • • • 
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....... 
m 
0 

• • 

NAI-IE · LOCATION 

Hodesto Irrigation 
No. 1, Ca. 

Hohawk, Ohio 

BUILT 

1909 

Montpelier Creek, ID 1969 

11ontreal, Quebec, 
Canada 

Morena, Ca. 

11ount Lake State 
Park, Minn. 

1912 

1937 

Mount Pisgah, Colo. 1g10 

Mountain Creek, Tx. 1931 

FAILED 

197.7 

1913 
1915 

1971 

1896 

1938 

1928 

• 

REFERENCES 

Holmes, '192'/ 

EN, v. 73 
Middl ebrooks, {'i 953 ) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 
Rohling, (1915) 

Lessons, Tab.e IV anJ 
p. 251 (1975) 

EN, v. 47 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

ASCE Trans, v. 65 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

ENR, v. 120 
Middlebrooks, (lg53) 

• 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
Sherard, (1953) 

Corps of Engrs . 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

HGT 
FTM 

TYPE 

32 E 
10 puddled 

core 

18 E 
5 oolled 

82 
25 

18 
5 

107 
51 

76 
23 

E-R 

E-R 

36 E 
11 rolled 

• 

USCDLD 
INC. 

A-2 

A-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILU.\E 

Leakage through dam due to improper construction of core with puddling. (Holmes, 1927) 

Seepage. (Middlevrooks, 19&3) 

Wooden spillway too small, and flood water washed out large section about midway 
between banks. When d.1m was rebuilt reinforced concrete was given faces and top. 

In 1915 earthfill settled and concrete lining gave way. Water again rushed out. 
(Jorgensen, 1920) 

Damaged by flo 'Jds, Jgl3, due to inadequate spillway; repaired. Whole da ... wa, co r.
crete covered to make spillway of complete structure. Dur ing repair r.ot much com
paction had been done. After concrete facing was added, settlement of earth caused 
cracking of fa ce. Far.e was built up with concrete. More settling occurred and by 
winter horizonlal.cr.Kks appeared and dam began to leak. This eroded the new fill 
(repaired ~ectiou) which in turn caused the cracks to widen. After several day, of 
freezing followed by w;:rm rains, facing completely ruptured and water broke through 
in large mass. (Rohling, 1915) 

Leakage foundation; dur ing first filling, seepage developed in the left abutment. 
Lesser quantity of secpa\je emerged from right abutment. Wet areas and small 
boils developed in the valley at the downstream toe . {Lessons, 1975) 

See~age. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Overtopped, did not fni1. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Overtopped. (l~iddleb•ooks, 1953). 

Sliding embankment u;>stream slope. (Lessons, 1953) 

Rapid drawdown failur e due to seepage or leakage from outlet tubes causing complete 
saturation of the inr.cr and lower portions of dam; after a quick dra1vdown; s t eep 
concrete convered sl ope did not drain quickly enough and slide occurred. (Sherard, 1953) 

Loss of filter through ri prap. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

• • 



ti/1~1E LOCATION BUll T FAILED REFERENCE HGT TYPE USCOLD CAUSE OF FA! LURE 
FTM I 

~1ud Pond, ~lass. 1873 1886 ER, v. 13 15 E-R Piping, {Middlebrooks, 1953) due to poor construction. (Justin, 1932) 
Hi ddl ebrooks, ( 1953 ) 5 

Dam was said to have been poorly constructed. {Hill, 19D2) (Jorgensen, 1920) Justin, (1932) 
Hill, ( 1902) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

Mud Mountain, Wash . 1948 1969 Lessons, Tab 1 e IV and 425 R A-1 Flow discharge, trash rack failed, possible due from pounding from bed load 
p. 254 (1975) 130 of builders in river at tunnel intake {invert at riverbed elevation) . (lessons, 

1975) 

Murayamakami, Japan 1924 1923 lessons, Table VI (1975) 24 E A-1 Horizontal movement of main dam due to earthquake. (lessons, 1975) 
7 

1-larayamashi, Japan 1927 1923 lessons, Table VI (1975) 30 E A-3 Cracking due to earthquake. {lessons, 1975) ~ 
9 m 

~ 

f·lurray Gi 11 Res . 1965 1967 Lessons, Table IV and ·n E MR A landslide developed 250 ft (76 m) downstream of axis of the dam. Probable Kan . p. 257 (1975) 23 cause reservoir seepage through the porous limestone and water seepage along the 
overburden shale contact. (lessons, 1975) 

• • • • •• • • • • • • 
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"' N 

• • 

I1AI•lE LOCATIOi• IJuiLT 

l•acimiento, Ca. 1~5~ 

ha rraqui nnep, Co i o . l ~Uo 

rlavajo, r. . Mes . l~o3 

Nebraska City, lieb . lls!:tu 

Uecaxa, Hexico 1909 

• 

FAIL~ll 

l!lo~ 

19£<.-Jl 

l%4 

lo'Jv 

1~0'1 

• 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 259 (1975) 

Lessons, TablP. IV (1975) 
Sherard, (1953) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 262 (1975) 

EN, v. 47 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Hill, (1902) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

HGT 
FTM 

270 
82 

79 
24 
97 
30 

404 
123 

17 
5 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 99 
E l~, v. 62, Justin, (1932) 18 
ER, v. 60 p. 1 190 

TYPE 

E 

E 
rolled 

E-R 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 58 II 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) c 1 ay 
ENR, v. 80 core 
Schuyler, ( 1909) 
Justin, (1932) 

• 

USCOLO 
INC. 

A-1 

MR 

MR 

DOC 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILlJilE 

After heavy rains, high level outlet slide gate clogged, causing now disc11ar~e in 
turn causing erosion of dam. (Lessons, 19/o) 

Sloughing of upstream slope oegan after first filling; repaired l\14b, so~o1e leaKaye 
r~ght abutment due to ci1annels in abut-nent rock. (Mid-height); some leaKage oowu-
stream toe, center of da111. (Sherard, 1953) 

1925 Sliding embankment upstrearol slope. (Lessons, l'Jl~) 

1951 Sliding emoankment upstream slope. (Lessons, lY7!i) 

Sliding emba nkmP. r. t, upstream slope. (Lessons, l\175) 

Continued sloughi ng of upstream slope and abutment leakage . (Middlebrooks, 1!1!>3) 

Flow discharge; damage to outlet stilling basin floor, weuges ana walls . (Lessons, ·r::~iJ) 

Seepage . (~liddlebrooks, 19~3) 

Two new reservo irs failed, shortly after being put to use. Soil was porous ant! to 
prever.t the percolation of water the e101bankments and bottom were lineu witll 2 in . 
plank which was covered with l ft ( . 3m) of earth. (Hill, l'llJ2) (Jorgensen, b£uJ 

Dam slide. (L r: ssons, 1975); slide in embank1o1ent during construction, (Middleurooks, 1':1~~) 
Slougi1ing during construction. (Justin, 1932) 

· Soft clay core bulged out before cia101 was finisheo . (Jorgensen, 1':1£0) 

Failure in hydraulic da1.1 due to excess i ve core pressures . Tile core has llign pressure 
because it is saturated in center. There is a need for water pressure on tilt! ciau1 to 
equalize internal pressure . (EiiR, v. t;O, lio. 1!>) 

There had been a drought prior to failure witn sudden rise in water level. ~< s uh111ary 
of the pos sible causes of failure are; 1) because of drought the water level ~1as 101<, 
because water level was low there was no pressure on the dam to conteract the nyuro
static pressure within the dam; 2) the peculiar quality of the clay, which tlio not 
harden in the center, although making both side embank1o1ents ilf4Jervious to water, 3) 

the narrow crest width of the upstream rock-filling, due to the !Jreater len<jth of 
that side, and the constant difficulty of keeping the flumes built sufficiently in 
advance of the work; 4) the use of tepetate, havi11g specific yravi ty 111uch lower than 
limestone . Tllis combined with the narro~1 crest wiath whicn existeJ at the tiu1e of tne 
break, where much clay must have been deposited uangerously near ti1e edye, and uirectly 
in line of the final break, might have been tne most important of all the contriuutory 
causes. (Schuyler, 1909) 

Partial fail~ re due to the uncounterbalanceo internal pressure of the plastic, clay 
core. (Justi n , 1932) 

•• • 



tjAf·lE LOCATION tiuiLT FAiltU 
REFERENCES HGT TYPE USC OLD CAUSE OF FAILURE 

FTM IrK. 
-----·--· 

l"lecomah, Wis . 190~ ER, v. 52 E Core settled. (Midalebrooks, 1553) 
concrete 
core 

liew t>edf ord, 1'1as. l36ti loo6 ASCE Trans., v. 1 and 2 E Piping along outlet conduit. (Middlebrooks, 19!;3) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) puddled 

core 

rjew ~o••man, Ca. 1927 1~2b EtlR, v. 54 r 170 "R Break in outlet tunnel, repaired. (Mi ddl eo rooks, 1953) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 52 Breaks in outlet tunnel due to rock pockets (areas of pressure greater titan could be 
Tibbets, (1929) withs toed without support). Discovery by excessive leakage and dewatering. 

(Tibbetts, 1929) 

11ew llon Pedro, Ca. 1971 l~b~ Lessons, Table IV and 580 E-R DOC Due to extremely heavy precipitation, cofferdam was overtopped . (Lessons, 1~/~) 

p. 265 178 

~ 
m Slope protection concrete slab badly cracked due to vertical settletotent and latera 1 w New Exco1eq uer, Ca . 1S67 h7£ Lessons, Table IV and 479 R MR 

p. 266 (1975) 146 concrete movements of the rockfi 11 . (Lessons, 1975) 
face 

idshne Tulomskaya. 1~311 l'i3b Lessons, Table VI (1975) 64 R A-3 Dam, slide, (Lessons, 1975) 
USSR 20 

i·d zhne Svi rskaya, 1)35 b3S Lessons, Table VI (1975) 28 E F-2 Dam, slide. (Blasting). (Lessons, 1975) 

USSR 9 

f·10rth l!i ke, Wachusset. 11erriman, ( 1930] 82 E Slide in upstream slope. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Mass. Bu5 l~lti Middlebrooks, (1953) 25 rolled 

North Hartland Lake 19ol 19U'i lessons, Table IV and 190 E AR Slides occurred in natural slopes in the reservoir occureJ during flooJ control oper-
p. 270, (1975) 58 ations with no significant effect on reservoir or dam. Some sliaes took placE: as 

water level rose. Material is water lain fine sands and silts. (Lessons, h75J 

Embankment, upstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

horth ~c itua te, RI 1Y2b ENR, v. 96 6 E Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 2 rolled 

• • • • •• • • • • • • 
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i•AI·IE LOCAT!ilr• 

i·lorth Springfi eld 
Lake, Vermont 

Norwi cil , ,;y up per 

~herourne, lo'ier 

• • 

bUILT F1\ILC:u REFERENCES 

1~61) l~ti9 Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 273 (1975) 

lti92 bU~ EN, v.54 ' 
Middlebrooks , ( 1953) 
Justin, (1932) 

HGT TYPE 
f!._M 

126 
38 

34 E 
10 rolled 

• 

USCOLD 
INC. 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

A-1 Leakage, foundation; leakage downstream toe of embankment right bank. (Lessons, l~J:)) 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1953). Insufficient spillway. (Justin, 1~32) 

Upper dam has puddled core . (Justin, 1932) 

Two dams. Upper darn overtopped oy flood ana washed out. Lower darn partia"ily washeo 
out. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

• • 
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C) 
01 

• • 

NAHE L(JCAT IU~ t3UILT 

Ogaya ri ndo, Japan 1944 

Olive Hills 1962 

Uno, ,Japan 1913 

Ontelaunee, Pa . 

Oros, llrdZ i 1 

Otani ike, Japan 1920 

Otter Brook 195d 

Otter Creek water- 1'J7U 
shed, l<o. 9, Wis. 

Quach ita River . La. 

Ovca r r.anj a, Yugo. 1952 

Owen l'Jl5 

• 

FAILED 

l'Jv3 

BoJ 

l'>d 

H.lti 

1 :ioiJ 

1~46 

19,8 

B71J 

19us 

1~14 

• 

REFEREUCES HGT TYPE 
FTM 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 19 
6 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 100 
30 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 49 
15 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 54 
Lessons, (1973) 16 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 27 
8 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 131l 
42 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 277 

ENR, v. 79, no. 11 

60 
Ill 

Lessons, Tabke VI (1975) 27 
8 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 57 
17 

• 

G-E 

E-R 
clay 
core 

USCOLD 
It.C. 

F-l. 

AR 

A-1 

A-3 

A-1 

DDt 

A-t. 

F-2 

DOC 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURES 

Blocking, water discharge. (Lessons, 1975) 

Sliding reservoir slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

Cracking; earthquake. (Lessons, 1975) 

Newly completed structure; water seeping through fundation (cavernous limestone) 
and through upstream slope. Hegan after heavy rains. Caverns were below existing 
grout curtains. Remedial Heasures; 1) blanketing upstrear,r area ancJ 2) extend 
grout curtin under dam. 

Blowout, overtop . (Lessons, 1975) 

Due to heavy rains and the fact that construction had been ae1ayea, oam was over
topped . The crest was to be raised to 656 ft (200 111), l>ut due to ue1ays in con
struction it had been raised to 623ft (190m), when heavy rains fell. The ~am 
was overtopped on its entire cr·est of 2UJ4 ft (6<0 m) anJ tne depth of overflow 
was .3m. Due to overtoppir~ g the dam was breached and the wiath of breach was 
656 ft (200m), (Lessons, 1g73) 

Cracking; earthquake, (Lessc.ns, 1975) 

Sliding embankment, upstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

During ini tia 1 reservoir fi 11 i ng seepage noted right abutment. Area downstream of 
this abutment very wet preventing vegetation. (Lessons, 191~) 

Break due to sandy bottom of river. (Not sure if this dam is earth) (I:.I;R, v. 7~. 
No. 11) 

Blowout, overtop. (Lessons, 197:;) 

Leakage, embankment. (Lessons, 1975) 

• • • • • 
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f--a 
0) 
0) 

• • 

NAME L LlCA T 101~ 

Palisades, !d. 

Panshet, India 

Paris 

Park Reservoir, 
flyo. 

Pea?ack SrooK, tlJ 

Pecos tcidy, .,;1 

llUlLT 

195i 

l9ol 

1'.140 

19il'.i 

lo'iO 

Penn Forest, Pa. 1 l ~S!l 

Penn Forest, Pa . 2 195'! 

Phoenix Lake. Ca. l~utJ 

Piedmont No. 1, Ca. b.J3 

• 

FAiltu 

l'to4 

Bbl 

1939 

1so9 

1~2b 

l..s<;J 

l'lbO 

19oo 

boti 

bib 

• 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 281 (1975) 

HGT TYPE 

FTM 

258 
79 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 49 
15 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 57 E-R 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 282 (1975) 

ENR, v. 100 p. ll6 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
Critchlow, (1928) 

EN, v. 31 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 285 (1975) 
ENR, v. 173, 1964, R33 

17 

80 
24 rock 

fill 
toe 

32 E 
10 rolled 

45 
14 

concrete 
core 

145 E 
44 rolled 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 170 
52 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 288 (1975) 

88 
27 

LP.ssons, Table IV (1975) 53 
Sherard, (1952) 16 concrete 

core 

• 

USCGLO 
INC. 

MR 

F-2 

DOC 

A-1 

DOC 

A-2 

A-2 

MR 

A-2 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Extensive cavitation damage developed downstream of the gates. (Lessons, 197~) 

Cracking. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopping, structure under construction. (Lessons, 197~) 

Sliding embankn:cnt upstream and downstream slopes. (Lessons, 1~7!i) 

Overtopped. (l~idd1ebrooks, 1953) during construction. (Justin, 1932) 

Failure due to slump on upstream slope because of rising water level after slump, 
support of center portion of concrete core was removed. The concrete core •1as 
then overturned and badly shettere<l by the impact anti suosequent rush of water . 
(Crtichlow, 1~2ll) 

An article sa.idng the dam haci broken .• ~o details given. (tl~. v. Jl) 

When pool was approximately l!i ft (4.5 m) below spillway crest, water was observeo 
seeping out of west bank. (April, 19&0); tiay 1960, when reservoir was 4.~ ft (1.4 m) 
below spillway crest, A 16 x 18 x 7 ft (4.8 x 5.4 x l.l m) sinkhole developed . 
(Lessons, l g75) 

Has a problem v.ith leakage through or under the dam when reservoir is at high 
levels . (ENR, v. 173, No. 24, 1964, p. 33) 

Leakage, embankment piping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Upstream i;.tpervious blanket and downstream pervious blanket and benn added. Existiny 
riprap removed and replaced over newly constructed impervious olanket. (Lessons, 1'1/o) 

Oefonnation to t al conduit. (Lessons, 1975) 

Outlet pipe sheared off at core wall due to settlement of et11bankment. (Sherard, l~~J) 

•• • l 
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I<AMl L OC•\ T ION tiLl ILl FA!Li:.O 

Pi larcitos, Ca. lbot. l9GY 
lo /q 

(raisea) 

Pleasant Vall ey , Ut . 1927 

Point of Rocks , Co . 1~14 
19ll 

Pomona Lake, i<.an. l;Jci3 

Port 1 and, l~e . lull9 

Portland, Or . 

• 

l9cL 

1915 
191~ 
1':127 

boil 

lll93 

lo94 

• 

REFERENCES HGT TYPE 
FTM 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 291 (1975) 

95 E 
29 pudd led 

Lessons, Table IV ( 1975) 78 
Sherard, (1953) 24 
Middl ebrooks, (1953) 63 
ENR, v. 100 p. 826 19 

core 

E-R 

Earth & 
;·ec« 

Lessons, Table IV (1975} 85 E 
Sherard, (1953) 26 E 

rolled 

USCOLD 
INC. 

A-1 

A-2 

A-1 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 314 (1975) 

110 E MR 

ER, v . 28 (8-19-1893) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Hill, (1902) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

ER, (2-2-1895) 
,Justin, (1932) 
Iii 11' (1902) 
Jorgense, ( 1920) 

• 

33 

45 E 
14 rolled 

clay 
fa ce 
core 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Sliding embankment, upstream slope; due to drawdown. (Lessons, l97~i 

Deformation, differential transverse embankment cracks. (Lessons, 1Y75) 

Piping through settlement cracks . (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

In the first few years after construction, a shallow slide occurred on the downstream 
slope near the center of the dam . An oval shaped area was involved, extenaing from 
the downstream edge of the crest to about mi o-height, witn a width, para 11 e 1 to 
the axis, of about 2!> ft (i m). It is doubtful if the embankment was affecteu 
more than 3-4 ft ( . 9 - 1. 2 m). It is be 1 i eved to have been caused by saturation by 
rain and/or melting snow. (Sherard, 1953) 

A leak had developed through the base of the dam. At the time the article was 
written it was unknown as to why it was leaking and retnedial measures (sand !Jagging) 
were being applied, (ENR, v. 100, No, 21, p . 1126) 

Leak began because of transverse settlement cracks near top center of the dam . The 
crack left a gap 150 ft (46 m) long and extends from water edge to upstream face of 
rock fill. 
The hole ultimately reached 180 x 40ft (55 x 12m) and nearly to stream oea . 
Remedial measures Included sandbagging and sealing upstream face I.Jy dumping sacked 
cinders and sandy loam into hole . (ENR, v. 100, No. 22, 192b) 

Deformation, total conouct. (Lessons, 1975) Concrete placed on 1 l/2 upstream 
slope failed becaus e of 5 foot waves 1g1~ ; 1927, near failure of crest due to high 
winds and associated wave action . (Sherard, 1953) 

Slope protection concrete slab badly cracked. (Lessons, 1975) 

Flow discharge; damage to stilling basins transition slab, apron slab and baggles. 
(Lessons, 1975) 

Piping along drain pipe. (Middlebrooks, l'i53) 

Break occurred ov~r a drain pipe overlain by an overflow pipe . Failure due to 
action of frost, 1 ig ht embankment or piping along the pipes. (Hi 11, 1':10£) 
(Jorgensen, 1920) 

Concrete lining failed. (Justin, 1932) 

Concrete lining failed . (Joregensen, 1920) .. The concrete lining of the reservoir 
cracked badly be fo r e ~tater was let in . Water was then turned in and serious 
leaks and further cracks appeared in the lining. (Hill ,l90Z) 

• • • • • 
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fiAI·lE LOCAT IOtl 

Portneuf, ld. 

Prairie River , \·Jis. 

Pratts Fork, 011. 

Priest Rapio 

Providence, RI 

Puddings tone, Ca . 

• 

olJILT FA!LtLJ 

hll 1>50 

1~1£ 

1934 1~3ii 

1~55 hb4 

1816 Bl6 

l~ll! h26 

• • • • • 

REFERENCES HGT TYPE USCOLD CAUSE OF FAILURE 
FTM 

Sherard, ( 1953) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

55 E 
17 rolled 

EN, v . 68 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

OCE Files 
~1i ddlebrooks, ( 1953) 
ENR, v. 121, 1938) 

21 
6 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 184 
56 

EN, v. 45 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Brovmell, (1901) 

17 
5 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 182 

E 
rolled 

E-G 

E-R 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 55 concrete 
EtiR, v. 96, p. 665 p. face and 
913 core 

A-2 

DOC 

Concrete conduit disintegrated and was replaced in 1950. (Mitialet>rooks, 1%3) 

Disintegration of concrete due to poor quality of concrete during construction. 
(Sherard, 1953) 

Overtopped . (Mi<idl ebrooks, 1953) 

Overtopped. (Hi ddl ebrooks, 1953) 

Small earth dam with concrete spillway; failure due to heavy rains, no oetails 
given . (ENR, v. 121, 1938) 

Leakage, embankment. (Lessons, l!i75) 

Two dams. Upper and lower. B1·eaking of upper dam caused failure of lower dam. 
Due to heavy rains on frozen drainage area of upper dam, flow into reservoir was 
heavy . Reservoir level rose fast. It is thought that ice may ha ve bloc ked spill
way of upper dam causing overtopping and breaking . 

Water fro111 upper reservoir en t e r ed reservoir of lower dam quickly raising water 
level. The dam was then overtopped and uuring tni s time broke. (klrownt 11, 1 'JOl) 

Overtopping, structure under construction . (Lessons, 197:>) 

Due to clogged outlet . (Middlebrooks, 1%3) 

Dam did not have a spillway, as it was planned to raise dam to gr eater heign t, 
there was a 4 x 7 ft (1 x 2m) tunnel for flood runo f f. As water l evel r os e, 
tunne 1 became p 1 ugged with debris. All efforts to remove debris fa i 1 ed . As a 
result, overtopping occurred, infl i cting major damage to structure . (i:.i~R. v . :.b , 
No, 22) 

• • • 
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UAi1E LOCATION 

Raven, Ga. 

Rector Creek, Ca. 

Red Ho untain 
l{eservoi r 

Reo !lock 

t\eri Roc~, lo. 

Riverside 

Roan.oke, Va . 

Roberts Pond. i~a s. 

oUILT 

1%4 

194o 

b49 

l YlJ 

l~b~ 

l':lu2 

~ocky Ford. lit. 1914 

Ross lla rnet t Hes. , 1 YL< 
11iss. 

• 

FAILiu 

hl~<t 

l9q7 

l~~u 

'1\>lu 

~~~~ 

lo~lv 

~:ta 

REFERENCES HGT TYPE 

Sa f e ty of Sma 11 Dams , 
1974 

FTM 

50 
15 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 170 
52 

Sherard, ( 1953) 150 E 
46 rolled 

Les sons, Table IV (1975) 60 
Sherard, 1963) 18 

lessons, Table IV (1975) 106 
32 

Lessons, Table IV and 92 
p. 319 (1975) 28 

Lessons, Table IV ll975) 42 
13 

Latimer, (1922) E 
puddled 
core 

l'll~-~\J Sherijrd, (1~53) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

70 E 
21 rolled 

US COLO 
INL. 

F-1 

A-1 

A-2 

ODC 

A-2 

A-1 

F-1 

lYo~ Lessons, Table lV and 
p. 321 (1975) 

68 E A-2 
20 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Failure due to several reasons; 1) owner changed height without changing uase 
width, steepening slopes, 2) contractor did not remove debris from site ana aiu 
not use compaction on the soi 1. (Safety, 1974) 

Deformation, differentia 1 transverse embankment cracks , compacting. Cracid ny 
due to settlement; caused by rolling dry earth. (Sherard, 1953) 

Leakage, foundation. lLessons, 1975) 

The internal down stream sand drain flowed from under the dam due to liquefication 
of the drain. (Sherard, etal'., 1963) 

Overtopping, structure under construction. (Lessons, 1975) 

During first filling, wave wash made several benches in riprap on right embankment. 
Seepage emerged along downstream toe near the left abutment. (Lessons, 1!17:>) 

Slope protection concrete slab badly cracked. (Lessons, 1 575) 

Earth bottom settled and caved ln. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

City reservoir caved in. (Hill, 1902) 

Failure due to failure of Longwalds Pond dam, (Latimer, 1922) 

High saturated line, reservoir level limit in 1950. {~liodleorooks, 1~53), leakage 
through foundation; foundation founded on gravel. Saturation line function of 
reservoir level, (Sherard, l9S3) 

During first filling, abutr.tent seepage developed along ~:he downstream toe of tne 
embankment at the left abutment. Seepage probably travelled along broken and 
weathered limestone surface and through glacial pervious rotaterial. \Lessons, 1~7~) 

• • • • • 
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i<Ar1E LOCAT Jl)ll 

Roxborough Res. Pa. 

,. 

tlUILT FAILED REFERENCE 

l!i94 lil~4 ER, v. 30 ( 1-12-1895) 
Justin, (1932) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 
Hi 11 , ( 1902) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

• 

HGT TYPE USCOLO 
.El.JL__ INC . 

E 
rolled 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Piping . (Hiddlebrooks, 1953); due to settlement . (Justin, 1~32) 

The bottom was lined with 4 in concrete upon a clay puddle 2 ft ( .6 m). (Jorgensen, 
1920) 
The rock u ~ derlying is gneiss and mica, and upper portion of which is more or less 
disintegra t ed . (Hill, 1902) 
A leak was discovered after a year of use . A depression was found in the embank
ment about 3ft (. 9 m) above the bo t tom. Underneath t he brick lining the clay 11ad 
been 1-1ashe: d a11ay, anJ below t here wa s a fissure in the rock o-Il i n in width . 
Through th i s fissure the ~later escaped, coming to the surface I ,200 f5 (3&6 m) 
away . 
On first filling (1693) when depth of 20 ft (6 m) increasecJ flo~1 wa s detected in a 
spring nearby . The leak was not located for nearly a year after. (Hill, 1902) 

• • 



t-.AME LOC Al !Oii UU!LT FA I LtD REFERENCES HGT TYPE USCOLD C,\IJSE OF FAILURE 
FTM INC. 

Sa ll i sa•. C reck b64 ·,~b4 Lessons, Table IV (1975) 62 E A-2 Leakage, embankn1ent. (lessons, 1g75) 

Wa tersne ci 29 19 

Sa 1 uda , 5 . Ca r . l~JU l~.>U lessons, Tab 1 e IV ( 1975 208 E-H DOC Sliding embankment downstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

ENR, v. 104 63 Core pool lost during construction. (i1iddlebrooks, 1953) 
Middlebrooks ( 1953) 

Sampna, Tank, !nciia l ':l5o htil Lessons, Table VI (197.5) .2.3 E A-1 Dam, slIde. (Lessons, 1975) 

bb4 7 Dam, slide. (Lessons, 1975) 

San Anareas ld70 l Suo Lessons, Table IV (1975) 105 
32 

E A-1 Defonnation, different ial . (lessons, 1975) 

San Antonio, Ca . l9bo l~u9 Lesson s , Table IV and 224 E A-1 Butterfly valve malfunctioned and 40ft (12m) of the 84 in (2.1 r.1) uiscnarge pipe 

~ p. 832 (197 5) 68 collapsed. (Lessons, 1975) 

'-J 
~ 

Sandy Run, Pa. 1~14 1977 ENR, v. 199, No . 4, 1977 28 Overtopped and washed out. (ENR, v. 199) 
9 

San Pablo, Ca. 1920 1Y36 Les sons, Tabl e IV (1975) 220 E-H A-1 Defonna tion of total conduit. (Lessons, 1975) 

1921 Corps of Engineers (1949) 67 H Fi 11 1 oss th rough ri prap; no filter . (Corps of Engineers, 194':1) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Slope protection inadequate. (Lessons, 1975) 

Fill loss through riprap, no filter . (Middlebrooks, 1!153) 

Santee l9ql b4 '1 Lessons, Tab 1 e IV ( 1975) 60 E-B A-1 Slope protection concrete slab eroded . (lessons, 1975) 

18 

Santee Cooper, SC 1\14~ l94Z-4b. CE, v. 18 80 E-H A-1 Disintegration of porous concrete slope protection. (Middlebrooks, 1 Y~3) 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 24 

Santo Amaro, bruzil 1907 Merriman, ( 1930) 63 H DOC Failed during construction due to slide. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 19 Slip of bla nket over core-wall of sect ion east of hydraulic fill occurred ouring 
construct ion. Excess of clay in blan ke t did not allow good drainage outwar d. 
(Merriman, 1930) 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
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flAI·IE LOCAT lOll bUILT 

Sarda ~agar, India 1961 

Schaeffer 1911 

Schenectady, NY 

Schofi e 1 <i, Utah 1926 

Scottriale, Pa. 

Seefiel d, Utah 

FAILED 

Bo3 

1921 

l'ilti 

b[l 

190<i 

19L:> 

• • 

REFERENCES HGT 
FTM 

Lessons, Table VI {1975) 16 
5 

Lessons. Table IV {.1975) 100 
30 

EN, v. 76, p. 817 
Justin, {1932) 

EIIR, v. 100 {7-5-1925) 
Middlebrooks, {1953) 
Justin, {1932) 

Ell, v. 52 (9-4-1904) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

60 
18 

TYPE 

E 
rolled 

timber core 

E-R 
concrete 
reinforced 
core 

EllR, v. 79 
Middlebrooks, {lg53) 

130 E 
40 rolled 

• 

US COLD 
INC. 

A-2 

F-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Foundation, boiling. {Lessons, 1975) 

51 iding embankment downstream slope. {Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped. (Hiddlebrooks, 1953) Due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, b32) 

Failed for third time, overtopped due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, 1~3l) 

Overtopped due to heavy rains and lack of spill~1ay, there was a waste gate to 
empty flood 1·1aters but it was closed at the time. Tile dam nad failed on two pre-

~!~~sd~~c~~i~~~l~~td~~i~~~aiaN:e~~ n~e~0~x~w to say that all three failures 

Transverse cracking and piping into rock. (~liddlet..rooks, 19~3) due to insufficient 
freeboard. (JLstin, ]g32) 

When water level was 1 ft (.3 rol) from crest water began seeping from toe. lnree 
days later a depression was discovered in the crest and upstrear.t slope above tne 
high water line. Very early the next morning a general leakage was discov~reo 
emerging over a length o f about 90 ft {27m) over the downstrearol rock toe. Five 
hours later a section 90 ft (27m) long parallel to the axis of the dam, an<i 3~ ft 
(ll m) wide had completely caved in at the water surface and water fro111 the reservoir 
was pouring through the do"ms tream rock section. within a feli hours, the embankment 
had caved in for a length of 180 ft (55 m). Soundings indicated that tile crater-like 
hole extended nearly to the original strearo1bed . 

Fortunately, there was no yield of the downstream rock section. For two days sand 
bags were dumped into the hole. The cavity was then refilled with earth. (Sherara, 
1953) 

Piping. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

~later working through dam at one end . Faulty design, no core wall. (Jorgensen, l~iUJ 

Built 1901 rolled E. The failure was not due to flood . Leakage through emoankment 
was discovered same day as fai 1 ure. Fa i 1 ure causeo by water working tnrouyn sea1ns 
in the natural r ock at the eno of the dam close to the earthwork, thus starting a 
leak which rapidly enlarged. (Whited, 1904) 

Overtopped. (i~iddlebrooks, 1953) 

• • • 
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HGT TYPE USCIJLD CAUSE OF FA I LURE 

------------------------------------------------~FJ~~----------l~N~C~·-----------------------------------------------------------------
NM\E LOCAT!lll< tlUILT FAILED REFERENCES 

Sepulveda Canyon 
lL~sson s ) 1~1-. 
Sep ulri da Canyon, Ca . 
(Justin) 

Shavers Lake 

Sheep Creek, rHJ 

Sheffield, Ca . 

Shell Oi 1 Co. 

She 1 ton, Conn . 

Sherburne, IH 

• 

1925 

1SI69 

1925 

l!No 

l~Ul 

Hi'll 

1~14 

1!1~4 

1<;70 

19lS 

1~47 

bu3 

19US 

• 

ER, v. 74 p. 357 65 
Lessons, Table IV {1975) 20 concrete 
Bennett, (1916) core 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 198 
60 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 333 (1975) 

ENR, v. 95 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Sherard etal. (1963) 
Shaughnessy, ( 1925) 

60 
18 

30 E 
9 rolled 

Lessons, Tab 1 e IV ( 1975) 78 

ER, v. 49, No. 9 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920 l 

EN, v. 54 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Musson, (1905) 

• 

24 

20 
6 

E-R 

34 E 
rolled 

F-1 

MR 

F-2 

A-2 

• 

Overtopped; completed structure; insufficient spillway. (Lessons, 197:;) 

Due to heavy rains. and insufficient spillway the da111 failed. 

Middlebrooks su111narizes R. Bennett, in Engineering Recoro, v. 74 as overtopping . I 
don't think the whole dam was overtopped but a notch cut 26 ft (ll m) oeep ano 12 ft 
(4 m) wide in the center was overtopped by some extent and because of this the 
fill behind the concrete core was washed away causing the core to break ana wasn 
away. (!Jennett, 1916) 

Deterioration of concrete due to severe climate. (Lessons, 1!175) 

Cause uncertain; prouably cause leaks from joints in spillway pipes after heavy 
rain. (Lessons, 1975) 

Earthquake slide. (~1iddlebrooks, 1953) 

Failure of the dam after an earthquake shock was probably caused by liquefication 
of the lov1er part of the da111 or the foundation. (Sherard etal., l~ti3) 

~~~ 1 ~~~u~=~~~~ ~Y s~~~~~i ~~~~~~e~f o~a~~~~~~~:a~n~ l~~:~a~~~er~~~ ~~e~~~th(~~~~yhnessy, 
1925) 

Sliding embankment upstream. (Lessons, 1975) 

Piping. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Two dams failed. Upper dam earth with sheet-piling and clay puddling . Lower dam 
was "stone" grouted. The failure of the upper dam is attributed to burrowing 
muskrats. The lower structure was s•11epth out by flood from the upper oam . (Eli 
v. 49, Ho. 9) 

Earth-fill ~lith masonary downstream 1~all. Failed near spillway. e\uskrats ourrmiing 
in embankment and water finding its way under the r.1as.onry wall. (Jorgensen, lnOJ 

Overtopped . (f~i ddlebrooks, 1953) 

Due to heavy rains. Two dams involved. One above the other. The upper da111 was 
overtopped ilnd washed away while at the lower dam the partition between spillways 
was carried out. (Musson, 1905) 

• • • • • 
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ilAI-IE LOCATION ~UILT 

Sherburne Lake, i1ont. 1'1lb 

Sherman, Neb. 1%2 

Snort Creek, Ark. 

S~c.lie Hollow 1965 

Silver .Jack 1971 

Sinker Creek, ld 1510 

Six Mile Creek, iiY 1S05 

• 

FA IUD 

• 

REFERENCES 

Corps of Engineers 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Sherard, 0 953) 

HGT TYPE 
FT M 

E 
rolled 

1~64-b!l Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 339 

134 
41 

193Y 

191)~ 

19G9 

b4J 

190~ 

ENR, v. 122 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

57 
17 

Lessons, Table IV (19751 52 
16 

Lessons, Table IV and 173 
p. 341 (1975). 53 

l~lddlebrooks, (1953) 70 
Sherard, (1953) 21 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

E-R 

E-H 

EN, v. 53 (6-25-1905) 
Justin (1932) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

15 E 
5 rolled 

• 

USCCLD 
INC. 

MR 

DOC 

A-2 

DOC 

F-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FA I LURE 

Floating logs displaced hand-placed riprap. (Hidcilebrooks, 19~3) 

The excavation for the spilh1ay initiated a slow slide of considerable extent on 
the left abutment above the spillway. Over the years after cor,;pletion of ti>e tla~o> 
the hillside moved slowly but continually toward the dam, defonning and lifting 
the spillway structure. The slide has never endangered the dam and the reservoir 
has been regulated so the spillway has never been used. (Sherard, l%:J) 

From 1964-1968 beaching occurred in tha l the smaller sized ri prap moved downstream 
to form a berm. Bedding was moved in some areas. (Lessons, 10175) 

Overtopped durl ng construction. (Middlebrooks, 19!>3) 

Due to heavy rains and rapid rise in water level. (E,iR, v. 122, l•o. 17) 

Leakage, foundation. (Lessons, 1975) 

l~assive slide occurred downstream of right abutment; slide triggerea l>y excavation 
for spillway. (Lessons, 1975) · 

Leakage embankment. (Lessons, 1975) 

Seepage s 1 ide. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Sloughing occurred when embankment was saturated. Hegan soon after completion, 
because of this reservoir level ~1as kept as low as possible. 

The reservoir was kept full for about six months and was under frequent inspection 
because of its history of sloughing. 

Early in the evening on the day of failure, consideral>le seepage and sloughing ~1as 
noticed on downstream toe. The sloughing worked its way progressively upstream. 
By midnight the sloughing had worked back to the downstream euge. Just after mid
night, the reservoir broke through the thin remaining section of emoankment. 
(Sherard, 1953) 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1953) Due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, ·1932) 

Failed during great flood. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Dam was carried away by a flood caused by heavy rainfall. (EN, v. 53, no. £b) 

•• • .... 
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NAI·IE LOCATION BUILT 

Snake Ravine 1893 

South Fork 1852 

Spartanburg, Pa. 

Sari ng Lake, RI 1887 

Staffordville, Conn. 

Standley Lake, Colo. 1911 
1912 

Standley Lake, Colo. 1909 

• 

FA! LEO 

1898 

1889 

1892 

1889 

REFERENCES 

EN, v. 40 p. 242 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 
Lippincott, 1898 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

EN, v. 27 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
Hi 11, (1902) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

EN, v. 20 (9-31-1899) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 
Hi ll , ( 1902) 
Jorgensen, 0 920) 

1887 EN, v. 4 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 
Hi 11 (1902) 

Jorgensen, (1920) 

HGT 
FT ~~ 

64 
19 

72 
22 

10 
3 

18 
5 

TYPE 

E 
rock 

E-R 

E-R 

20 E-R 
6 masonary 

face 

1916 
1912 

ENR, v. 78 113 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 34 

1967-71 Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 343 (1975) 
Sherard, 1953 
Gelder, 1917 
Fellows, 1917 
Hayes, 1917 

• • 

118 
36 

US COLO 
INC. 

F-1 

F-1 

A-1 

A-1 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Leakage embankment. (Lessons, 1975) 

Poor compaction. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Dam failed because of improper use of the hydraulic method. Dam was built 2 times 
first in 1893 and failed at the 30 ft (9 m) level. Second dam failed when tested 
June 1898. Second dam was built on wreck of the first. The dam began leaking on 
both sides and foundation and was moved en masse down the ravine, a distance over 
1,000 ft (ever 300m). Failure was blamed on contractor who rejected the location 
and method of construction of the officers of the district. (Lippincott, 1898) 

Flow discharge, larger than spillway capacity. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, (1953) Due to insufficient spill'way. (Justin, '932) 

Failure by overtopping due to inadequate spillway. (Hill, 1902) (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Dam overtopped due to excessive ra1ns, causing part of dam to be washed out. 
(ENR, v. 27, June 16, 1892) 

Piping along an outlet. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

The portion washed away was just above the waste pipe. (Hill, 1902) (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Piping along an outlet. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Piping along outlet la1d through embankment. (Hill, 1902) (Jorgensen, 1920) 

1916 Core too large, slides during and after construction. (Lessons, 1975) 

1912 Sliding embankment downstream slope. (Lessons, 1975) 

Small slide 1912; larger sli~ in 1916, (Hayes, 1917) Settlement in dam due to the 
existence of trestle. Sliding due to: 1) Two solid and compacted embankments, 
between which was a pool of water, into which was dumped dry, loose material, which 
never dried out; 2) great snowstorm in ~linter but ground never froze; saturation 
occurred upon melting; 3) reservoir level quickly lowered leaving saturated embank
ment standing; 4) slide occurred in saturated material. (Fellows, 1917) 

• • • • • 
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IW£ LOCIITIOll BUILT fAILED 

St.lndley lake. Colo. (continued) 

Stanislaus Forebay, 1908 1970 
Ca. 

St.lte Put. Ceo. 195S 197'5 

• 

REFERENCES 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 345 (1975) 

ENR, v. 195 No. 12 

• 

HGT 
FTM 

60 
18 

80 
24 

TYPE 

• 

US COLD 
INC. 

A-1 

• • • 
' 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

A partial failure of the back of the dam near the center of the embankment occurred. 
About 300 ft (91 m) in length of the rear, one-half of the embankment bulged at the 
lower face to some extent, t he line of brea~age extending to the inner edge of the 
crest of the dam. Water level was immediately lowered and dam placed under con
stant watch. (EN, v. 72, No. 6) 

1912 A small slip occurred on the downstream slope affecting an area approximately 
60ft (18m) by 60 ft (18m). The depth of the material was only a few feet. 

1913 Cracks appeared on the crown, running parallel with the axis near the center 
of the dam. The cracks continued to open and after a year they were a foot in 
width and extended for lengths of 300 ft ( 91 m). 

1914 The crest had settled a maximum of 13 ft (4 m) since the end of construction. 
During the same year a slide, confined to the outside slope, occurred on the dm-m
stream slope. The vertical displacement at the top was 13ft (4 m) and the horizon
tal movement at the toe was 60 ft (18m). 

1917 As the reservoir was being dra~;n down for irrigation purposes, a small crack 
appeared on the upstream slope parallel to and about 30 ft ( 9 m) be 1 ow the crest. 
This crack was the first indication of what was to be a general slide on the up
stream slope. 

The movement was quite rapid the first week. Twenty four hours 1 a ter where this 
crack had been, a nearly vertical shear, 10 ft (3m) in height existed . The earth 
behind the slide was dry giving no indication of having been saturated. 

Later and after further movement, which increased the height of the vertical face, 
there appeared a pronounced seepage at elevation 5450. 

After the first rapid movement, tne matenai continued Lo creep sl owl y down t he 
slope. No major repairs were made and creep contined each time the reservoir was 
drawn down. 

1922 As the rese1·voir was being drawn down, a slide very similar to the 1917 slide, 
occurred on the upstream slope. The maximum vertical displacement was about 20 ft 
(6 m). (Sherard, 1953) 

1967 Cracking occurred on crest with settlement towards the upstream. 

1968-1970 Further cracking and settlement towards upstream. 

1971 Severe cracking and settlement by spreading. Sliding in foundation towards 
downstream; movement stopped when water level kept bel01~ gates. (Lessons, 1975) 

After heavy rains a number of relatively shallow slides occurred in downstream em
bankment slopes. (Lessons, 1975) 

Drawdown before failure occurred. Leaks found in concrete spillway. The largest 
seepage was through 1~eepholes, with some leakage through minor cracks. (ENR, v. 195) 

• • 
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NA~1E LOCATION BUILT 

. Stockton Creek, Ca . 1949 

Sublette, !d . 

SuiTJTler Lake, Or . 

Suputrida Canyon, Ca . 

Surry Mountain 

Swansen, Wales 
S•t~nsea, SW Wales 
(Justin, 1932) 

Swift 

• 

1915 

1925 

1942 

1867 

1914 

FAILED 

1950 

1916 
1937 

1925 

1914 

1943 

1879 

1964 

REFERENCES 

Sherard, (1953) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Sherard, ( 1953) 

lessons, Table IV (1975) 

les sons, Table IV (1975) 
AS CE Trans. v. 94 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953 ) 

Middlebrooks, (1953} 

Lessons, Table IV (1975} 

SE, v. 3, p. 437 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 

HGT 
FT ~i 

95 

29 

TYPE 

E 
rolled 

40 E 
12 rolled 
51 
16 

60 
18 

65 
20 

E 
rolled 

concrete 
core 

US COLD 
INC. 

F-2 

A-1 

A-2 

91 E A-1 
28 

80 E-R 
24 puddle 

core 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 189 R-E F-1 
58 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Failed at abutment, probably along contact or crack. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Leakage, embankment piping. (lessons, 1975) 

Shortly after construction and after a heavy rainstonn, the level of the reservoir 
rose r:api dly to the spillway for the first time, a section of the dam washed out 
near the right end. The dam had been under observation up until the night before 
and nothing unusual had been seen. 

It is believed that the most probable cause of failure is piping in an embankment 
crack due to idffer!ntial settlement. (Sherard, 1953) 

Conduit cracked as result of settlement; no loss of embankment. (Sherard, 1953} 

Can find no reference to the 1937 deformation of conduit described in Table IV . 
Crest raised 1940. 

Foundation slide (Middlebrooks, 1953}, sliding embankment downstream slope leakage 
foundation. (lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Sliding abutment slopes. (lessons, 1975) 

Piping. {Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Overtopping completed structure. (lessons, 1975) 

• • • t • 
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lltMV" lOCATIO!II BllllT FAILED REFERENCES 

Stockton Creek. Ca. 1949 

Subl!!ttr,. ld. 

S~r lalte, Or. 

SVjDUtr1cl!a Can.JGft. Ca. 

Surry ltluntain 

'Sv.ans!!n. ~o~;tles 
SMansea. S'lo! lililes 
(Jztin. 1932) 

1915 

1925 

1942 

11167 

1950 

1•916 
1937 

1925 

1914 

Sherard, (1953) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Sherard, (1953) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
ASCE Trans. v. 94 
Middlebrooks, (1g53 ) 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 

1943 · Le.slJns, Table IV (1975) 

SE, v. 3, p. 437 
1879 Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Justin, (1932) 

HGT 
FTM 

95 

29 

TYPE 

E 
rolled 

40 E 
12 rolled 
51 
16 

60 
18 

65 
20 

E 
rolled 

concrete 
core 

• 

US COLO 
INC. 

F-2 

A-1 

A-2 

91 E A-1 
28 

80 E-R 
24 puddle 

core 

Swift 1914 l964 Lessons, Table IV (1975) 189 R-E F-1 
58 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FA! LURE 

Failed at abutment, probably along contact or crack. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Leakage, embankment piping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Shortly after construction and after a heavy rainstorm, the level of the reservoir 
rose r:apidly to the spillway for the first time, a section of the dam washed out 
near the right end. The dam h~d been under observation up until the night before 
and nothing unusual had been seen. 

It is believed that the most prob~ ble cause of failure is piping in an embankment 
crack due to idfferential settlement. (Sherard, 1953) 

Conduit cracked as result of settlement; no loss of embankment. (Sherard, 1953) 

Can find no reference to the 1937 deformation of conduit described in Table IV . 
Crest raised 1940. 

Foundation slide (Middlebrooks, 1953), sliding embankment downstream slope leakage 
foundation. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped. ( Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Sliding abutment slopes. (Lessons, 1975) 

Piping. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Overtopping completed structure . (Lessons, 1975) 

• • 
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:11<HE LuCAT li.J1l oUILT FII!Ltu REFERENCES HGT TYPE USCOLD 

------·--------------------'FT. M W . 

Taule t{ock Covl!, ~c l~a 
Taule R~.:k Cave, !>C 

Tacoma, iola. 

Tappan, \Jh . l~J~ 

Tater hill Lal..e, nC 

Tecumseh, Ala . 

Telluride, Colo. 

Terrace tleservoi r lYll 

Teton, ld . l'l7o 

• 

h.:ll 

lb~2 

hJ4 

1 >77 

lt.~4 

l<;iJ~ 

1~~, 

b7L 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
Justin, (1932) 
ENR, v. 100 (12-12-1929) 
p. 935 

Hill (1902) 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 

E11R, v. 19~, No . 19 

EN, v. 32 
Mi ddleorooks, ( 1953} 

Colorado State Engr. 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

140 E 
43 rolled E 

No core 

17 E 
5 timber 

52 E 
16 rolled 

22 
7 

30 
9 

E-R 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 157 
48 

ENR, v. 197, No. 3 305 
93 

• • 

A-1 

A-1 

DOC 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURES 

Total downstream valve changer. (Lessons, 1\17:>). 

Failure of valve changer due to weight of overburden. blew out as a 
geyser. (Justin, 1Y3~) 

Failure of blow-off pipe. ~low-off pipe valve was on <iownstrear.l e11d. ~ettling 
caused break of pipe insiae embankment. ~ince valve was on downstream ~n<l 
water coulo not be stopped. Fortunately, the ureak aid not reach the wa ter 
line sa failure was only partial. (Justin, 19J£) 

Slump due to failure of a 42 in class U cast-iron drainage pipe passing t i1rouyn 
it in a trench along the bank of the stream. Tne pipe haci a valve at uownstream 
end which was closed. The pipe had been aar,1aged due to aifferential settle111ent 
and joints in the pipe were openeu at the top by as 1.1uch as two inches. ..ater 
was running through the pipe and out through the opened joint creatin~ pipiny 
along the pipe. As the piping progressed insiae the aam, material aoove tue 
blowout began falling down, causing the slump. (Henry,..,l!:l~~) ano 1tK1i, v. lliO 
No. 19, 1928) 

Undermined due to construction on porous or yielaing foundation. (tiill, l:lui!) 

Slide in foundation. (Middlebrooks, 1\i:iJ} 

Dam swept away by flood. (ENR, v. 19!i) 

Overtopping. (Hiddlebrooks, 1953) 

Leakage, embankment. (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage abutr.1ent and foundation . 

11ass i ve leakage through grout curti 11 . 

f.lassive leakage around the eno of grout curtin 

Leakage at the da111's contact with the north abutment wall 
Leakage into the dam at sor.\e other point, and eu1ergence of water at the north 

eno of dam's t>o~mstream side. 

Filled too fast 
Leakage through a crack near the oam's nortn abut~o~ent. (£1-lR, v. J.o:i/, l-4o. Jl 

• • • • • 
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00 
0 

• • •• • 

ft!II.!JE lOCATIGil IIUilT fi\1Llu REFERENCE 

Tilrott1e, l'i. riex. 

Tiber, .~ont. 

Tiffin. Oh. 

Tittes,.orth, 
G. Gritain 

bl£ 

1'JS6 

1914? 

i~~ 

loa Vac;;. 1971 
Puerto llico 

Tongue River, i>lon~. h35 

Toreson 

Toronto, llntario 
canada 

H,!IO 

TOKnshend l ate, Vt. Bol 

bttL Sherard, ( 1953) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

h:,t>-67 Lessons, p. 3413 and 
Table IV (1975) 

1~10 

hr.~ 

l!liu 

·~ 
1;33 

I !ill 

H6, 

EN, v. 75 p. ll21 
Justin, (1932) 

Lessons, Table VI (.1975) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p, 350 (lg75) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 351 (lg75) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

ER, v. 65 (4-27-1912) 
Justin, (1932) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 
Jorgensen, ( 1 g2o) 

Lessons, Ta ble IV and 
p. 352 ( 1975) 

HGT TYPE 
FTM 

65 E 
20 rolled 

205 
62 

18 
5 upstream and 

downstream 

31 
9 

215 
65 

141 
43 

49 
15 

s 1 opes con
ere te covered . 

E-R 

E-R. 

35 E 
ll rolled 

concrete 
core 

• 

LSCOLO 
!tiC. 

A-1 

1\-3 

UDC 

~;R 

F-2 

136 E A-1 
42 

• • • 

CALJSE OF FAILURE 

Overtopped, but did not fail. (Middlebrooks, Hti3) . uvertopping due tore
duction of freeboard by settling, an erosion of crest, cOtnilined with high 
precipitation. (Si1erard, 1953) 

Shortly after beginning ope1·ation, cracking of gate structure was noticed. 
Excessive gate settlement occurred through the years anu in hii7 oeclareu 
inoperable. Settlelilent caused by collapse of joint cracks due to solution and 
removal of gypsum . (Lessons, 1975) 

Prior to 1915, settlement of earth caused cracking on face, leaks appeared 
on cutoff (January). February brought high water overtopping structure and 
then broke through the aam. (Justin, 1932) 

Because of a previo~s washout the whole cam was concrete covereu, io laK ing 
the whole dar.~ a spillway. The earth se ttled causing the concrete face to 
settle and crack. The dam was then overtopped ano a lar~e section was wasiled 
away, (Justin, 1932) 

Dam, slide. (Lessons, 197!i) 

Overtopping, structure under construction; due to flood waters . \Lessons, . b/~i 

A hole was found in the apron of the spillway, atout ~Uu ft (f.,O m) upstreaul 
of the spillway crest. (Lessons, 197~) 

Chemical drainage corrosion outlet pipe . (Lessons, 197~) 

Overtopped. (Hiodlebrooks, 1g53); due to insufficient spillway . (Justin, bJ<) 

lJam was overtopped and washed out for 130ft (40 m) (Jorgensen, 1~20) 

Leakage , foundation, leakage at downstream toe of the junction of the elllbanK
ment and downstream riprap slope. (Lessons, 1Y7S) 

• ·-
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llAI'IE luCAT 10:1 

Trout Lake, Colo. 

Tupper Lake . .-1Y 

Turkey r: rP.e k, Colo. 

Turlock Irri 9ation, 
Ca . 

Turtle Cree k. Tx. 

tiUILT 

lt:Y4 

l'.iLti 

Tuttle Creek, r:.an . 1':16 <: 

• 

FldLLtl 

19U9 

1~oo 

1, 11) 

,,14 

lbSl 

l':lbi 

REFERENCE 

ER, v. 60 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
Fedler, (1909) 

EN, v. 57 
Middlebrooks, ( 195 3) 

Colorado State Engr. 
~liddlebrooks, (1953) 

Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

EN, v . 25 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 358 (1975} 

• • 

HGT TYPE 
FTM 

25 E 
8 rolled 

stone 
upstream 
slope 

18 E 
5 rolled 

22 E 
7 rolled 

56 
17 

29 E 
9 rolled 

157 
48 

USCOLD 
INC. 

DOC 

MR 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1953); insufficient spillway, overtopped ciue to 
dam failure upstream, quickly filling reservoir. (Justin, i~J£) 

Due to the washout of an upstream oam, the sudden rise of water prov~d toc.o 
much for the two plank flumes at the west end of tne oalil, whicn served as 
the spillway. (Justin, 1932) 

Enonnous floods due to "cloud bursts" in the drainaye area entered tile 
reservoir, filling it and causing the dam to overflow . T!le overtopping 
caused a "notch" to ret;~ain in the crest of tne dam, wnicn condnueu to <iischarye 
after the flood had subsided. Tht! action of tnis strea111 unaen~ineo tile 
foundation at the downstream toe with the result tnai: a oay after the flooo 
a small section of the dam began to settle and was pushed out of place. uue 
to this, what was left of the reservoir was emptieci. (Feuler, 1':1\J~) 

Piping along an outlet. (H1ddlebrooks, 1Y53) 

Slide during construction. (Hiadlebrooks, 195:S) 

Leakage around an outlet . (l•lic.dlelJrooks, 1!153) 

After first filling; piping along an outlet. (Jorgensen, h'IJ) 

Foundation settlement. (Middlebrooks, h!i3) 

Outlet gate works. Corrosion of structural steel gate components and 
cavitation of concrete. (Lessons, 1975) · 

• • • • • 
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Hl\ti[ LOCATIOO. BilllJ fAILI:.D REFERENCE 

Union bay. li.C. l!.ll EN, v. 67 
l.anaoa f4iddlebrooks, (1953) 

Jorgensen, ( 1920) 
Mitchell, (1912) 

IJnkniNil. Venezuela l'ib:J B6~ lessons, Table VI (.1975) 

Upper llarni!s Creek. 19:.6 ln<> lessons, Table IV and 
Tex. p. 361 (1975) 

...... Iipper 1: 1k Creek. 1.,,., 1971 Lessons, Tab 1 e IV and 

(X) otO. l.Z. \Jitla. p. 362 (1975) 

N 
IJpper nignli~>e Res. 130.1. 1~7 Lessons, Table IV and 
tolo. p. 363 (1975) 

tlpper San Fernando, bll I '.ill Lessons, Table IV and 
Ca. p. 364 (1975) 

Uti ca Reservoir. lu74 I%Z ER, v. 46, v. 48, p. 226, 
ll'f 290 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
EN, v. 49 

HGT TYPE 
FTM 

20 
6 timber 

core 

33 "'E 
10 

64 E 
19 clay 

core 

61 E 
19 

88 E 
26 

82 E-H 
25 

70 E 
21 rolled 

• 

IJSCOLD 
I~C 

11-2 

11-l 

A-1 

1\-1 

A-1 

F-1 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILLflU: 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Very poor design and construction . There wert no trenci1es in founJation. 
Dam was overtopped and disintegrated. (Jorgensen, l~Z0) 

Due to heavy rains and obstructed spillway, oatn was overtoppea washiny a1;ay 
fill on backside of dam, exposing ti111ber core . Tin1ber core was unstaole, 
poorly jointed and anchored. Failed by cor.lbination of overturning ana 
sliding. (Mitchell, 1912) 

Cracking. (Lessons, 1975) 

After heavy rains; sliding embankr<Jent aownstrear.1 slope due to abnormally 
high pore pressures. (Lessons, 197~) 

Leakage abutment_; underseepage by-passed the cutoff ana the sha 11 ov1 founddt ion 
drain . (Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, foundation . (Lessons, 1975) 

Stability earthquake. February 9, 1971 earthquake (o.o Richter) jolteo 
both dar,Js. The earthquake caused the da111 to lllOVe downstream a ,,,axiJHum of 
5 ft (2m) at the crest and settled by as r.1uch as :J ft (1 m) . (lessons, 1~7~) 

Sliding embankment downstream slope . (Lessons, 197~) 

Insufficient compaction. (Middlebrooks, 1'!53) 

Steep slopes; poor construction. (Justin, 1932) 

Dam built of two types of material; impervious overlain by a pervious light 
light Material described as "slightly better than sand . " Tnere was no co•u· 
paction to speak of on so,,Je sections, as the earth 1;as du111peu from wheelbarrows. 
Failure occurred in the light upper material (composing tne upper 20-z~ ft 
(6-B m) of the dam.). 
After the break occurred and U1e water nad left the reservoir tne rchla i ni ng 
portion of the dam slumpeu due to settling of tne i nne r or wet portion of t ilt 
dam, so as to n.aterially flatten the upper slope and leave a pronounceri 
crack, or series of cracks, along the whole, or nearly tne whole, crest. 
(Ei1, v. 49) 

6 . • 



l'lAHE LOC.AT lOJ. uuiLT FAILUJ REFEREtlCE 

Union bay, Ll. C. 1<,1< EN, v. 67 
Canaoa Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Jorgensen, (1920) 
Mitchell, (1912) 

l.tnknown, Venezuela l'iU~ B6~ Lessons, Tab 1 e V 1 {1975) 

Upper uarnes Creek, 1'1:16 boc. Lessons, Tab 1 e IV and 

Tex . p. 361 (1975) 

.,_. IJpper 1:.1 k Creek, hill 1971 Lessons, Table IV and 

co ··•o. n. UKla . p. 362 (1975) 

w 
I.Jpper tliynline 1\es . l :Jvll 1~1>7 Lessons, Table IV and 

Lola. p. 363 (1975) 

Upper !>an Fernando, l~Ul bi71 Lessons, Table IV and 

Cn. p. 364 (1975) 

U t. i ca Reservoir, lll74 19uz ER , v. 46, v. 48, p. 226, 

llY 290 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
EN, v. 4<; 

• • • • • 

HGT TYPE 
FTM 

20 
6 timber 

core 

33 f 
10 

64 E 
lg clay 

core 

61 E 
19 

88 E 
26 

82 E-H 
25 

70 E 
21 rolled 

IJSCOLD 
itjC 

il-2 

11-1 

A-1 

A-1 

A-1 

F-1 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILIJRE 

Overtopped. (Middlebrooks, 1g53) 

Very poor design and construction. There wert no trenches in founJation. 
Dam was overtopped and disintegrated. (Jorgensen, l~lll) 
Due to heavy rains and obstructea spillway, oam ~/as overtoppeo 11ashiny away 
fill on backside of dam, exposing timber core. Ti111ber core was unstaole, 
poorly jointed and anchored. Failed by cor.lbination of overturning ana 
sliding. (Mitchell, 1g12) 

Cracking. (Lessons, 1975) 

After heavy rains; sliding embankr•lent oo~mstrearo1 slope due to abnormally 
high pore pressures. (Lessons, 197~) 

Leakage abutment, underseepage by-passed the cutoff ana the sha1lo~1 founddtion 
drain . {Lessons, 1975) 

Leakage, foundation . (Lessons, 1975) 

Stability earthquake. February 9, 1971 earthquake (o.o Richter) jolteo 
both daro1s. The earthquake caused the dam to move downstream a 1naxi mum of 
5 ft (2m) at the crest and settled by as 1o1ucn as :! ft (1 m). (lessons, 1~7~) 

Sliding embankment downstream slope. (Lessons, 197:i) 

Insufficient compaction. (Middlebrooks, 1~53) 

Steep slopes; poor construction. (Justin, 1932) 

ilam built of two types of material; impervious overlain by a pervious ligi1t 
light material described as "slightly better than sand." T11ere was no COin
paction to speak of on sor.1e sections, as the earth ~<as du~o1peu from wheelbarrows. 
Failure occurred in the light upper material (composing tne upper 20-z~ ft 
{6-B m) of the dam.). 
After the break occurred a"'i the water nad 1 eft the reservoir toe rc1••a i ni ng 
portion of the dalil slt.1npeu due to settling of tne inner or wet portion of t11t: 
dam, so as to noaterially flatten the upper slope and leave a pronounce<i 
crack, or series of cracKs, along the whole, or nearly tne whole, crest. 
(Ei1, v. 49) 

• • • • • 
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ll1A'1111l ll])f...iiHOii~ blilh.J f Jdl[L) 

Valentine. nfebr. 1':111 

Valentine . LJ. 

Val toarie. Sast. 
tanada 

Yill paraisu . t:ilile 

Yiln INoncan. Cii. il;!t.er

l~J~~oer 

Victor. Colo. 

I !IN 

Victor braunig. Tex. i162 

Vir. Inoia 1!101 

Yi~in River. lliew . 192~ 

l'Jll 

JSJ7 

l~52 

~~ 

~:.n 

bU 

1901 

l'Jb:l 

l~t.2 
l%3 

l'l£9 

• 

REFERENCES 

EN, v. 63 

EN, 1937 

ENR, v. 148 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953 ) 
Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

E and BR, v. 18, 
p. 270 

Safety of Small Dams 
(1974) 

ER, v. 43 p. 550 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 

Les sons, Table IV and 
p . 371 (1975) 
ASCE VI part 1, 1972 

• 

Lessons, Table VI (1975) 

ENR, v. 103 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

HGT TYPE 
FTM 

30 E 

56 
17 

9 rolled 
clay core 

E 
rolled 

E 

E 
rolled 

25 E 
8 rolled 

• 

l,SCOLO 
INC . 

11-1 

90 E A-1 
27 

24 
7 

120 
37 

E-R 
rolled 

A-1 

DOC 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILuRE 

Settlement of spillv1ay . (l~iddlebrooks, lgS3). Reservoir fillea to within 
inches of spillway crest; earth below spillway settled and dam went out, 
spillway was concrete covered earth (Justin, B32) 

failure due to settl ing of the concrete coverea earth spillway, first filling, 
when reservoir level rose to within inches of the spill~1ay . (Jusin, 19:S2) 

After heavy rains spillv1~y brought into use; large amount of water going over 
spillway resulted in erosion of lining . Lining consisted of creosotea ti~oJuer 
planking. (ENR, Nov. 4, 1937) 

Overtopped . (Middl ebrooks, 1953) 

Main dam; overtopping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Slopes too steep. (Niddlebrooks, 1953) 

Due to earthquake both dams pa r tially failed . Lower dam : upstream face sliu 
inward with porti ons of the toe moving upstream unaer water for al .nost tnree
fourth of a mile. Upper dam: A significant portion of the embankment moveu 
bodily downstream. No water lost but outlet works severely rlan.agea. iSafety, l~l 4) 

Overtopped. (Middl ebrooks, 1953) Due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, l!IJ ~J 

Failure due to inadequate spillway. (hill, 1902) (Jorgensen, 19£u) 

Deformation, differential transverse embankment cracks . Leakage founuation. 
(Lessons, 1g75) 

Cracking . (Lessons, 1975) Cracking . (Lessons, 1~75) 

Poor design and con s truction. (Middlebrooks, 1953) 

Accoraing to observations seepage through the oam became so rapia t ha t a large 
slide on lov1e r s lope occurred ~nd thereafter di sin tegration of the f ill continueo 
rapidly. (EI~R. v . 103, llo . 14, p. 526) 

I • 
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r~AI·1E L OCA T 1 01'1 tlu!LT 

rlachusett llorth Pike 1904 
l'lacnusett, i·ld~>. 

Waco 196~ 

~lagn e r Creek, wa . 19lb 

~lah 1 awa 1!10~ 

>ialnut Grove , Az . lbdo 

wianapum 191;4 

\oianship. llt. 19~7 

• 

FAIU:.u 

htJi 

19~1 

1113 

lY£1 

lo~u 

hu4 

l9o'l 

• 

REFERENCES HGT TYPE 
FTM 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
Schuyler (1908) 

82 E 
25 rolled 

Saville , (1907) 
Merriman, (1930) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 140 
43 

ENR, v . 120 50 
Les sons, Table IV (1975) 15 and 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 136 
41 

We gma nn, ( 1927) 110 
Lessons, Table IV (1975) 33 
Hi 11, (1902) 
Jorgensen , ( 1920 l 
ENR, v. 100 

Lessons , Table IV (1975) 186 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 376 (1975) 

• 

57 

174 
53 

hydraulic 

E-R 

Rock 

G-E 

USC OLD 
INC . 

A-1 

CDC 

f-1 

A-1 

F-1 

fl-1 

llR 

• 

CAUSE OF ~A I LURE 

Upstream slope slide, water surface 40 feet below top, (Schuyler, 19u8) 

Sliding embankment, upstream slope, (Lessons, 197~) 

The slip happened at the po i nt of maximum section, where t11e el ol bankment is 
about 80 ft ( 24 m) and where there was 42 ft ( 13 m) of water. The portion 
that slipped into the water was about 675ft (2lio m) with thickness nonnal 
to the slope of about 3~ ft (ll m). The slide did not affect safety of the 
dam . (Saville, 1907) 

On April 11, 1907, a portion of the upstream face 675 ft (<:0~ m) long, of a 
thickness of 3!:i ft (ll m) nonnal to the slope, slici down the bank, causiny 
little damage but indicating that 1:2 slope was too steep for such fine 
material under water. (Merri man, 1930) 

Sliding embankment downstream slope. (Lessons, l\17~) 

Spillway failure . (Lessons, 1975) 

Failure due to spillr1ay failure; heavy snow melt filled reservoir for first 
tin1c; did not overtop; effort to strengtnen dam several days ahead of ti 111e 
failed. (ENR, v . 12'-1 ) 

Unusually heavy snow with melt filled reservoir top of oam; did not overtop , 
failure due to fault in concrete spillway . (ENR, April Edt!) 

Flow discharge, damaged spillway, (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopped; flow discharge greater than spillway; washout of dam . (Lessons, 1':17~) 

Failure by overtopp ing . (hill, 1902) (Jorgensen, l 9£u) 

Failure ascribed to insufficient spillway, which could not discharge the flooa 
waters, and to carelessness in the execution of •he work. (Wegmann, 1!1<7) 

Failure due to too small a waste weir, causing a backing up of water and over
topping, (ENR, v. 100, No. 12, p. 472) 

Gate control failed. (Lessons, 1975) 

Flow discharge through left gilte, creating an unsynunetrical load caused damage 
to the outlet to the stilling basin. (Lessons, 197~) 

• • • • • 
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~ lo:cA<TIOIII I>IUU fAILt:U 

ollashit.a. Ot-. 191~ 

'llassy . Fraoce 18ol-<ei3 lbtl3 

lr.eisse. Czech . 
Ueisse Passe. ilone.iil 

\lesley E. Sea l e 19:.0 

olestoranch I 'JUG 

Uest J ul esourg. Co. 190!1 

lfest River Provi
uence (2) 

'iheatland ho. 1. ily. 19611 

111hi teoga ter brook. 
upper. till 

1!:14) 

llichHa Falls. Tx. 19\11 
llol11day Creek 

l'Jl6 

!So:, 

1~64 

bll.l 

190l 

1969 

1',;72 

l";AJI 

• 

REFERENCES 

Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

Sherard, (1953) 

EN, v. 77, p. 139 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

• 

HGT TYPE 
FTH 

12 
4 concrete 

core 

54 E 
16 brick 

face 

42 -{ 
13 rolled 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) ll4 
35 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 93 

ER, v. 63 
Justin, (1932) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Jorgensen, (1920) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 377 (1975) 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 374 (1975) 

EN, v. 45 

28 

55 E 
17 rolled 

45 
14 

62 
19 

• 

uS COLD 
INC. 

F-2 

DOC 

F-2 

F-1 

DOC 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Concrete core undermined and washed out. Break 35 ft (ll m) Third time 
dam washed out. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Due to rapid drawdown, a s 1 ide occurred on the upstream s 1 ope. The dam was 
repaired by "carefully compacting" the earth. (Sherard, 1953) 

Piping along an outlet. (Niddlebrooks, 1~53) 

Failure due to percolation along an outlet. llegan as a small stream of clear 
water just above the top of the conduit and in less than a quarter of an hour 
it had become a stream of dirty water several inches through . CollaJJse of 
the dam over the conduit followed soon. Author stated da.n was of bat.l ciesign 
and fai1ed due to bad design and incompetence. (EN, v. 77, ~o. 4) 

Flow discharge, spillway gate failure. (Lessons, 1975) 

Sliding embankment upstream slope. (Lessons, 197o) 

Piping. (Middlebrooks, 1953) Seepage along ledge rock. (Justin, l9J2) 

f>oth composed of fine gravel and sand. Water over crest close to wooden 
sluice way. (JorgEnsen, 1920) 

Sliding embankment, downstream slope exact cause unknown possioly 1) piping 
through embankment along conduit, 2) wave action by unusual winds . \Lessons, 
1975) 

During heavy rains earth embankment was breached adjacent to spillway. (Lessons, 
1975) 

One leak occurred, was stopped by 5 : 00 PI~ by 7:00PM another leak occurrea, 
could not be stopped and dam broke at 1:30 Al1. The oreak is said to have 
been some 200ft (61 m) . (EN, v. 4~. No . 21) 
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FAILED REFERENCE HGT TYPE 
FT .M 

1947 lessons, Table IV (1975) 40 G-E 
12 

l'Juv 

1912 

1~11 

1911 

1927 

1~49 

lb5U 

1Y72 

ER, v. 42 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
Hi 11, (1902) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

EN, v. 67, p. 667 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
Ambler, (1912) 
Jorgensen, ( 1920) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
ER, (10-10-1911) 
EN, v. 66, p. 483 

• 

ENR, v. 99 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 
Middlebrooks, ( 1953) 

Walters , ( 1962) p. 50 

Lessons, Table IV and 
p. 334 (1975) 

• 

12 E 
4 rolled 

brick face 
core 

24 E 
7 roll ~ d 

mason 
core 

59 
18 
34 
10 concrete 

core 

E 
rolled 

90 E 
27 rolled 

60 
18 

USCOLD 
INC. 

F-2 

F-1 

A-2 

11-l 

• 

CAUSE OF FAILUilt 

Leakage built up high pressures. (lessons, 197~) 

Piping along an outlet. {Hiddlebrooks, 1953) 

Piping along outlet. (Hill, 1902) (Jorgensen, 192u) 

Overtopped. (Hiddlebrooks, 1953) And breached due to insufficient spillway . 
(Justin, 1932) 

Insufficient spillway and poorly constructed. (Jorgensen, 19£0) 

Due to heavy rains, and inadequate spillway, dam was overtopped and breacheu. 
{Justin, _1932) 

Oue to exces s ive rainfall dam was breached 70 ft {21 m) long and Z4 ft (7 m) 
deep. Rapid filling of reservoir by rains caused the dam to overflow. Overflow 
of dam caused backside of dam to wash away exposing core. Core failea bit by 
bit. (Ambler, 1912) 

Overtopping, completed structure. (Lessons, 1975) 

Overtopping. (11i ddl ebrooks, 1953) 

Failure caused by high water cutting through the bank at one eno of tne uam. 
(ENR, v. 99) 

leakage embankment piping. (Lessons, 1975) 

Piping. (Middlebrooks, .1953) 

ijuilt on alternating grits and clays; failure due to percolation through the 
grits. (l~a 1 ters, 1962) 

Leakage, foundation. (Lessons, 1975) 
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REFERENCE 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 

Sherar d, (1953) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

ASCE Tr ans . , v. 5 and 6 
t1i ddl ebrooks, (1 953) 

Les sons, Table IV (1975) 

ENR, v. 120 

HGT TYPE 

FTM 

84 
26 

68 E 
21 rolled 

41 E 
12 rolle.d 

91 
28 

84 E 
26 puddle 

core 

• 

LSCOLD 
INC. 

A-1 

ODC 

DDC 

• • • 

CAUSE OF FAILURE 

Leakage embankment; sliding embankment downstream slope. (Lessons, 197:>) 

Concen trated seepage. ('1idalebrooks, 1953 ) In 19Sl concentrated seepage 
appeared at toe near mi ddle of the dam . Ap pea rs to be a long-standing 
problem. No threat to safety. (Sheraro, 1953) 

Leakage in culvert. (Mi ddle brooks, 1953 ) 

Water leaked around cu l vert passing t hrough emba nkment . \Jorgensen, lnu) 
Culvert passed through base of embankment, making a breach <:OO ft (bl m) 
long. (Hill, 1902) 

The r e had been leakage into a cul ve r t since dam wa s completed. The cu lvert, 
in the bed of the brook, th r ough the aam, contained s upply pipes. T11e 
beg i nning of the fa il ur e ~-o a s t •·1o yea r s pri o r , when wa te r was first obse rved 
in considerable quant i ty into the pi pe c ulven, about 20 ft (tim) above the 
central wall, and passing out through the a r c il and lower gate-ilouse . 

It was propo sed t o c l ean out the culvert, f ind t he leakage, and stop it . 
The culvert was cleaned out but leak was never f ound . 

Tv10 days before fi na 1 fa i 1 ure, l a rye quantiti es of muady water were ollservea 
Lo be : l v,. ir.-; f rc'l .he culvert oelow the l011cr ga te - hou se. An exarninat io n 
was made and found to be entering at or near the old leak site. The dam then 
failed. 

Failure was due to a stratum of porous material underlying the gate- nouse 
and upper end of pipe vault, partaking the na ture of quicksand . The water 
found its way through the porous material and leaked through tile interstices 
of the masonary (culvert) until it wore a p ~ ssage large enough to carry ear t h 
with H. (Ellis, etal., 1876) 

Embankment downst r eam slope failure. (Les sons, 1975) 

The dam failed by slumping of the downstream bank for half the length of t he 
structure. 

Dam failure uue t o pocke t s of a plas t ic j e ll y-li ke materi a l 30 - 3~ ft (9-ll m) 
belm·1 natural s ur iace of the g r ound squeez t:d out under 1veig i1t of darn, all owing 
dam to collapse and bul ge in downstream di r~ction. These oul ges cause<l a 
ri s e in elevation of as much as 14ft (4 m) at points below downstream face. 
( ENR , v. 120, No . 8) 
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REFERECNE HGT 
FTM 

Lessons, Table IV (1975) 50 

EN. v. 58, (8-8-1 907) 
Mi ddlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932) 
Jorgensen , ( 1920) 
1·\urphy , ( 1907) 
Sherard, (1953) 

Sh'!rard, (1953) 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 

• 

EN, v. 62 
Middlebrooks, (1953) 
Justin, (1932 ) 
Saville, (1916) 
Jorgensen, (1920) 

15 

630 
192 

25 
8 

• • 

TYPE 

rolled 

E-R 
hydraulic 

lJSCOLD 
INC. 

il-l 

• 

CAUSE OF FA I LURE 

Leakage, foundation. (Lessons, 197~) 

Overtopped . (Middlebrooks, 1953) Due to insufficient spillway. (Justin, l'IJ') 

630 ft (192m) was carried away in a great flood. Water was 7 ft (£ m) 
above crest. (Jorgensen, 1920) 

Seepage slide, downstream slope enlarger.~ent . (Middl ebrooks , 1%3) 

Slide trigge red by earthquake combined with increasing pore pr essure in 
the embankment due to a year of full re servoir . (Shera ro, 1953) 

Due to heavy rains. Some 630 ft (1 92 m) of the barrier extending i!O ft (~'t ,n) 
from the sou th abutouent to 540 ft (164 m) fro r.l the north abut.uent was 
compl etely swept away. 70 ft (21 m) or more of the no rtil part remaining 
was undennined and ba dly damaged. 

The fail ure was probably due to unaen,lining , caused oy the backlash, 
the la tter having been aioed by weaken i ng of the concre te surface oy the 
scour of the debris (from flood waters). (Hurphy, 1907) 

Piping throug h abutment. (11iddlebrooks, 19~3) Piping beb1een hyoraulic 
fill and rock . (Justin, 1932) 

Dam was undermined. (Jorgensen, 1920 ) 

Undennining due to gravel layer under lava flow. (Saville, l!llb) 

• • • • • 
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